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Before establishing a link with locally based processes, DDR programmes must ensure
that they are legitimate and that they respect international human rights standards, including that they do not discriminate, particularly against women, and children. The national
authorities in charge of DDR will include local experts that may provide advice to DDR
programmes about locally based processes. Additionally civil society organizations may
be able to provide information and contribute to strategies for connecting DDR programmes
to locally based justice processes. Finally, outreach to recipient communities may include
discussions
about locally based justice processes and their applicability to the situations of
Summary
ex-combatants.
Successful reintegration is a particular complex part of DDR. Ex-combatants and those
previously associated with armed forces and groups are finally cut loose from structures
8.3.8. Consider how DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate to support the
and processes that are familiar to them. In some contexts, they re-enter societies that may
reintegration of women associated with armed groups and forces
be equally unfamiliar and that have often been significantly transformed by conflict.
Women
associated
with
groupscombatants
and forces are
participants
in both
DDR
A key
challenge
thatarmed
faces former
andpotential
associated
groups is that
it may
be
programmes
and
transitional
justice
measures,
and
both
are
faced
with
the
challenge
of
impossible for them to reintegrate in the area of origin. Their limited skills may have more
increasing
and
supporting
the
participation
of
women.
Both
DDR
and
transitional
justice
relevance and market-value in urban settings, which are also likely to be unable to absorb
shouldInwork
towards
a better
understanding
of the motivations,
needs of
women
them.
the worst
cases,
places
from which ex-combatants
cameroles
mayand
no longer
exist
after
ex-combatants
and
other
women
associated
with
armed
forces
and
groups
by
directly
a war, or ex-combatants may have been with armed forces and groups that committed
engaging in
women
in their
planning
both programmes
and
they
are adequately
repatrocities
or near
ownfor
communities
and may
notensuring
be able to
return
home.
resented
in
decision-making
bodies,
in
line
with
UNSC
Resolution1325
on
women,
peace
Family and community support is essential for the successful reintegration of ex-comand
security
(also see IDDRS
5.10
Women,
Gender,
DDR).
Sharing
information
on
batants and associated
groups,
butontheir
presence
mayand
make
worse
the real
or perceived
their
respective
lessons
learned
in
terms
of
facilitating
the
participation
of
women
may
be
vulnerability of local populations, which have neither the capacity nor the desire to assist
first generation’
step. The ways
which
women employment
victims articulate
their need
for reparations,
for
aa ‘lost
withinlittle
education,
or training,
war trauma,
and a high
example, might be considered in developing specific reintegration strategies for women.
militarized view of the world. Unsupported former combatants can be a major threat to
Additionally, DDR programme managers may coordinate with transitional justice measthe security of communities because of their lack of skills or assets and their tendency to
ures on community approaches that include women, such as strengthening women’s role
rely on violence to get what they want.
in locally based justice processes.
Ex-combatants and associated groups will usually need specifically designed, sustainable support to help them with their transition from military to civilian life. Yet the
8.3.9. Consider
DDR
andalso
transitional
justice
measures
coordinate
support
United
Nationshow
(UN)
must
ensure that
such
supportmay
does
not meantothat
otherthe
war-afreintegration
of
children
associated
with
armed
groups
and
forces
(CAAGF)
fected groups are treated unfairly or resentment is caused within the wider community.
DDRreintegration
and transitional
justice represent
types ofgroups
initiatives
a range
of intervenThe
of ex-combatants
andtwo
associated
mustamong
therefore
be part
of wider
tions that strategies
are (at leastfor
partly)
aimed at reintegrating
children
associated
with armed groups
recovery
all war-affected
populations.
Reintegration
programmes
should
and
forces.
Given
the
status
of
children
as
a
special
category
of
protected
persons
aim to build local and national capacities to manage the process in the long-term, asunder
reininternational
law, both turns
DDR and
justice
should work together on a strattegration
increasingly
into transitional
reconstruction
andactors
development.
egy that
these children
as victims.
Thisconsiders
module recognizes
thatprimarily
reintegration
challenges are multidimensional, rangJoint creating
coordination
on the reintegration
of children
is possible
at least three
broad
ing from
micro-enterprises
and providing
education
andintraining,
through
to
areas.
First,
DDR
and
transitional
justice
measures
may
coordinate
on
a
strategy
to
idenpreparing receiving communities for the return of ex-combatants and associated groups,
tify and with
holdthe
accountable
those
who of
arewar,
recruiting
children—in
order
to enjoy
maketheir
sure civil
that
dealing
psychosocial
effects
ensuring
ex-combatants
also
the
welfare
of
children
is
considered
as
the
highest
priority
in
that
process.
Second,
both
and political rights, and meeting the specific needs of different groups.
kinds of measures may work together on approaches to reintegrating children who may be
responsible for violations of international humanitarian law or human rights law. Given
the focus on CAAGF as victims, such an approach would preferably focus on non-judicial
1.
Module
objectives
measures
such scope
as truth and
commissions
and locally-based processes of truth and reconciliaThe
of this
module
is to provide
DDR planners
and practitioners
with an overtion,objective
which may
better
contribute
to the reintegration
of children
than prosecution.
At a
view
of thea clear
issuesDDR
thatand
need
be taken
into
account when
designing
and
minimum,
TJ to
policy
should
be developed
as toplanning,
the criminal
responsibilimplementing
a reintegration
programme,
in their
addition
to offering
practical
guidance on
ity of children that
takes adequate
account of
protection
and social
reintegration.
In
how
to successfully
deal
any shared
challenges
that protection
may arise. agencies
Given the
complexity
of
the DRC,
for example,
thewith
position
by child
was
for CAAFG
accused of serious
crimes
tofor
gocontext-specific
through the juvenile
justice system,
applying
special
proreintegration,
and the
need
programmes,
the guidance
offered
here
is
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combatants
may than
play aindirect
in modules
some reparations,
eitherFollowing
by providing
direct reparaless
prescriptive
somerole
other
of the IDDRS.
discussion
of the
tion when they
have individual
for the violations
thatand
occurred,
when
approaches
to reintegration
and responsibility
guidance on programme
planning
design,or,
the
key
appropriate, by
to reparations
that aim
to discussed,
address community
needs,
components
of acontributing
reintegration
programmeprojects
are outlined
and
from economic,
such
as
working
on
a
memorial
or
rebuilding
a
school
or
home
that
was
destroyed
in the
social/psychosocial, and political perspectives. Finally, the module identifies linkages
armed conflict.
between
reintegration and the wider recovery/peacebuilding frameworks.

8.3.5. Collaborate on strategies to target spoilers

2.
Terms,
definitions
and abbreviations
Even
after a ceasefire
or peace agreement,
DDR is frequently challenged by commanders who

Annex
A contains
of definitions
used
this Reintegration
standard.
complete
refuse for
a varietyaoflist
reasons
to disarm
andindemobilize,
and impede
their A
combatants
glossary
of all the in
terms,
abbreviations
usedDDR
in the
series of Integrated
from participating
DDR.definitions
In some ofand
these
cases, national
commissions
(or other
DDR
Standards
is given
in IDDRS 1.20.
officials
charged(IDDRS)
with DDR)
and prosecutors
may collaborate on prosecutorial strategies,
In the IDDRS
themost
word
‘shall’, ‘should’
and ‘may’
are used tohuman
indicate
the
for example
focusedseries,
on those
responsible
for violations
of international
rights
and humanitarian
that maywith
help the
to remove
these
spoilers
and allow
intended
degree oflaw,
compliance
standards
laid
down.from
Thisthe
usesituation
is consistent
with
for the
DDR ofused
the combat
or group. Organization
Such an approach
requires an accompanying
the
language
in the unit
International
for Standardization
standardspuband
lic information strategy that indicates a clear and transparent criminal policy, indicating
guidelines:
what”a)
kind
of cases
willto
beindicate
prosecuted,
and avoiding
any perception
of political
‘shall’
is used
requirements,
methods
or specifications
thatinfluence,
are to be
arbitrary
prosecution,
corruption
or
favoritism.
The
public
information
efforts
of
both the
applied in order to conform to the standard;
DDR programme and the prosecutions outreach units should seek to reassure lower rankb) ‘should’ is used to indicate the preferred requirements, methods or specifications;
ing combatants that the focus of the prosecution initiative is on those most responsible and
c) ‘may’
to indicate
possible
method or course of action.”
that they
willisbeused
welcomed
intoathe
DDR programme.

8.3.6.
Encourage
ex-combatants to participate in transitional justice measures
Defining
‘reintegration’
Ex-combatants
are often simultaneously
fighters,
witnesses,
and
of by
anwhich
armed
conIn the Note by the Secretary-General
dated 24 May 2005,
reintegration
is defined
as, victims
“the process
ex-comflict.
Their
testimonies
may
be
valuable
for
a
prosecutions
initiative
or
a
truth
commission.
batants acquire civilian status and gain sustainable employment and income. Reintegration is essentially a social and
economic process
withstory
an open
primarily
place the
in communities
at the
It is may
part ofview
the
Additionally
their
ortimeframe,
experience
maytaking
change
way others
inlocal
the level.
society
general
a country
a national responsibility,
often necessitates
externalasassistance.”
them,
bydevelopment
blurring ofthe
sharpand
distinctions
betweenand
combatants,
oftenlong-term
seen solely
perpetrators,
and victims,
and exposing
the structural
roots of theand
conflict.
A more
Recognizing
new developments
in the reintegration
of ex-combatants
associated
groupscomprehensive
since the release
of the 2005 Note, of
thethe
Thirdexperience
Report of the of
Secretary-General
on DDR
(2011)
includes
revised policy andprocess.
guidance. It
understanding
ex-combatants
may
ease
the reintegration
observes
that,
“in
most
countries,
economic
aspects,
while
central,
are
not
sufficient
for
the
sustainable
reintegration
DDR programmes may encourage ex-combatant participation in transitional justice
of ex-combatants. Serious consideration of the social and political aspects of reintegration…is [also] crucial for the
measures
by offering information sessions on transitional justice during the demobilization
sustainability and success of reintegration programmes,” including interventions, such as psychosocial support, mental
process
and working
collaboratively
with
national
onaccess
transitional
justice
health counseling
and clinical
treatment and medical
health
support, actors
as well asworking
reconciliation,
to justice/transimeasures
inparticipation
their outreach
to processes.
ex-combatants.
tional justice,
in political
Additionally, it emphasizes that while “reintegration programmes supported by the United Nations are time-bound by
nature…the
reintegration
of ex-combatants
andtoassociated
groups legitimate
is a long-termlocally
processbased
that takes
place at
the indi8.3.7.
Consider
how DDR
may connect
and support
justice
processes
vidual, community, national and regional levels, and is dependent upon wider recovery and development.”

Locally based justice processes may complement reintegration efforts and national level
Note by the Secretary-General
on administrative
and budgetary aspects
of the financing of UN means
peacekeeping
24 Mayissues
2005
transitional
justice measures
by providing
a community-level
of operations,
addressing
(A/C.5/59/31); Third report of the Secretary-General on Disarmament, demobilization and reintegration, 21 March 2011 (A/65/741)
of accountability of ex-combatants. When ex-combatants participate in these processes, they
demonstrate their desire to be a part of the community again, and to take steps to repair
the damage for which they are responsible. This contributes to building or renewing trust
3.
Introduction
between
ex-combatants and the communities in which they seek to reintegrate. Locally based
Sustainable
reintegration
of former
combatants
associatedof
groups
intoassociated
their commujustice processes
have particular
potential
for theand
reintegration
children
with
nities
origin
orgroups.
choice is the ultimate objective of DDR. A reintegration programme
armedof
forces
and
is designed
address
the many
destabilizing
factors
that threaten
ex-combatants’
sucCreatingtolinks
between
reintegration
strategies,
particularly
community
reintegration
cessful
transition
to peace, including:
economicjustice
hardship,
socialmay
exclusion,
psychological
strategies,
for ex-combatants
and locally-based
processes
be one way
to bridge
and
physical
trauma,
and of
political
disenfranchisement.
Failure
to successfully
the gap
between
the aims
DDR and
the aims of transitional
justice.
UNICEF’sreintegrate
work with
ex-combatants
will processes
undermine
achievements
of disarmament
andindemobilization,
locally based justice
in the
support
of the reintegration
of children
Sierra Leone is
one example.
furthering
the risk of renewal of armed conflict.
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Before establishing
a link with locally
processes,
DDR
must ensure
Reintegration
of ex-combatants
and based
associated
groups
is aprogrammes
long-term process
that
that they
andcommunity,
that they respect
international
humaneven
rightsregional
standards,
includoccurs
atare
thelegitimate
individual,
national,
and at times
level,
and
ing that
they dosocial/psychosocial,
not discriminate, particularly
against
women,
and children.
has
economic,
political and
security
factors
affectingThe
its national
success.
authorities
in
charge
of
DDR
will
include
local
experts
that
may
provide
advice
to DDR
Post-conflict economies have often collapsed, posing significant challenges to creating
programmeslivelihoods
about locally
Additionally
society organizations
may
sustainable
for based
formerprocesses.
combatants
and other civil
conflict-affected
groups. Social
be
able
to
provide
information
and
contribute
to
strategies
for
connecting
DDR
programmes
and psychological issues of identity, trust, and acceptance are crucial to ensure violence
to locally based
justice processes.
Finally, outreach
to recipient
communities
may
prevention
and lasting
peace. In addition,
empowering
ex-combatants
to take
partinclude
in the
discussions
about
locally
based
justice
processes
and
their
applicability
to
the
situations
of
political life of their communities and state can bring forth a range of benefits, such as
ex-combatants.
providing
civilians with a voice to address any former or residual grievances in a socially

constructive, non-violent manner. Without sustainable and comprehensive reintegration,
8.3.8. Consider
how may
DDR and
transitional
measuresand
mayvulnerable
coordinatetotore-recruitment
support the or
former
combatants
become
furtherjustice
marginalized
reintegration of
associated
with armed groups and forces
engagement
in women
criminal
or gang activities.
A reintegration
programme
will attempt
to facilitate
the longer-term
Women
associated with
armed groups
and forces
are potential
participants reintegration
in both DDR
process
by
providing
time-bound,
targeted
assistance.
A
reintegration
programme
cannot
programmes and transitional justice measures, and both are faced with the challenge
of
match
the and
breadth,
depth the
or duration
of the
nortransitional
of the long-term
increasing
supporting
participation
of reintegration
women. Both process,
DDR and
justice
recovery
andtowards
development
therefore,
careful
analysisroles
is required
to
should work
a betterprocess;
understanding
of the
motivations,
and needsinoforder
women
design
and implement
a strategic
pragmatic
programme
that
balex-combatants
and other
women and
associated
withreintegration
armed forces
and groups
bybest
directly
ances
timing,
sequencing
and
a
mix
of
programme
elements
from
among
the
resources
engaging women in planning for both programmes and ensuring they are adequately repavailable.
strong monitoring
system
is needed
to continuously
trackonifwomen,
the approach
resented inAdecision-making
bodies,
in line
with UNSC
Resolution1325
peace
taken
is yielding
desired5.10
effect.
A well-planned
with an
emphasis on
on
and security
(also the
see IDDRS
on Women,
Gender,exit
andstrategy,
DDR). Sharing
information
capacity
building
and ownership
by national
and local
who will
be engaged
in
their respective
lessons
learned in terms
of facilitating
the actors
participation
of women
may be
the
reintegration
process
for much
longer
than the
externally
reintegration
a first
step. The ways
in which
women
victims
articulate
theirassisted
need for
reparations,profor
example, is
might
be considered
in developing
specific reintegration strategies for women.
gramme,
therefore
crucial from
the beginning.
Additionally,
programme
may coordinate
with
transitional
justice measA numberDDR
of key
contextualmanagers
factors should
be taken into
account
when planning
and
ures on community
approaches
that include
such
as strengthening
women’s
designing
the reintegration
strategy.
These women,
contextual
factors
include: (i) the
naturerole
of
in locally
based
processes. resource-driven, identity-driven, etc.) and duration as
the
conflict
(i.e. justice
ideology-driven,
determined by a conflict and security analysis; (ii) the nature of the peace (i.e. military
victory,
principle
third
party
mediation);
(iii) the state
of the economy
8.3.9. Consider
howparty
DDR negotiation,
and transitional
justice
measures
may coordinate
to support
the
(especially
forassociated
skills andwith
labour);
the governance
capacity and reach of the
reintegrationdemand
of children
armed(iv)
groups
and forces (CAAGF)
state
(legitimacy
and
institutional
capacity);
and,
(v)
the
character
cohesiveness
of
DDR and transitional justice represent two types of initiatives amongand
a range
of intervencombatants
receiving
communities
(trust and social
cohesiveness).
These
will groups
be distions that areand
(at least
partly)
aimed at reintegrating
children
associated with
armed
cussed
in
greater
detail
throughout
the
module.
and forces. Given the status of children as a special category of protected persons under
There are
also
several
and challenges
must
be carefully
assessed,
international
law,
both
DDR risks
and transitional
justicethat
actors
should
work together
on amonistrattored
and
managed
in
order
to
successfully
implement
a
reintegration
programme.
One
egy that considers these children primarily as victims.
of the
keycoordination
challenges in
and implementing
programmes
is three
how to
fulJoint
ondesigning
the reintegration
of children DDR
is possible
in at least
broad
fill
theFirst,
specific
and
essential
needsjustice
of ex-combatants
without
turning
into atoreal
or
areas.
DDR
and
transitional
measures may
coordinate
on them
a strategy
idenperceived
privileged
group
within
the
community.
The
reintegration
support
for
ex-comtify and hold accountable those who are recruiting children—in order to make sure that
batants
should
therefore
planned as
in the
such
a manner
as to
creatingSecond,
resentment
the welfare
of children
is be
considered
highest
priority
in avoid
that process.
both
and
bitterness
within
wider
communities
or
society
or
putting
a
strain
on
a
community’s
kinds of measures may work together on approaches to reintegrating children who may be
limited
resources.
Accordingly,
this module
seeks to emphasize
the importance
andGiven
benresponsible
for violations
of international
humanitarian
law or human
rights law.
efits
of
approaching
reintegration
programmes
from
a
community-based
perspective
in
the focus on CAAGF as victims, such an approach would preferably focus on non-judicial
order
to more
execute programme
activities and
avoid possible
tensions
formmeasures
sucheffectively
as truth commissions
and locally-based
processes
of truth and
reconciliaing
ex-combatants
and community
members. of children than prosecution. At a
tion,between
which may
better contribute
to the reintegration
In order
to increase
the effectiveness
of reintegration
it is also
essential
minimum,
a clear
DDR and
TJ policy should
be developedprogrammes,
as to the criminal
responsibilto
their limitations
and
boundaries.
the trust
of ex-comity recognize
of childrenand
thatidentify
takes adequate
account of
their
protectionFirstly,
and social
reintegration.
In
batants
theexample,
politicalthe
process
is often
heavily
influenced
byagencies
the nature
peace
the DRC,infor
position
shared
by child
protection
wasofforthe
CAAFG
accused of and
serious
gooverall
through
the juvenile
justice
system,
applying
special prosettlement
the crimes
trust ofto
the
population
in the
process;
DDR
both influences
and
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combatants
play a direct
role inSecondly,
some reparations,
either
providing
direct reparais
influencedmay
by political
processes.
the presence
ofby
economic
opportunities
is
tion when
they
have the
individual
responsibility
violations
that
or, when
critical.
And
thirdly,
governance
capacity offor
thethe
state,
referring
tooccurred,
its perceived
legitappropriate,
by contributing
to reparations
that aim
to services,
address community
imacy
and institutional
capacity
to govern projects
and provide
basic
is essential needs,
to the
such
as
working
on
a
memorial
or
rebuilding
a
school
or
home
that
was
destroyed
in the
successful implementation of a DDR programme. DDR is fundamentally social, economic
armed
conflict.
and
political
in character and should be seen as part of a broader integrated approach to
recovery, including security, governance, and political and developmental aspects. Therefore,
be based
uponspoilers
context analyses (see above on contextual factors)
8.3.5.programmes
Collaborate onshall
strategies
to target
that
integrated,
and DDR
coordinated
across
the UN family
with national
Evenare
after
a ceasefirecomprehensive
or peace agreement,
is frequently
challenged
by commanders
who
and
other
international
partners.
refuse for a variety of reasons to disarm and demobilize, and impede their combatants
from participating in DDR. In some of these cases, national DDR commissions (or other
officials charged with DDR) and prosecutors may collaborate on prosecutorial strategies,
for example focused on those most responsible for violations of international human rights
4.
Guiding Principles
and humanitarian law, that may help to remove these spoilers from the situation and allow
IDDRS 2.10 on the UN Approach to DDR sets out the main principles that shall guide
for the DDR of the combat unit or group. Such an approach requires an accompanying puball
aspects of DDR
planning
and implementation.
All UN DDR
programmes
shall be:
lic information
strategy
that indicates
a clear and transparent
criminal
policy, indicating
people-centred;
flexible;
accountable
and
transparent;
nationally
andoflocally
owned;
intewhat kind of cases
will be
prosecuted,
and
avoiding any
perception
political
influence,
grated;
and
well-planned,
in addition
to being gender-sensitive.
More specifically,
when
arbitrary
prosecution,
corruption
or favoritism.
The public information
efforts of both
the
designing
and
implementing
reintegration
programmes,
planners
and
practitioners
shall
DDR programme and the prosecutions outreach units should seek to reassure lower ranktake
the following
consideration:
ing combatants
thatguidance
the focusinto
of the
prosecution initiative is on those most responsible and
that they will be welcomed into the DDR programme.

4.1. People-centred
8.3.6. Encouragereintegration
ex-combatants
to participate
in transitional
justice
measures
UN-supported
strategies
will include
diverse
people
and communities with
Ex-combatants
often simultaneously
and victims
an armed convarious
needs. are
Non-discrimination
and fighters,
fair and witnesses,
equitable treatment
of of
participants
and
flict.
Their
testimonies
may
be
valuable
for
a
prosecutions
initiative
or
a
truth
commission.
beneficiaries are core principles of the UN approach to DDR. A ‘people-centred’ approach
Additionallythat
their
story or experience
may reintegration
change the way
others in the
society
may view
recognizes
differences
exist among
participants
and
beneficiaries
–
them,
by
blurring
the
sharp
distinctions
between
combatants,
often
seen
solely
as
differences which include, but are not limited to sex, age, class, religion, and perpetraphysical,
tors, and victims,
and exposing
the structural
roots
of the
conflict.
A moreresponses.
comprehensive
intellectual
or psycho-social
capacities
– all of
which
require
targeted
Reinunderstanding
of
the
experience
of
ex-combatants
may
ease
the
reintegration
process.and
tegration assistance shall therefore be based on thorough profiling of ex-combatants
DDR programmes
may
encourage
ex-combatant
participation
transitional
justice
assessments
of the social,
economic,
political
and cultural
contextsininto
which they
are
measures
by
offering
information
sessions
on
transitional
justice
during
the
demobilization
reintegrating in order to support specific needs.
process and working collaboratively with national actors working on transitional justice
measures in their outreach to ex-combatants.
4.2. Flexible
To
respond
to contextual
changes
and
relevant,
reintegration
programmes
should
8.3.7.
Consider
how DDR may
connect
to remain
and support
legitimate
locally based
justice processes
be
designed
injustice
such a processes
way that allows
for maximum
adaptability.
Whileand
thenational
reintegration
Locally
based
may complement
reintegration
efforts
level
programme
design
will
be
based
on
initial
assessments,
it
is
important
to
remember
that
transitional justice measures by providing a community-level means of addressing issues
many
contextual
factors
will
change
significantly
during
the
course
of
the
programme,
of accountability of ex-combatants. When ex-combatants participate in these processes, they
such
as the wishes
and ambitions
the
labour
capacity
of
demonstrate
their desire
to be a partofofex-combatants,
the community
again,
andmarket,
to takethe
steps
to repair
service
providers,
the
capacity
of
the
different
government
bodies,
in
addition
to
the
agenthe damage for which they are responsible. This contributes to building or renewing trust
das
of political
parties and
in power.in
Furthermore,
newtoorreintegrate.
broader recovery
plans
between
ex-combatants
and leaders
the communities
which they seek
Locally based
may
be
designed
during
the
timeframe
of
the
DDR
programme,
for
which
reintegration
justice processes have particular potential for the reintegration of children associated with
programmes
be linked.
armed forces should
and groups.
Additionally,
is required on
the issueparticularly
of targetingcommunity
principles. reintegration
While in the
Creating linksflexibility
between reintegration
strategies,
beginning
of the
programmeand
exclusive
targetedjustice
approaches
might
be be
appropriate,
strategies, for
ex-combatants
locally-based
processes
may
one way toflexibilbridge
ity
enlarge
thethe
target
within
theaims
scope
the programme
be considered
the to
gap
between
aimsgroup
of DDR
and the
ofof
transitional
justice.should
UNICEF’s
work with
and
may
alsojustice
be part
of the programme
exit
This means
that the
total Leone
number
locally
based
processes
in support of
thestrategy.
reintegration
of children
in Sierra
is
onecombatants
example. might be known at the beginning of a programme, but not necessarily the
of
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establishing
a link with
locallyassisted.
based processes,
DDR flexibility
programmes
must
ensure
totalBefore
number
of beneficiaries
or people
Furthermore,
of the
types
of
that
they are legitimate
that they
respect
international
rightsprogramme.
standards, includreintegration
assistanceand
offered
should
be applied
withinhuman
the national
Fixed
ing
that they
do not discriminate,
particularly
against
women, and children. The national
packages
of individual
assistance shall
therefore
be avoided.
authorities in charge of DDR will include local experts that may provide advice to DDR
programmes about locally based processes. Additionally civil society organizations may
be
to provideand
information
and contribute to strategies for connecting DDR programmes
4.3.able
Accountable
transparent
to
locally based
justice processes.
Finally,onoutreach
to recipient
communitiesand
may
include
Reintegration
assistance
shall be based
the principles
of accountability
transpardiscussions
about
locally
based
justice
processes
and
their
applicability
to
the
situations
of
ency. Public information and communication strategies shall therefore be drawn up and
ex-combatants.
implemented as early as possible. Public information, awareness-raising and community

consultation and sensitization ensure that affected participant and beneficiary groups
have
chance to
influence
to receive
accurate
information
on DDR programme
8.3.8.aConsider
how
DDR andand
transitional
justice
measures
may coordinate
to support theprocereintegration
of women associated
with armed groups and forces
dures
and reintegration
assistance.
Once
expectedwith
results
are clearly
by all
stakeholders,
key indicators
for monWomen
associated
armed
groupsdefined
and forces
are
potential participants
in both
DDR
itoring
and
measuring
programme
impact
shall
be
agreed
upon,
based
on
careful
context
programmes and transitional justice measures, and both are faced with the challenge of
assessments
and
analysis. the
Defining
a set ofofindicators
in a DDR
participatory
mannerjustice
helps
increasing and
supporting
participation
women. Both
and transitional
to
clarify
expectations
and
leads
to
a
broad
agreement
on
realistic
targets.
Individuals
should work towards a better understanding of the motivations, roles and needs of women
or
organizationsand
responsible
for monitoring
also beforces
agreed
upon,
as well
as how
ex-combatants
other women
associatedshould
with armed
and
groups
by directly
often
monitoring
reports
will
be
drawn
up.
The
data
for
indicators
should
be
updated
at
engaging women in planning for both programmes and ensuring they are adequately repleast
quarterly
and communicated
toin
stakeholders.
resented
in decision-making
bodies,
line with UNSC Resolution1325 on women, peace
and security (also see IDDRS 5.10 on Women, Gender, and DDR). Sharing information on
their respective lessons learned in terms of facilitating the participation of women may be
4.4.
Nationally
locally
ownedwomen victims articulate their need for reparations, for
a first
step. Theand
ways
in which
The
success
of reintegration
programmes
depends
the combined
efforts of
example,
might
be considered
in developing
specificonreintegration
strategies
forindividuwomen.
Additionally,
DDR
programmeand
managers
may
coordinate programmes
with transitional
measals,
families and
communities
therefore
reintegration
shalljustice
be designed
ures on community
thatprocess
includethat
women,
such
as strengthening
women’s role
through
an inclusive,approaches
participatory
involves
ex-combatants
and communities,
in locally
justice
processes. and non-governmental actors in planning and decilocal
andbased
national
authorities,
sion-making from the earliest stages. Buy-in to the reintegration process by key armed
actors
and military
leaders
be onejustice
of the measures
first priorities
of the DDR
8.3.9. Consider
how DDR
andshall
transitional
may coordinate
toprogramme,
support the and
should
be achieved
in collaboration
with
national
government
and other key stakeholders
reintegration
of children
associated with
armed
groups
and forces (CAAGF)
in
accordance
with
UN
mandates.
All
parties
to
the
conflict
shall
commit
themselves
to
DDR and transitional justice represent two types of initiatives among
a range
of intervenaccepting
an (at
agreed
together
with a timetable
carryingwith
out activities.
tions that are
leastframework,
partly) aimed
at reintegrating
childrenfor
associated
armed groups
The
primary
responsibility
for
the
successful
outcome
of
DDR
programmes
rests
and forces. Given the status of children as a special category of protected persons under
with
nationallaw,
authorities
and
local
stakeholders.
international
both DDR
and
transitional
justiceReintegration
actors shouldprogrammes
work togethershall
on atherestratfore
seek
to
develop
the
capacities
of
receiving
communities,
as
well
as
local
and
national
egy that considers these children primarily as victims.
authorities.
In contexts on
where
national capacity
is weak,
it is important
to ensure
that
Joint coordination
the reintegration
of children
is possible
in at least
three broad
international
actors
dotransitional
not act as substitutes
for national
authoritieson
in aprogramme
areas. First, DDR
and
justice measures
may coordinate
strategy to manidenagement
and
implementation,
but
rather
put
forth
all
efforts
to
strengthen
the
national
tify and hold accountable those who are recruiting children—in order to make sure that
capacities
to implement
the long-term
reintegration
the welfareneeded
of children
is considered
as the highest
priority process.
in that process. Second, both
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kinds of measures may work together on approaches to reintegrating children who may be
responsible for violations of international humanitarian law or human rights law. Given
4.5.
Integrated
the focus
on CAAGF as victims, such an approach would preferably focus on non-judicial
DDR
processes
both
influence
and areand
affected
by wider processes
recovery, peacebuilding
and state
measures
such as
truth
commissions
locally-based
of truth and reconciliatransformational
processes.
It
is
therefore
essential
that
reintegration
programmes
tion, which may better contribute to the reintegration of children than prosecution.work
At a
collaboratively
with
other
programmes
and stakeholders
to as
achieve
coherence,
secminimum, a clear
DDR
and
TJ policy should
be developed
to thepolicy
criminal
responsibiltoral
inter-agency
and coordination
from the start.In
ity ofprogramme
children thatintegration,
takes adequate
accountcooperation
of their protection
and social reintegration.
UN integrated
units
should
be used
wherever
possible
to support
thewas
implementation
the DRC,
for example,
the
position
shared
by child
protection
agencies
for CAAFG
accused
of serious crimes
to go through
juvenile justice
system,
applying
special proof
DDR programmes.
In addition,
the usethe
of technical
working
groups,
donor forums,
and
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combatants
may play amodalities
direct roleshould
in somebereparations,
eitherintegrate
by providing
direct
repararapid
response/surge
used to further
efforts
in the
area
tion
when they have individual responsibility for the violations that occurred, or, when
of
DDR.
appropriate,
contributing
to reparations
that receive
aim to address
community
It is alsoby
particularly
relevant
that lineprojects
ministries
appropriate
supportneeds,
from
such
as
working
on
a
memorial
or
rebuilding
a
school
or
home
that
was
destroyed
in
the
DDR programmes to ensure that reintegration will be sustainable and in accordance with
armednational
conflict.policies and plans.
other

8.3.5. Collaborate on strategies to target spoilers
4.6. Well-planned
Even after a ceasefire or peace agreement, DDR is frequently challenged by commanders who
A
well-planned
reintegration
programme
assess and respond
to thetheir
specific
needs of
refuse
for a variety
of reasons
to disarm shall
and demobilize,
and impede
combatants
its
male
and femaleinparticipants
(i.e. of
gender-sensitive
planning),
might be children,
from
participating
DDR. In some
these cases, national
DDRwho
commissions
(or other
youth,
adults,
elders
and/or
persons
with
disabilities.
officials charged with DDR) and prosecutors may collaborate on prosecutorial strategies,
Effectivefocused
and sustainable
reintegration
depends
on earlyofplanning
that human
is basedrights
on: a
for example
on those most
responsible
for violations
international
comprehensive
understanding
of
the
local
context,
a
clear
and
unambiguous
agreement
and humanitarian law, that may help to remove these spoilers from the situation and allow
among
all stakeholders
about
and results
of the requires
programme,
the establishment
for the DDR
of the combat
unitobjectives
or group. Such
an approach
an accompanying
pubof
timeframes,
budgetinga requirements
and human
resource
needs,
and a
lic realistic
information
strategy clear
that indicates
clear and transparent
criminal
policy,
indicating
clearly
defined
programme
exit strategy.
Planning
shall
based on of
existing
assessments
what kind
of cases
will be prosecuted,
and
avoiding
anybe
perception
political
influence,
arbitrary
prosecution,
or favoritism.
public
information
of both
the
which
include
conflictcorruption
and security
analyses, The
gender
analyses,
earlyefforts
recovery
and/or
DDR programme
the prosecutions
outreach
units should seek to assessments.
reassure lower
rankpost-conflict
needsand
assessments,
in addition
to reintegration-specific
Reinteing combatants
that the
focus
of the prosecution
is on those
most responsible
and
gration
practitioners
shall
furthermore
ensure ainitiative
results-based
monitoring
and evaluation
that they
will be welcomed
into the
DDRthe
programme.
(M&E)
framework
is developed
during
planning phase and that sufficient resources
and expertise are allocated for this task at the outset.
planning
the disarmament
and demobilization
phases
shall work in tandem
8.3.6.Those
Encourage
ex-combatants
to participate
in transitional justice
measures
with
the
reintegration
phase
planners
and
experts
to
ensure
a
smooth
transition,
and more
Ex-combatants are often simultaneously fighters, witnesses, and victims
of an armed
conspecifically
that the programme
has sufficient
resources and
capacity
absorb
the demoflict. Their testimonies
may be valuable
for a prosecutions
initiative
or to
a truth
commission.
bilized
groups,
where
applicable.
It is important
that
on reintegration
Additionally
their
story
or experience
may change
thepromises
way others
in the society assistance
may view
are
notbymade
during
the disarmament
and demobilization
thatsolely
cannot
be delivthem,
blurring
the sharp
distinctions between
combatants, phases
often seen
as perpetraered
uponvictims,
later. and exposing the structural roots of the conflict. A more comprehensive
tors, and
Finally, planning
should recognize
that DDR programming
does not take
place in a
understanding
of the experience
of ex-combatants
may ease the reintegration
process.
vacuum.
should
therefore
carefully
consider, and
where possible
link with,justice
other
DDRPlanners
programmes
may
encourage
ex-combatant
participation
in transitional
measures
by offering
information sessions
on and
transitional
justice during the demobilization
early
recovery
and peacebuilding
initiatives
processes.
process and working collaboratively with national actors working on transitional justice
measures in their outreach to ex-combatants.
4.7. Gender-sensitive
Reintegration
shall beto designed,
andbased
evaluated
a gen8.3.7. Consider programmes
how DDR may connect
and supportimplemented
legitimate locally
justice in
processes
der-sensitive manner. Gender-sensitive reintegration includes planning based upon
Locally based justice processes may complement reintegration efforts and national level
sex-disaggregated
so that
identify the specific
and potentials
transitional justice data
measures
byprogrammes
providing a can
community-level
meansneeds
of addressing
issues
of
women, men, boys
and girls. Women’s
and young girls’
needs may
include
availability
of accountability
of ex-combatants.
When ex-combatants
participate
in these
processes,
they
of
child care their
facilities,
land,
and livelihoods
andtorehabildemonstrate
desireaccess
to be to
a part
of property
the community
again, andresources
to take steps
repair
itation
from for
sexual
violence,
men This
and contributes
young boystomay
need or
more
support
to
the damage
which
they arewhereas
responsible.
building
renewing
trust
overcome
socialization and
to violence
and substance
abuse,
example.
between ex-combatants
the communities
in which
theyfor
seek
to reintegrate. Locally based
In
cases
where
women
have
self-demobilized
or
were
excluded
from
DDR progjustice processes have particular potential for the reintegration of children
associated
with
ammes
by commanders,
armed forces
and groups.efforts should be made to provide them with access to the formal
or official
reintegration
programme,
if they
so choose.
Female-specific
reintegration
proCreating
links between
reintegration
strategies,
particularly
community
reintegration
grammes
also be devised
to locally-based
address thosejustice
women
who will
notbe
access
reintegration
strategies,may
for ex-combatants
and
processes
may
one way
to bridge
opportunities
in the
official
programmes
to avoid
further stigmatization.
the gap between
aimsDDR
of DDR
and the aims
of transitional
justice. UNICEF’s work with
In based
order to
implement
gender-responsive
staff,
local
locally
justice
processes
in support of thereintegration
reintegrationprogrammes,
of children inDDR
Sierra
Leone
is
one example. and implementing parterns may need to receive gender training and other
stakeholders
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Before
establishingPublic
a link with
locally based
processes, DDR
must collabensure
capacity
development.
information
and sensitization
mayprogrammes
also benefit from
that
theywith
are legitimate
andmen’s
that they
respect international
rights standards,
oration
women’s and
organizations
to addresshuman
gender-specific
needs. including that
they do not discriminate,
against
women,
children.
national
Gender-sensitive
monitoring particularly
and evaluation
requires
that and
the DDR
M&EThe
framework
authorities
in
charge
of
DDR
will
include
local
experts
that
may
provide
advice
to DDR
includes gender-related indicators and specific assessments on gender. Reintegration
proprogrammes
about
locally
based
processes.
Additionally
civil
society
organizations
may
grammes should
seek
specific
funding
for such
initiatives,
and
should
work to monitor
be
to provide
information
and contribute
to strategies for connecting DDR programmes
andable
evaluate
the gender
appropriateness
of programmes.
to locally based justice processes. Finally, outreach to recipient communities may include
discussions about locally based justice processes and their applicability to the situations of
ex-combatants.

5. Transitioning from reinsertion to reintegration

In
post-conflict
settings
thattransitional
require economic
revitalization
and infrastructure
8.3.8.
Consider how
DDR and
justice measures
may coordinate
to support developthe
ment,
the
transition
of
ex-combatants
to
reintegration
may
be
facilitated
through
reinsertion
reintegration of women associated with armed groups and forces
interventions.
Thesewith
short-term
interventions
are sometimes
termed
stabilization
or DDR
‘stop
Women associated
armed groups
and forces
are potential
participants
in both
gap’
measures
and
may take justice
on various
forms,and
such
as emergency
employment,
liveliprogrammes
and
transitional
measures,
both
are faced with
the challenge
of
hood
and
start-up
grants
or
quick-impact
projects
(QIPs).
increasing and supporting the participation of women. Both DDR and transitional justice
Reinsertion
assistance
should
not be confused
with or substituted
reintegration
should
work towards
a better
understanding
of the motivations,
roles and for
needs
of women
programme
assistance;
reinsertion
assistance
is
meant
to
assist
ex-combatants,
associated
ex-combatants and other women associated with armed forces and groups by
directly
groups
and
their
families
for
a
limited
period
of
time
until
the
reintegration
programme
engaging women in planning for both programmes and ensuring they are adequately repbegins,
the gap in support
often
between
demobilization on
andwomen,
reintegration
resentedfilling
in decision-making
bodies,
in present
line with
UNSC Resolution1325
peace
activities.
Although
reinsertion
is
considered
as
part
of
the
demobilization
phase,
is
and security (also see IDDRS 5.10 on Women, Gender, and DDR). Sharing informationiton
important
to
understand
that
it
is
closely
linked
with
and
can
support
reintegration.
In
their respective lessons learned in terms of facilitating the participation of women may be
fact,
run almost
parallel
to each
with different
a firstthese
step.two
Thephases
ways at
in times
whichoverlap
womenorvictims
articulate
their
need other
for reparations,
for
levels
of intensity,
seen in the
below.specific
DPKO reintegration
budgets will likely
cover
to one
example,
might be as
considered
in figure
developing
strategies
forup
women.
year
of reinsertion
However,
in some
cases reinsertion
may last beyond
one
Additionally,
DDRassistance.
programme
managers
may coordinate
with transitional
justicethe
measyear
mark.
ures on
community approaches that include women, such as strengthening women’s role
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in locally based justice processes.

Figure1: Transition from reinsertion to reintegration
8.3.9. Consider how DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate to support the
reintegration of children associated with armed groups and forces (CAAGF)
DDR
and transitional justice represent two types of initiatives among a range of intervenDEMOBILIZATION
REINTEGRATION
tions that are (at least partly) aimed at reintegrating children associated with armed groups
Funded from
Long-term
and inclusive
and
forces. Given theREINSERTION
status of children as a special category
of protected
persons under
peacekeeping
economic,
social/psychosocial
Short-term,
targeted
international
law, both DDR and transitional justice actors should work together on a stratassessed
and political assistance
stabilization
and
egy
that
considers
these
children
primarily as victims.
contributions in
“stop-gap”
measures
be funded
from
donors’
Joint coordination
on the reintegration
of children isMust
possible
in at
least
three broad
peacekeeping
voluntary
contributions
contexts
areas.
First, DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate on a strategy to identify and hold accountable those who are recruiting children—in order to make sure that
the welfare of children is considered as the highest priority in that process. Second, both
kinds of measures may work together on approaches to reintegrating children who may be
responsible for violations of international humanitarian law or human rights law. Given
Reinsertion
is often
focused
on an
economic
aspects
the reintegration
but
the focus
on CAAGF
as victims,
such
approach
wouldofpreferably
focus on process,
non-judicial
does
not guarantee
sustainable
income
forlocally-based
ex-combatants
and associated
Reintemeasures
such as truth
commissions
and
processes
of truthgroups.
and reconciliagration
takesmay
place
by definition
at the
community
level,of
should
leadthan
to sustainable
income,
tion, which
better
contribute
to the
reintegration
children
prosecution.
At a
social
belonging
political
tackle
the motives
that
minimum,
a clearand
DDR
and TJparticipation.
policy shouldReintegration
be developedaims
as toto
the
criminal
responsibilled
ex-combatants
joinadequate
armed forces
andofgroups.
Wand when
it dissuades
ity of
children that to
takes
account
their protection
andsuccessful,
social reintegration.
In
ex-combatants
and associated
groups
from
re-joining
and/or
makeswas
re-recruitment
the DRC, for example,
the position
shared
by child
protection
agencies
for CAAFG
accuseduseless.
of serious crimes to go through the juvenile justice system, applying special proefforts
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4.30

combatants
may play areinsertion
direct role activities
in some reparations,
by providing
directspace
reparaIf well designed,
can buy theeither
necessary
time and/or
to
tion whenbetter
theyconditions
have individual
responsibility
for the violations
that occurred,
or, when
establish
for reintegration
programmes
to be prepared.
Reinsertion
trainappropriate,
byand
contributing
to reparations
that aim to address
needs,
ing
initiatives
emergency
employmentprojects
and quick-impact
projectscommunity
can also serve
to
such
as
working
on
a
memorial
or
rebuilding
a
school
or
home
that
was
destroyed
in
the
demonstrate peace dividends to communities, especially in areas suffering from destroyed
armed conflict.and lacking in basic services like water, roads and communication. Reininfrastructure
sertion and reintegration should therefore be jointly planned to maximize opportunities
for
theCollaborate
latter to meaningfully
support
former (see Module 4.20 on Demobilization for
8.3.5.
on strategies to
target the
spoilers
more
information
onor
reinsertion
activities).
Even after
a ceasefire
peace agreement,
DDR is frequently challenged by commanders who

4.20

refuse for a variety of reasons to disarm and demobilize, and impede their combatants
from participating in DDR. In some of these cases, national DDR commissions (or other
officials charged with DDR) and prosecutors may collaborate on prosecutorial strategies,
6.
Approaches to the reintegration of ex-combatants
for example focused on those most responsible for violations of international human rights
The
to law,
the reintegration
the different
options
and approaches
humanitarian
that may helpoftoex-combatants
remove these represent
spoilers from
the situation
and availallow
able
to DDR
DDR of
planners
when
defining
the Such
reintegration
strategy.
Thean
approaches
discussed
for the
the combat
unit
or group.
an approach
requires
accompanying
pubare
not
mutually
exclusive.
Rather,
they
can
be
used
in
an
appropriate
mix,
timing
and
lic information strategy that indicates a clear and transparent criminal policy, indicating
sequencing
orderwill
to support
the overall
of theany
specific
DDR programme.
what kind ofincases
be prosecuted,
and goal
avoiding
perception
of political influence,
An
understanding
of
the
needs
and
capacities
of
the
ex-combatants,
howof
they
were
arbitrary prosecution, corruption or favoritism. The public information efforts
both
the
psychosocially
affected
byprosecutions
the conflict, whether
marginalized
or not, lower
the absorpDDR programme
and the
outreach they
unitsare
should
seek to reassure
ranktive
capacities of
the
communities’
markets,
andmost
the functionality
of
ing combatants
that
thereceiving
focus of the
prosecutionlabour
initiative
is on those
responsible and
that they
will be and
welcomed
into(land,
the DDR
programme.
related
markets
resources
natural
resources and capital), including the local
political (power dynamics) and institutional realities, should guide programme design
and
allocation.
Local knowledge
of in
these
dynamics
is essential
to informing pro8.3.6.resource
Encourage
ex-combatants
to participate
transitional
justice
measures
gramme
design.are often simultaneously fighters, witnesses, and victims of an armed conEx-combatants
Based
on the datamay
gathered
and itsfor
analysis,
programme
planners
and practitioners
flict. Their testimonies
be valuable
a prosecutions
initiative
or a truth
commission.
should
build
consensus
with
partners
and
stakeholders
on
how
to
best
allocate
available
Additionally their story or experience may change the way others in the society may
view
resources
to provide
support
to thecombatants,
identified participants
and beneficiaries,
them, by blurring
thereintegration
sharp distinctions
between
often seen solely
as perpetradeciding
on the appropriate
approach
or mix of
approaches.
tors, and victims,
and exposing
the structural
roots
of the conflict. A more comprehensive
understanding of the experience of ex-combatants may ease the reintegration process.
DDR programmes may encourage ex-combatant participation in transitional justice
6.1.
Individual
reintegration
measures
by offering
information sessions on transitional justice during the demobilization
In
practice,
reintegration has
to actors
provide
long-term
assistance tojustice
each
process
and individual
working collaboratively
withaimed
national
working
on transitional
measures in their
outreachupon
to ex-combatants.
ex-combatant
depending
his/her specific needs, the nature of the environment of
return (urban or rural), and the services available in these locations. Individual reintegration
typically
geared
towards
increasing
ex-combatants’
8.3.7.has
Consider
howincluded
DDR may targeted
connect toactivities
and support
legitimate
locally
based justice
processes
individual
employability
and
enabling
their
access
to
productive
assets
and
opportunities.
Locally based justice processes may complement reintegration efforts and national level
In
addition, justice
activities
and means
that havea aimed
to facilitatemeans
social reintegration
such
transitional
measures
by providing
community-level
of addressing –issues
as
access to land of
and
water, livelihoods
life skillsparticipate
training, psychosocial
assistance,
of accountability
ex-combatants.
Whenassets,
ex-combatants
in these processes,
they
and
activitiestheir
that stimulate
community
acceptance
– have
beenand
included.
demonstrate
desire to be
a part of the
community
again,
to take steps to repair
The individual
reintegration
approach This
has included
ongoing
technical
advice, trainthe damage
for which
they are responsible.
contributes
to building
or renewing
trust
ing
and mentoring,
andand
other
services
the they
individual
Proper
and
between
ex-combatants
thesupport
communities
in for
which
seek toex-combatant.
reintegrate. Locally
based
timely
advice,
adequate
monitoring,
and
follow-up
have
aimed
to
keep
each
ex-combatant
justice processes have particular potential for the reintegration of children associated with
focused
on his/her
plan and to help him/her to adapt to the ever-changing post-conarmed forces
and groups.
flict environment.
Furthermore,
assistancestrategies,
has oftenparticularly
been delivered
through reintegration
information,
Creating links between reintegration
community
counseling
and
referral services
strategies, for
ex-combatants
and(ICRS).
locally-based justice processes may be one way to bridge
While
individual
reintegration
has
historically
been a leading
approach
in the
reintethe gap
between
the aims
of DDR and
the
aims of transitional
justice.
UNICEF’s
work
with
gration
of ex-combatants,
lessons
learnedof
from
DDR programmes
around
world
have
locally based
justice processes
in support
the reintegration
of children
in the
Sierra
Leone
is
one example.
shown
that reintegration approaches that include elements of community and family
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Before establishing
a linkas
with
locally
based processes,
DDR programmes
mustsuccess
ensure
participation
and assistance,
well
as enlarged
targeting principles,
have higher
that
legitimate
and that
respect
international
human rights
standards, includrates.they
For are
more
information,
see they
section
6.2. on
community-based
reintegration.
ing that they do not discriminate, particularly against women, and children. The national
authorities in charge of DDR will include local experts that may provide advice to DDR
6.2. Community-based
reintegration
(CBR) Additionally civil society organizations may
programmes
about locally
based processes.
be
able
to
provide
information
and
contribute
to strategies
forhave
connecting
programmes
Lessons learned from DDR programmes around
the world
shown DDR
that reintegration
to
locally based
outreach
to family
recipient
communities
may
include
approaches
that justice
includeprocesses.
elements Finally,
of community
and
participation
and
assistance,
discussions
about
locally
based
justice
processes
and
their
applicability
to
the
situations
of
as well as enlarged targeting principles, have higher success rates.
ex-combatants.
Where DDR programmes have delivered individual reintegration to ex-combatants

alone, the result has often been hostility or resentment on the part of community members
who
excluded
reintegration
The problems
arising from
such dynamics
8.3.8.feel
Consider
how from
DDR and
transitionalbenefits.
justice measures
may coordinate
to support
the
reintegration
women to
associated
with
and forces
have
createdofbarriers
the goals
of armed
social groups
reintegration
and the strengthening of community
threatening
theforces
sustainability
of reintegration
Women cohesion,
associatedultimately
with armed
groups and
are potential
participants programmes.
in both DDR
Where
community
members
are
included
in
the
planning
process
and
provided
access of
to
programmes and transitional justice measures, and both are faced with the challenge
concrete
benefits,
however, the
the participation
result is oftenof
enhanced
and acceptance
of
increasing
and supporting
women. local
Both ownership
DDR and transitional
justice
the
reintegration
programme.
Reintegration
programmes
should
therefore
facilitate
comshould work towards a better understanding of the motivations, roles and needs of women
munities
coming
together
to discuss
and decide
on armed
their own
priorities
and methods
that
ex-combatants
and
other women
associated
with
forces
and groups
by directly
they
believe
will
help
in
the
reintegration
of
ex-combatants.
engaging women in planning for both programmes and ensuring they are adequately repWhile
is not the whole
community
that UNSC
will receive
reintegration
assistance,
in
resented
in it
decision-making
bodies,
in line with
Resolution1325
on women,
peace
community-based
reintegration
ex-combatants
are Sharing
assisted information
together with
and security (also see
IDDRS 5.10approaches
on Women, Gender,
and DDR).
on
other
members lessons
of the community.
Selection
criteria and
ofof
ex-combatants
to
their respective
learned in terms
of facilitating
thepercentages
participation
women may be
a first step. The
ways can
in which
theirthat
need
for reparations,
for
community
members
vary. women
Lessonsvictims
learnedarticulate
have shown
targeting
community
example, might
considered
specificcan
reintegration
strategies
for women.
members
with a be
similar
profilein
to developing
the ex-combatants
be particularly
effective
(such as
Additionally,youth).
DDR programme managers may coordinate with transitional justice measunemployed
ures on community approaches that include women, such as strengthening women’s role
in locally based justice processes.
6.2.1. Dual targeting
Dual
– providing
reintegration
assistance
that
simultaneously
targets the
individ8.3.9. targeting
Consider how
DDR and transitional
justice
measures
may
coordinate to support
ual
ex-combatants
and associated
members of
their
communities
return
or choice – can create a
reintegration
of children
with
armed
groups and of
forces
(CAAGF)
“win-win”
situation,
contributing
to
the
achievement
of
economic
social
goals for
DDR and transitional justice represent two types of initiatives amongand
a range
of intervenboth
individual
participants
and at
community
beneficiaries.
Such assistance
typically
tions that
are (at least
partly) aimed
reintegrating
children associated
with armed
groups
targets
50%
ex-combatants
and
50%
conflict-affected
community
members,
though
proand forces. Given the status of children as a special category of protected persons under
portions
maylaw,
varyboth
depending
ontransitional
the context.justice
This approach
promotes
inclusion
in
international
DDR and
actors should
workgreater
together
on a stratthe
reintegration
process
and
can
prove
to
be
a
useful
way
to
manage
risks
and
improve
egy that considers these children primarily as victims.
community
security. on the reintegration of children is possible in at least three broad
Joint coordination
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areas. First, DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate on a strategy to identify and hold accountable those who are recruiting children—in order to make sure that
6.2.2.
Ex-combatant-led
the welfare
of children initiatives
is considered as the highest priority in that process. Second, both
Ex-combatant-led
initiatives
those on
reintegration
identified,
planned
exekinds of measures may workare
together
approachesactivities
to reintegrating
children
whoand
may
be
cuted
by thefor
ex-combatants
with
the aim of directly
benefiting
communities
responsible
violations of themselves
international
humanitarian
law or human
rights
law. Given
of
Through
consultation
and dialogue
with
community
civil society
thereturn
focus or
on choice.
CAAGF
as victims,
such an approach
would
preferably
focusand
on non-judicial
leaders,
ex-combatants
work to identify
those activities
best suited
to the
measures
such as truthcan
commissions
and locally-based
processes
of truth
andcommunity
reconciliaat
large
and
their
own
skill
sets.
Such
activities
can
provide
ex-combatants
with
a sense
tion, which may better contribute to the reintegration of children than prosecution.
At a
of
ownership
of the
reintegration
achievements
take place
atthe
thecriminal
community
level. In
minimum,
a clear
DDR
and TJ policy
should be that
developed
as to
responsibiladdition,
if well-executed
and genuinely
planned
the bestand
interest
the community
ity of children
that takes adequate
account
of theirwith
protection
socialofreintegration.
In
in
potential
to build
ex-combatants’
rapport with
community
themind,
DRC,this
for approach
example, has
the the
position
shared
by child
protection agencies
was for
CAAFG
accused ofand
serious
crimes
to goreconciliation.
through the juvenile justice system, applying special promembers
greatly
enhance
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combatants
mayshall
playwork
a direct
role in
some
reparations, either
providing
direct reparaDDR staff
closely
with
ex-combatants
in the by
planning,
implementation
tion monitoring
when they have
individual
responsibility
violations
thatare
occurred,
or, when
and
of these
initiatives
to ensure thatfor
thethe
activities
chosen
transparent,
feaappropriate,
by contributing
to reparations
projects
aim to the
address
community
needs,
sible
(e.g. sufficient
capacity exists
to implement
thethat
initiative,
activity
is cost efficient,
such
as
working
on
a
memorial
or
rebuilding
a
school
or
home
that
was
destroyed
in the
the activity can be completed within a reasonable timeframe) and appropriately benefit
armed
conflict. as a whole based on prior assessments and the local context.
the
community

8.3.5. Area-based
Collaborate on
strategies to target spoilers
6.2.3.
interventions
Even after a ceasefire
or peace
agreement,
DDR is frequently
challenged by
commanders
who
Area-based
reintegration
targets
a specifically
defined geographic
territory
containing
refuse for a variety
of reasons where
to disarm
and
demobilize,
and impedehave
theirbeen
combatants
conflict-affected
communities
large
clusters
of ex-combatants
identifrom
participating
in
DDR.
In
some
of
these
cases,
national
DDR
commissions
(or
other
fied. It aims to reintegrate conflict-affected groups into the economic and social life
of
officials charged with DDR) and prosecutors may collaborate on prosecutorial strategies,
a community through economic projects, such as those that focus on rebuilding public
for example focused on those most responsible for violations of international human rights
infrastructure, in addition to social reintegration activities that promote reconciliation.
and humanitarian law, that may help to remove these spoilers from the situation and allow
The objective of these interventions is to optimize the use of locally-based resources
for the DDR of the combat unit or group. Such an approach requires an accompanying pub(rural and/or urban) and the synergies arising among local businesses, civil society, busilic information strategy that indicates a clear and transparent criminal policy, indicating
ness development service providers, investors, authorities, etc. Rather than focusing on
what kind of cases will be prosecuted, and avoiding any perception of political influence,
specific target groups, area-based interventions make use of local resources and exterarbitrary prosecution, corruption or favoritism. The public information efforts of both the
nal investments in order to offer context-specific solutions to post-war economic recovery.
DDR programme and the prosecutions outreach units should seek to reassure lower rankWhen applying an area-based approach, reintegration planners shall consider all neting combatants that the focus of the prosecution initiative is on those most responsible and
works and economic flows that affect (or could affect) the defined territory.
that they will be welcomed into the DDR programme.
6.3.
on command
structures
8.3.6.Focus
Encourage
ex-combatants
to participate in transitional justice measures
The
risks
posed
by
enduring
command
should also
taken into
Ex-combatants are often simultaneouslystructures
fighters, witnesses,
andbevictims
of anaccount
armed durconing
planning
may require
action.initiative
A statedor
aim
of demobilization
flict.reintegration
Their testimonies
mayand
be valuable
for aspecific
prosecutions
a truth
commission.
is
the breakdown
armed
groups’ command
structures.
However,
shown
Additionally
theirofstory
or experience
may change
the way
others inexperience
the societyhas
may
view
this
is by
difficult
to achieve,
qualify
or monitor.
Overoften
time seen
hierarchical
them,
blurring
the sharpquantify,
distinctions
between
combatants,
solely asstructures
perpetraerode,
butvictims,
informal
based
upon
loyalties
and comprehensive
shared experitors, and
andnetworks
exposingand
the associations
structural roots
of the
conflict.
A more
ences
may remain
long
into the post-conflict
period.
understanding
of the
experience
of ex-combatants
may ease the reintegration process.
In
order
to break command
structures
and prevent
mid-level
from
DDR
programmes
may encourage
ex-combatant
participation
in commanders
transitional justice
becoming
spoilers
in information
DDR, programmes
have to devise
specific
assistance
strategies
measures by
offering
sessionsmay
on transitional
justice
during
the demobilization
that
better
to the profiles with
and needs
of mid-level
commanders.
Such support
process
andcorrespond
working collaboratively
national
actors working
on transitional
justice
measures
in their
outreachfor
to nominations/vetting
ex-combatants.
may
include
preparation
for public appointments, redundancy
payments based on years of service, and guidance on investment options, expanding a
family
businesshow
andDDR
creating
employment,
etc. Commander
programmes
(CIPs)
8.3.7. Consider
may connect
to and support
legitimate incentive
locally based
justice processes
can
further
work
to support
the may
transformation
of command
structures
into national
more defined
Locally
based
justice
processes
complement
reintegration
efforts and
level
organizations,
such
as
political
parties
and
groups,
or
socially
and
economically
productransitional justice measures by providing a community-level means of addressing issues
tive
entities suchof
asex-combatants.
cooperatives and
credit
unions.
of accountability
When
ex-combatants
participate in these processes, they
DDR managers
should
in mind
that
the creation
of veterans’
demonstrate
their desire
to keep
be a part
of the
community
again,
and to associations
take steps toshould
repair
be
carefully
assessed
and
these
groups
supported
only
if
they
positively
support
the
the damage for which they are responsible. This contributes to building or renewing DDR
trust
process.
caution
should
be exercisedinwhen
support theLocally
creation
and
between Extreme
ex-combatants
and
the communities
whichrequested
they seek to
to reintegrate.
based
maintenance
of
veterans’
associations.
Although
these
associations
may
arise
spontanejustice processes have particular potential for the reintegration of children associated with
ously
representation
armedas
forces
and groups.and self-help groups due to the fact that members face similar
challenges,
have
have common
pasts,particularly
prolonged community
affiliation may
perpetuCreating linksaffinities
betweenand
reintegration
strategies,
reintegration
ate
the retention
of “ex-combatant”
identities, preventing
ex-combatants
from
strategies,
for ex-combatants
and locally-based
justice processes
may be one
wayeffectively
to bridge
transitioning
from
their
new
and
roles. UNICEF’s work with
the gap between
themilitary
aims of to
DDR
and
thecivilian
aims ofidentities
transitional
justice.
The
overriding
supporting
transformed
command
structures
isLeone
that the
locally
based
justice principle
processesfor
in support
of the
reintegration
of children
in Sierra
is
one example.that arise permit individual freedom of choice (i.e. joining is not required or
associations
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Before
a linkthese
with associations
locally basedmay
processes,
DDR
programmes
must
ensure
coerced).
Inestablishing
some instances,
provide
early
warning and
response
that
theyfor
areidentifying
legitimate and
that they respect
international
human
standards,
includsystems
dissatisfaction
among
ex-combatants,
andrights
for building
confidence
ing
that they
do not discriminate,
against
women, and children. The national
between
discontented
groups andparticularly
the rest of the
community.
authorities in charge of DDR will include local experts that may provide advice to DDR
programmes about locally based processes. Additionally civil society organizations may
be able to provide information and contribute to strategies for connecting DDR programmes
7. locally
Analysis
reintegration
to
based and
justiceassessments
processes. Finally,relevant
outreach tofor
recipient
communities planning
may include
discussions
about
locally
based
justice
processes
and
their
applicability
to
the
situations of
and programme design
ex-combatants.
7.1. Overview
Reintegration planning should be based on rapid, reliable and detailed assessments and
8.3.8. Consider how DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate to support the
should begin as early as possible. This is to ensure that reintegration programmes are
reintegration of women associated with armed groups and forces
designed and implemented in a timely and effective manner, where the gap between
Women associated with armed
and forces
are potential
participants
in both
demobilization/reinsertion
andgroups
reintegration
support
is minimized
as much
as DDR
posprogrammes
and
transitional
justice
measures,
and
both
are
faced
with
the
challenge
of
sible. This requires that relevant UN agencies, programmes and funds jointly plan for
increasing
and
supporting
the
participation
of
women.
Both
DDR
and
transitional
justice
reintegration.
should work towards a better understanding of the motivations, roles and needs of women
The planning phase of a reintegration programme should be based on clear assessex-combatants and other women associated with armed forces and groups by directly
ments that, at a minimum, ask the following questions:
engaging women in planning for both programmes and ensuring they are adequately represented in decision-making bodies, in line with UNSC Resolution1325 on women, peace
and
(also see planning
IDDRS 5.10
on Women,
Gender,
and DDR).
Sharing
information on
Keysecurity
reintegration
questions
that
assessments
should
answer
their
respective
lessons
learned
in
terms
of
facilitating
the
participation
of
women
may
 What reintegration approach or combination of approaches will be most suitable for the context in question?
Dualbe
a firsttargeting?
step. The
ways in which
victims
their need for reparations, for
Ex-combatant-led
economicwomen
activity that
benefits articulate
also the community?
example,
might
be
considered
in
developing
specific
reintegration
strategies for women.
 Will ex-combatants access area-based programmes as any other conflict-affected group? What would prevent
Additionally,
DDR
programme
coordinate
with transitional
them from doing
that?
How will thesemanagers
programmesmay
track numbers
of ex-combatants
participatingjustice
and the measlevels
ures on
community
approaches that include women, such as strengthening women’s role
of reintegration
achieved?
inlocally
based
justice
processes.
 What will
be the
geographical
coverage of the programme? Will focus be on rural or urban reintegration or a
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combination of both?

8.3.9.
Consider
DDR will
andbetransitional
justicetomeasures
coordinateBased
to support
the
 How
narrow orhow
expansive
the eligibility criteria
participate inmay
the programme?
on ex-combatant/
returnee status
or vulnerability?
reintegration
of children
associated with armed groups and forces (CAAGF)
 What
of reintegration
assistance
should be
offered
(i.e. of
economic,
social, among
psychosocial,
and/orof
political)
and
DDR
andtype
transitional
justice
represent
two
types
initiatives
a range
intervenwith
which
levels
of
intensity?
tions that are (at least partly) aimed at reintegrating children associated with armed groups
 forces.
What strategy
will be
deployed
match
supply and
(e.g. employability/employment
creation;
psychosocial
and
Given
the
statusto of
children
asdemand
a special
category of protected
persons
under
need
such
as
trauma/psychosocial
counseling
service;
etc.)
international law, both DDR and transitional justice actors should work together on a strat that
Whatconsiders
are the mostthese
appropriate
structures
to provideasprogramme
egy
children
primarily
victims. assistance? Dedicated structures created by
the
DDR
programme
such
as
an
information,
counseling
and referralisservice?
Existing
state
structures?
Joint coordination on the reintegration of children
possible
in at
least
three Other
broad
implementing partners? Why?
areas. First, DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate on a strategy to iden and
Whathold
are theaccountable
capacities of these
potential
implementing
partners?children—in order to make sure that
tify
those
who
are recruiting
the
of per
children
is be
considered
the highest
priority
in that process.
Second,
both
welfare
Will the cost
participant
reasonable inas
comparison
with other
similar programmes?
What about
operational
costs,
will
they
be
comparable
with
similar
programmes?
kinds of measures may work together on approaches to reintegrating children who may be
responsible
for violations
of international
humanitarian
law
orexisting
human
rights law. Given
 How can resources
be maximized
through partnerships
and linkages with
other
programmes?
the focus on CAAGF as victims, such an approach would preferably focus on non-judicial
measures such as truth commissions and locally-based processes of truth and reconciliacomprehensive
and
constant re-appraisal
these
questions At
anda
tion,Awhich
may better understanding
contribute to the
reintegration
of childrenof
than
prosecution.
corresponding
factors
planning
and be
implementation
will enhance
and
minimum, a clear
DDRduring
and TJ policy
should
developed as tophases
the criminal
responsibilshape
a programme’s
strategy
and resource
allocation.
This data
will
alsoreintegration.
serve to inform
ity of children
that takes
adequate
account of
their protection
and
social
In
concerned
parties
of the
and expected
of the
DDR programme
and
the DRC, for
example,
theobjectives
position shared
by childresults
protection
agencies
was for CAAFG
accused of
to go
through
the juvenile
linkages
to serious
broadercrimes
recovery
and
development
issues.justice system, applying special pro-
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6.20
4.30

combatants
a direct
rolepractitioners
in some reparations,
either
providing
directpolicies,
reparaFinally, may
DDRplay
planners
and
should also
be by
aware
of existing
tion when and
theyframework
have individual
responsibility
the violations
thatadequate
occurred,coordinaor, when
strategies
on reintegration
andforrecovery
to ensure
appropriate,
by contributing
to reparations
thatassess
aim totimings,
address opportunities
community needs,
tion.
DDR planners
and managers
shouldprojects
carefully
and
such
as
working
on
a
memorial
or
rebuilding
a
school
or
home
that
was
destroyed
in
the
risks involved in order to integrate DDR programmes with wider frameworks and proarmed conflict.
grammes.
Partnerships with institutions and agencies leading on the implementation of
such frameworks and programmes should be sought as much as possible to make an efficient
effectiveonuse
of resources
andspoilers
avoid overlapping interventions.
8.3.5.and
Collaborate
strategies
to target
Even after a ceasefire or peace agreement, DDR is frequently challenged by commanders who
refuse for a variety of reasons to disarm and demobilize, and impede their combatants
7.2.
gender
analyses
and cases,
assessments
fromMainstreaming
participating in
DDR.into
In some
of these
national DDR commissions (or other
The
planning
and
design
of
reintegration
programmes
shouldon
beprosecutorial
based on the strategies,
collection
officials charged with DDR) and prosecutors may collaborate
of
and age
disaggregated
dataresponsible
in order to for
analyze
and identify
the specific
needs
of
forsex
example
focused
on those most
violations
of international
human
rights
both
male
and
female
programme
participants.
Sex
and
age
disaggregated
data
should
and humanitarian law, that may help to remove these spoilers from the situation and allow
be
inthe
all combat
types of
pre-programme
programme
assessments,
starting pubwith
for captured
the DDR of
unit
or group. Suchand
an approach
requires
an accompanying
the
conflict
and
security
analysis,
moving
into
post-conflict
needs
assessments
and
in
all
lic information strategy that indicates a clear and transparent criminal policy, indicating
DDR-specific
assessments.
what kind of cases
will be prosecuted, and avoiding any perception of political influence,
The
gathering
of corruption
gender-sensitive
data from
start
will help efforts
make of
visible
arbitrary prosecution,
or favoritism.
The the
public
information
both the
the
unique
and varying
capacities, outreach
interests,units
priorities,
roles
of
DDR programme
andneeds,
the prosecutions
shouldpower
seek torelations
reassureand
lower
rankwomen,
men,
girls
and
boys.
At
this
early
stage,
conflict
and
security
analysis
and
reining combatants that the focus of the prosecution initiative is on those most responsible and
tegration
assessments
should
also
any variations among certain subgroups (i.e.
that they will
be welcomed
into
theidentify
DDR programme.
children, youth, elderly, dependants, disabled, foreign combatants, abducted and so on)
within
male andex-combatants
female DDR beneficiaries
participants.
8.3.6. Encourage
to participateand
in transitional
justice measures
The
overall
objective
of
integrating
gender
into
conflict
and
security
and
Ex-combatants are often simultaneously fighters, witnesses, and
victims
of ananalysis
armed conDDR
assessments
is
to
build
efficiency
into
reintegration
programmes.
By
taking
a
more
flict. Their testimonies may be valuable for a prosecutions initiative or a truth commission.
gender-sensitive
from the start,
DDR programmes
caninmake
more may
informed
Additionally theirapproach
story or experience
may change
the way others
the society
view
decisions
and
take
appropriate
action
to
ensure
that
women,
men,
boys
and
girls
equally
them, by blurring the sharp distinctions between combatants, often seen solely as perpetrabenefit
from
reintegration
opportunities
that are
designed
to meet their
specific
needs. For
tors, and
victims,
and exposing
the structural
roots
of the conflict.
A more
comprehensive
more
information
on gender-sensitive
programming,
see
Module
5.10 on Women,
Gender
understanding
of the
experience of ex-combatants
may
ease
the reintegration
process.
and DDR.
DDR programmes may encourage ex-combatant participation in transitional justice
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measures by offering information sessions on transitional justice during the demobilization
process and working collaboratively with national actors working on transitional justice
7.3.
Conflict
measures
in and
theirsecurity
outreachanalysis
to ex-combatants.
The nature of the conflict will determine the nature of the peace process, which in turn
will influence the objectives and expected results of DDR and the type of reintegration
8.3.7. Consider how DDR may connect to and support legitimate locally based justice processes
approach that is required. Conflict and security analyses should be carried out and conLocally based justice processes may complement reintegration efforts and national level
sulted in order to clarify the nature of the conflict and how it was resolved, and to identify
transitional justice measures by providing a community-level means of addressing issues
the political, economic and social challenges facing a DDR programme. These analyses
of accountability of ex-combatants. When ex-combatants participate in these processes, they
can provide critical information on the structure of armed groups during the conflict,
demonstrate their desire to be a part of the community again, and to take steps to repair
how ex-combatants are perceived by their communities (e.g. as heroes who defended
the damage for which they are responsible. This contributes to building or renewing trust
their communities or as perpetrators of violent acts who should be punished), and what
between ex-combatants and the communities in which they seek to reintegrate. Locally based
ex-combatants’ expectations will be following a peace agreement.
justice processes have particular potential for the reintegration of children associated with
A holistic analysis of conflict and security dynamics should inform the development
armed forces and groups.
of theCreating
objectives
and
strategies
of the DDRstrategies,
programme.
The following
table suggests
queslinks
between
reintegration
particularly
community
reintegration
tions
for
this
analysis
and
assessment.
strategies, for ex-combatants and locally-based justice processes may be one way to bridge
the gap between the aims of DDR and the aims of transitional justice. UNICEF’s work with
locally based justice processes in support of the reintegration of children in Sierra Leone is
one example.
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Before establishing a link with locally based processes, DDR programmes must ensure
Conflict and security analysis: Questions
that they are legitimate and that they respect international human rights standards, includRoot
causes
 What are the root
causes of the conflict
(political,
social,and
economic,
environmental,
etc.)?
ing
that
they do notdiscriminate,
particularly
against
women,
children.
The national
ofHave
they will
been resolved
do theyexperts
still exist? that may provide advice to DDR
authorities in charge
DDR
includeor local
programmes about locally
processes.
Additionally
civilmany
society
organizations
 Was itbased
an informal
conflict of shifting
alliances among
groups,
or an organized may
be able to provide information
and clearly
contribute
strategies
conflict among
defined to
warring
parties?for connecting DDR programmes
toNature
locally
based justice
processes. Finally, outreach to recipient communities may include
 What is the nature of the peace agreement? Is it a comprehensive peace agreement?
of war
discussions
about
locally
based justice processes and their applicability to the situations of
and peace
 Are all parties to the conflict included?
ex-combatants.
 Has one of the parties won the fighting?

 Was
war of liberation?
8.3.8. Consider how DDR
andit atransitional
justice measures may coordinate to support the
reintegration of women
with armedandgroups
and forces
 associated
Will it require cross-border
multi-country
DDR operations?

Women associated with
armed
groups
and how
forces
are
potential
participants in both DDR
 If there
is only
partial peace,
is this
likely
to affect DDR?
programmes and transitional
justice
measures,
both are
with
the challenge of
 How did the
armed groups
finance and
their activities
and faced
gain access
to resources?
increasing and supporting the participation of women. Both DDR and transitional justice
Combatant profile
 What was the structure of the armed group (number of mid- and high-level commanders
should work towards a better understanding of the motivations, roles and needs of women
and rank-and-file soldiers, nature of group formation and training, existence of multiple
ex-combatants and other
women
with armed
forces and
groups,
ideology associated
and access to information
by combatants,
etc.) groups by directly
engaging women in planning for both programmes and ensuring they are adequately rep Were combatants mainly civilians or military personnel?
resented in decision-making bodies, in line with UNSC Resolution1325 on women, peace
 IDDRS
Were combatants
or full-time
fighters?
and security (also see
5.10 onpart-time
Women,
Gender,
and DDR). Sharing information on
 Are
there anyinforeign
combatants
or mercenaries
in the armed forces
groups may be
their respective lessons
learned
terms
of facilitating
the participation
of and
women
involved?
a first step. The ways in which women victims articulate their need for reparations, for
 Are there people
working with armed
forcesreintegration
or groups in non-combat
roles?for women.
example, might be considered
in developing
specific
strategies
Additionally, DDR programme
may
coordinate
with forces
transitional
 Are there anymanagers
children (people
under
18) with the armed
or groups?justice measures on community approaches that include women, such as strengthening women’s role
 Were combatants forced into fighting through abduction or violent coercion?
in locally based justice processes.

5.10

 Has conflict become a way of life for the combatants?

 Have combatants been involved in the conflict for years, or just a few months?
8.3.9. Consider how DDR
and transitional justice measures may coordinate to support the
 Have
combatants
andarmed
associates
been living
their communities during the
reintegration of children
associated
with
groups
and outside
forcesof(CAAGF)

conflict?

DDR and transitional justice represent two types of initiatives among a range of intervenpartly)
Have combatants
lostreintegrating
social capital during
the conflict?
tions that are (at least
aimed at
children
associated with armed groups
 status
Have combatants
lost access
means ofcategory
production because
of conflict?
and forces. Given the
of children
as atospecial
of protected
persons under
international law, both
DDRcombatants
and transitional
justice
actors
should
work
together
a strat Have
been alienated
from their
traditional
support
network
during on
the conflict?
egy that considers these children primarily as victims.
Security situation
 What is the capacity of state security forces to enforce security during the peace
Joint coordinationconsolidation
on the reintegration
of children is possible in at least three broad
phase?
areas. First, DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate on a strategy to iden What is the capacity of the peacekeepers to do so?
tify and hold accountable those who are recruiting children—in order to make sure that
 How
long is this phase
to last?priority in that process. Second, both
the welfare of children
is considered
asexpected
the highest
kinds
measures may
work
approaches
to reintegrating children who may be
Role ofofgovernment
 Does
thetogether
governmenton
have
political legitimacy?
responsible for violations
of
international
humanitarian
law or human rights law. Given
 Will legitimacy be sought or reaffirmed through elections?
the focus on CAAGF as victims, such an approach would preferably focus on non-judicial
 When will these realistically take place?
measures such as truth commissions and locally-based processes of truth and reconciliaRole of
DDR may better
 What
is the intended
role reintegration
of the DDR intervention?
tion,
which
contribute
to the
of children than prosecution. At a
minimum, a clear DDR
and
TJ
policy
should
be
developed
as to the criminal responsibil Is it intended to stabilize a situation before an election?
ity of children that takes
adequate account of their protection and social reintegration. In
 Is its role to support the return of freedom fighters after a war of liberation or defense?
the DRC, for example, the position shared by child protection agencies was for CAAFG
 Is the process linked to a downsizing of armed security forces?
accused of serious crimes to go through the juvenile justice system, applying special pro-
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combatants may play a direct role in some reparations, either by providing direct repara Is it linked to security sector reform (SSR)?
tion when they have individual responsibility for the violations that occurred, or, when
 Is this a formal
process (e.g.,projects
peacekeeping
encampment,
formal
appropriate, by contributing
to reparations
thatoperations,
aim to address
community
needs,
demobilization with disarmament, and structured reintegration procedures)?
such as working on a memorial or rebuilding a school or home that was destroyed in the
 Is it more informal (decentralized DDR interventions, voluntary turn-in of weapons,
armed conflict.
self-demobilization and decentralized reintegration support mechanisms)?Will the DDR
programme be part of wider recovery programmes? If yes, is DDR designed to fit in with
8.3.5. Collaborate on strategies
to target
and complement
thesespoilers
programmes?

Even
after a ceasefireor
peace
agreement,
is frequently
challenged
by commanders
who
 What
institutional
actorsDDR
in the country
are able to
carry out DDR-related
activities (public
Capacity
refuse for a variety of and
reasons
to disarm
demobilize,
and organizations,
impede their
private institutions,
UNand
agencies,
other international
NGOscombatants
and INGOs,
donors and
other civil
from participating in DDR.
In some
ofsociety
theseactors)?
cases, national DDR commissions (or other
officials charged with
and prosecutors
may collaborate
on prosecutorial
strategies,
 DDR)
What community-based
organizations/traditional
associations
can play a role in
helping to
about
peace
or reconciliation?
for example focused onbring
those
most
responsible
for violations of international human rights
and
humanitarian law,
that may help to remove these spoilers from the situation and allow
 What internal and external resources are available to assist with DDR and with wider
Resources
for the DDR of the combat
unit or group.
Such an approach requires an accompanying pubreconstruction
and recovery?
lic information strategy
thatwillindicates
a clear
andavailable?
transparent criminal policy, indicating
 When
these resources
be made
what kind of cases will be prosecuted, and avoiding any perception of political influence,
arbitrary prosecution, corruption or favoritism. The public information efforts of both the
For further information, please also refer to the UNDP Guide on Conflict-related
DDR programme and the prosecutions outreach units should seek to reassure lower rankDevelopment Analysis (available online).
ing combatants that the focus of the prosecution initiative is on those most responsible and
that they will be welcomed into the DDR programme.

7.4. Post-conflict needs assessments (PCNAs)
8.3.6. Encourage
ex-combatants
participate
justice
measures
Post-conflict
needs
assessmentsto(PCNAs)
areina transitional
tool developed
jointly
by the UN DevelopEx-combatants
are often
fighters, witnesses,
and victims
of anand
armed
conment
Group (UNDG),
thesimultaneously
European Commission
(EC), the World
Bank (WB)
regional
flict.
Their
testimonies
may
be
valuable
for
a
prosecutions
initiative
or
a
truth
commission.
development banks in collaboration with national governments and with the cooperation
Additionally
their story
or experience
may change
the way
thean
society
view
of
donor countries.
National
and international
actors
use others
PCNAsinas
entrymay
point
for
them,
by
blurring
the
sharp
distinctions
between
combatants,
often
seen
solely
as
perpetraconceptualizing, negotiating and financing a common shared strategy for recovery and
tors, and victims,
and exposing
the structural
the conflict.
A more
comprehensive
development
in fragile,
post-conflict
settings.roots
The of
PCNA
includes
both the
assessment
understanding
of
the
experience
of
ex-combatants
may
ease
the
reintegration
process.
of needs and the national prioritization and costing of needs in an accompanying
transiDDR
programmes
may
encourage
ex-combatant
participation
in
transitional
justice
tional results matrix.
measures
by
offering
information
sessions
on
transitional
justice
during
the
demobilization
PCNAs are also used to determine baselines on crosscutting issues such as gender,
process
andhuman
workingrights
collaboratively
with nationalTo
actors
transitional
justice
HIV/AIDS,
and the environment.
this working
end, the on
results
of completed
measures
in
their
outreach
to
ex-combatants.
PCNAs represent a valuable tool that should be used by DDR experts during reintegration
programming.
8.3.7.InConsider
howwhere
DDR may
connect
legitimate
based justice
processes
countries
PCNAs
aretoinand
thesupport
process
of beinglocally
completed,
DDR managers
Locally
based should
justice integrate
processesas
may
complement
efforts
and national
level
and
planners
much
as possiblereintegration
DDR into these
exercises.
In addition
transitional
justice
measures
by providing
community-level
means
of addressing
issues
to
influencing
inclusion
of more
traditionalaareas
of practice, DDR
planners
should aim
to
of accountability
of ex-combatants.
When
ex-combatants
participate
in of
these
processes,
influence
and lobby
for the inclusion
of more
recently identified
areas
need,
such as they
psydemonstrate
desirereintegration.
to be a part of
the
community
and to take
steps to repair
chosocial
andtheir
political
For
more
detailedagain,
and updated
information
about
the damage
which
they are
This
contributes
to building
or renewingNeeds
trust
PCNAs,
see for
Joint
Guidance
Noteresponsible.
on Integrated
Recovery
Planning
using Post-Conflict
between
ex-combatants
and
the
communities
in
which
they
seek
to
reintegrate.
Locally
based
Assessments and Transitional Frameworks, www.undg.org. Also see Module 2.20 section 6.1.
justice processes have particular potential for the reintegration of children associated with
armed forces and groups.
7.5. Ex-combatant-focused
Creating links betweenreintegration
reintegration assessments
strategies, particularly community reintegration
The
registration
of ex-combatants
during thejustice
demobilization
phase
detailed
strategies,
for ex-combatants
and locally-based
processes may
be provides
one way to
bridge
information
on each
programme
participant’s
social
and economic
as with
well
the gap between
the aims
of DDR and
the aims of
transitional
justice. expectations,
UNICEF’s work
as
his/her
capacities,
resources,
or evenofthe
of his/her
marginalization.
Howlocally
based
justice processes
in support
thenature
reintegration
of children
in Sierra Leone
is
one example.
ever,
by the time this registration takes place, it is already too late to begin planning the
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Before establishing
a link
locally
processes,
programmes
must
ensurea
reintegration
programme.
Aswith
a result,
to based
adequately
planDDR
for the
reintegration
phase,
that
theyprofile
are legitimate
and beneficiaries
that they respect
rightsprogramme
standards, includgeneral
of potential
andinternational
participants human
of the DDR
should
ing
that they do
not disarmament
discriminate, particularly
against women,
and children.
be developed
before
and demobilization
begins. Such
a profile The
can national
be done
authorities
in
charge
of
DDR
will
include
local
experts
that
may
provide
advice
to DDR
through carefully randomized and stratified (to the extent possible) sampled surveys
of
programmes
about
based processes.
Additionally civil society organizations may
smaller numbers
of locally
representative
combatants.
be able
provide
information
and contribute
to strategies
DDR programmes
In to
order
for these
assessments
to adequately
form for
theconnecting
basis for reintegration
proto
locallyplanning,
based justice
processes. Finally,
outreach
toshould
recipient
may include
gramme
implementation,
and M&E,
they
becommunities
further supplemented
by
discussions
about
locally
based
justice
processes
and
their
applicability
to
the
situations
of
data on specific needs groups and additional research, particularly in the fields of anthroex-combatants.
pology, history, and area studies. During the assessment process, attention should be

paid to specific needs groups, including female combatants, WAAFG, youth, children,
and
with
disabilities.
In addition,
research on
countries
and the
peoples,
8.3.8.combatants
Consider how
DDR
and transitional
justice measures
mayspecific
coordinate
to support
reintegration
of women
associated
armed groups
and forces
including
that
of scholars
from with
the country
or region
will prove useful. Cultural relationships
to land and
other
physical
resources
should
also be noted
here to better
inform
Women associated
with
armed
groups
and forces
are potential
participants
in both
DDR
reintegration
programme
planners.
programmes and transitional justice measures, and both are faced with the challenge of
increasing and supporting the participation of women. Both DDR and transitional justice
Thework
mosttowards
important
typesunderstanding
of ex-combatant
focused
assessments
are: needs of women
should
a better
of the
motivations,
roles and
ex-combatants
and other
women
associatedsurveys;
with armed forces and groups by directly
1. Early profiling
and
pre-registration
engaging women in planning for both programmes and ensuring they are adequately rep2. Full
profiling and registration
ex-combatants;
resented
in decision-making
bodies, in of
line
with UNSC Resolution1325 on women, peace
and 3.
security
(also see IDDRS
5.10 on Women,
and
DDR).
Sharing information on
Identification
and assessment
of areasGender,
of return
and
resettlement;
their respective lessons learned in terms of facilitating the participation of women may be
4. Community perception surveys;
a first step. The ways in which women victims articulate their need for reparations, for
5. Reintegration
opportunity
mapping; specific
and
example,
might be considered
in developing
reintegration strategies for women.
Additionally, DDR programme managers may coordinate with transitional justice meas6. Services mapping and institutional capacity assessment.
ures on community approaches that include women, such as strengthening women’s role
in locally based justice processes.
7.5.1. Early profiling and pre-registration surveys
Also known as pre-programme assessments, early profiling and pre-registration surveys
8.3.9. Consider how DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate to support the
will establish the nature and size of the group for which a reintegration programme is to
reintegration of children associated with armed groups and forces (CAAGF)
be designed. Profiling on a sample basis is typically done as soon as access to combatants
DDR and transitional justice represent two types of initiatives among a range of intervenis possible. This enables a quick assessment of the combatants to be included in DDR,
tions that are (at least partly) aimed at reintegrating children associated with armed groups
including information on their demographics, human and material capital, as well as their
and forces. Given the status of children as a special category of protected persons under
aspirations. The collection of personal and socio-economic data also provides baseline
international law, both DDR and transitional justice actors should work together on a stratinformation needed for the planning, design and formulation of a monitoring and evaluegy that considers these children primarily as victims.
ation plan.
Joint coordination on the reintegration of children is possible in at least three broad
Early profiling, registration, and surveying should take into account gender-sensitive
areas. First, DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate on a strategy to idenprocedures, so that women, men, girls and boys are able to accurately state their involvetify and hold accountable those who are recruiting children—in order to make sure that
ment and needs, and other relevant information.
the welfare of children is considered as the highest priority in that process. Second, both
Early information should be gathered about the issues listed in the following table:
kinds of measures may work together on approaches to reintegrating children who may be
responsible for violations of international humanitarian law or human rights law. Given
Pre-registration
of participants:
Key would
questions
the
focus on CAAGFsurvey
as victims,
such an approach
preferably focus on non-judicial
measures such as truth commissions and locally-based processes of truth and reconciliaDemographic
 What are the ages, sex, and ethnicities within the group(s) to be reintegrated?
tion,
which may better contribute to the reintegration of children than prosecution. At a
composition
 What is the general state of health of individuals within group(s); the type and extent of
minimum, a clear DDR and TJ policy should be developed as to the criminal responsibildisabilities, if any; medical needs, including voluntary HIV/AIDS testing; and psychosocial
ity of children that takes
adequate
account of their protection and social reintegration. In
needs,
such as counseling?
the DRC, for example, the position shared by child protection agencies was for CAAFG
 What language(s) do participants speak?
accused of serious crimes to go through the juvenile justice system, applying special pro-
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combatants
a direct role in some reparations, either by providing direct reparaMilitary and may play
 Which armed group did the ex-combatant belong to?
tion
when
they
have
individual
responsibility for the violations that occurred, or, when
Personal
 What was his/her position in the armed group?
Background by contributing to reparations projects that aim to address community needs,
appropriate,
How long didor
therebuilding
ex-combatant aremain
withor
thehome
armed force
group?
such as working on 
a memorial
school
thatorwas
destroyed in the
armed conflict.
 What were the main motivations for joining the armed force or group?
 What is his/her marital status?

8.3.5. Collaborate on strategies
target spoilers
 How manytodependants
does he/she have?
Even after a ceasefire 
or peace
agreement,
iswith
frequently
challenged
commanders
Does he/she
plan to beDDR
reunited
his/her family/social
groupby
upon
reintegration? who
refuse for a variety of reasons to disarm and demobilize, and impede their combatants
What is the ex-combatant’s level of education? Literacy?
Education and
from
participating inDDR.
In some of these cases, national DDR commissions (or other
qualifications


What
skills
work experience
doescollaborate
he/she have, including
those acquired strategies,
while with
officials charged with DDR) andand
prosecutors
may
on prosecutorial
armed
forces
and
groups?
for example focused on those most responsible for violations of international human rights
 that
What may
is his/her
standard
of living these
(currentspoilers
and expected)?
and humanitarian law,
help
to remove
from the situation and allow
for the DDR of the combat
unit
or
group.
Such
an
approach
requires
 What was his/her rank/grade in the armed force or group? an accompanying public information strategy that indicates a clear and transparent criminal policy, indicating
 Has an analysis been carried out of specific needs among ex-combatants and
Specific needs
what kind of cases will associated
be prosecuted,
groups? and avoiding any perception of political influence,
arbitrary prosecution, corruption or favoritism. The public information efforts of both the
 If not, how, when and by whom can it be done most effectively?
DDR programme and the prosecutions outreach units should seek to reassure lower rank Do
otherof
programmes/services
targetedisassistance
ex-combatants,
their and
ing combatants that the
focus
the prosecutionprovide
initiative
on thosethat
most
responsible
dependants and associated groups can access?
that they will be welcomed into the DDR programme.
 How will groups with specific needs be assisted within the reintegration programme?
 What are participants’
communities
of origin? justice measures
Areas Encourage
of return/ ex-combatants
8.3.6.
to participate
in transitional

choice

 Where
do they plan to (re)integrate
What is their
community
choice)?
Ex-combatants are often
simultaneously
fighters, (e.g.
witnesses,
and
victimsof of
an armed conflict. Their testimonies
may
be
valuable
for
a
prosecutions
initiative
or
a
truth
commission.
 Do they have land to return to?
Additionally their story or experience may change the way others in the society may view
 Do they have a house, livestock, or any other assets to return to?
them, by blurring the sharp distinctions between combatants, often seen solely as perpetra exposing
What is the the
primary
livelihood ofroots
the people
in the
area where
they willcomprehensive
return?
tors, and victims, and
structural
of the
conflict.
A more
How will they of
access
food and energymay
for their
basicthe
needs?
understanding of theexperience
ex-combatants
ease
reintegration process.
DDR programmes
mayareencourage
ex-combatant
participation
inprogramme
transitional
justice
 What
their expectations
or concerns about
the reintegration
and their
Expectations
measures by offering information
sessions
on transitional justice during the demobilization
return to civilian
life?
process and workingcollaboratively
with
national
workingofon
transitional justice
How do they anticipate
being
received inactors
their communities
return?
measures in their outreach to ex-combatants.
 What are the expectations of the community about returning combatants?

 Do any ex-combatants surveyed pose a long-term security threat? How and to whom?
Security risk
8.3.7.
Consider how DDR
may connect to and support legitimate locally based justice processes

What effect will this have on the sustainability of the reintegration strategy and the focus
Locally based justiceprocesses
may complement reintegration efforts and national level
of its support?
transitional justice measures by providing a community-level means of addressing issues
of accountability of ex-combatants. When ex-combatants participate in these processes, they
In some cases
it can be
difficult
to obtain
accurate
or any
demonstrate
their desire
to very
be a part
of the
community
again,
andinformation
to take stepsregarding
to repair
the
profiles and
number
ofare
ex-combatants
DDR programme.
In or
such
cases, DDR
the damage
for which
they
responsible. for
Thisthe
contributes
to building
renewing
trust
experts
rely on and
information
from local
civil society
and
other UN agencies,
and
betweenshould
ex-combatants
the communities
in which
they seek
to reintegrate.
Locally based
plan
their
programmes
as best they
can with
the reintegration
available information.
justice
processes
have particular
potential
for the
of children associated with
armed forces and groups.
Creating links between reintegration strategies, particularly community reintegration
7.5.2.
Full profiling
and registration
of ex-combatants
strategies,
for ex-combatants
and locally-based
justice processes may be one way to bridge
As
andaims
registration
of ex-combatants
is typically
conducting
during
the full
gap profiling
between the
of DDR and
the aims of transitional
justice.
UNICEF’s
workdisarwith
mament
and demobilization,
planners
and managers
should in
ensure
these
locally based
justice processesprogramme
in support of
the reintegration
of children
Sierrathat
Leone
is
one example.
activities
are designed to support reintegration, and that information gathered through
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Before
establishing
a link
with locally based
processes,
DDR programmes
must
ensure
profiling
forms
the basis
of reintegration
assistance.
For more
information on
profiling
that
are legitimate
that they respect
international human
rights standards,
and they
registration
duringand
disarmament
and demobilization,
see Module
4.10 sectioninclud7 and
ing
that they
do not discriminate,
particularly against women, and children. The national
Module
4.20 sections
6 and 8.
authorities
in
charge
of
DDR
will
include
experts that
maybetween
provideregistration
advice to DDR
Previous DDR programmes have
oftenlocal
experienced
a delay
and
programmes
locallywhich
basedcan
processes.
Additionally
civilex-combatants.
society organizations
may
the delivery ofabout
assistance,
lead to frustration
among
To deal with
be
to provide
information
andshould
contribute
to strategies
for connecting
thisable
problem,
DDR
programmes
provide
ex-combatants
with a DDR
clear programmes
and realistic
to
locally of
based
justice
processes.
outreach
to recipient
mayfor
include
timetable
when
they will
receiveFinally,
reintegration
assistance
whencommunities
they first register
DDR.
discussions about locally based justice processes and their applicability to the situations of
ex-combatants.
7.5.3. Identification and assessment of areas of return and resettlement
Based on the information gathered from the early profiling and pre-registration survey,
8.3.8. Consider how DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate to support the
an assessment should be made of the economic, political, and social potential and conreintegration of women associated with armed groups and forces
straints of the areas that ex-combatants and associated groups are expected to return to
Women
associated
with armedshould
groupsthen
and be
forces
are potential
participants
in both
DDR
or
resettle
in. This assessment
enhanced
and greatly
expanded
based
on
programmes
and
transitional
justice
measures,
and
both
are
faced
with
the
challenge
the individual data collected during disarmament and/or demobilization, and stored inof
a
increasing andinformation
supportingsystem
the participation
of women.
Both DDR
and transitional
justice
management
(MIS) (for more
information
on managing
data see
secshould work towards a better understanding of the motivations, roles and needs of women
tion 7.6). Among its benefits, it may prove an important component of risk assessments to
ex-combatants and other women associated with armed forces and groups by directly
map and monitor “hot spots.”
engaging women in planning for both programmes and ensuring they are adequately repThe assessment of communities and areas of return or choice should take into account
resented in decision-making bodies, in line with UNSC Resolution1325 on women, peace
the availability of natural resources (including land, water, forests, wildlife), livelihood
and security (also see IDDRS 5.10 on Women, Gender, and DDR). Sharing information on
conditions, economic opportunities and existing infrastructure (such as transportation,
their respective lessons learned in terms of facilitating the participation of women may be
access to markets, and the availability of communications and services), and the overall
a first step. The ways in which women victims articulate their need for reparations, for
security situation in the area. It should also map the accessibility of local social services
example, might be considered in developing specific reintegration strategies for women.
and institutions that serve persons with disabilities, offer psychosocial care, etc.
Additionally, DDR programme managers may coordinate with transitional justice measLocal and traditional knowledge related to ownership of land, resource use, manures on community approaches that include women, such as strengthening women’s role
agement of natural resources (including agricultural practices in cultivation, animal
in locally based justice processes.
husbandry, fishing rights and access, etc.) should be sought during these assessments. See
Module 6.30 for more information on natural resource management and DDR.
8.3.9.Additional
Consider how
DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate to support the
data will need to be examined concerning social and political conditions
reintegration of children associated with armed groups and forces (CAAGF)
to be sure that there are not underlying historical tensions which could prevent successDDR
and transitional
justice
represent
two be
types
of initiatives
a range
of intervenful
reintegration.
Gender
audits
will also
necessary.
Fromamong
a political
perspective,
an
tions
that
are
(at
least
partly)
aimed
at
reintegrating
children
associated
with
armed
groups
assessment of the formal and informal leadership, power relationships and group dynamandwithin
forces.receptor
Given the
status of children
a special
category This
of protected
persons
under
ics
communities
should as
also
be undertaken.
information
should
be
international
law,
both
DDR
and
transitional
justice
actors
should
work
together
on
a
stratplaced within an understanding of the macroeconomic situation (i.e. the country and
egy that considers
regional
situation).these children primarily as victims.
Joint coordination on the reintegration of children is possible in at least three broad
areas.
First,
DDR and
transitional
justiceKey
measures
may coordinate on a strategy to idenAreas
of return
and
resettlement:
questions
tify and hold accountable those who are recruiting children—in order to make sure that
 How was the community affected by conflict?
Background
the
welfare of children is considered as the highest priority in that process. Second, both
information
 work
How have
the livelihoods
of the community
changed children
due to the conflict
kinds of measures may
together
on approaches
to members
reintegrating
who may be
(such as reliance on different or varied natural resources, etc)?
responsible for violations of international humanitarian law or human rights law. Given
 What
is the social
background
of the
communitiesfocus
involved?
the focus on CAAGFas
victims,
suchand
anpolitical
approach
would
preferably
on non-judicial
measures such as truth
commissions
and
locally-based
processes
of
truth
and
reconcilia What other reintegration and recovery programmes are on-going in these
areas?
What
issues
are
these
programmes
addressing?
Reconciliation?
Transitional
justice? At a
tion, which may better contribute to the reintegration of children than prosecution.
minimum,
a clear DDR
andisTJ
should
be developed
to thedemand?
criminal responsibil What
thepolicy
local demand
for goods
and services?as
Regional
Labour market
ity
of children that takes adequate account of their protection and social reintegration. In
demand
 Where do these goods come from and who owns them?
the DRC, for example, the position shared by child protection agencies was for CAAFG
 Is information available about the level of demand for these goods and services?
accused of serious crimes to go through the juvenile justice system, applying special pro-
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4.10

4.20

5.10

6.30

6.20
4.30

combatants may play
direct
role
in some
reparations,
either by providing direct reparaaWhat
is the
demand
for labour
(skilled, unskilled)?
tion when they have individual responsibility for the violations that occurred, or, when
 What are potential areas for new market growth and economic reintegration
appropriate, by contributing to reparations projects that aim to address community needs,
opportunities?
such as working on a memorial or rebuilding a school or home that was destroyed in the
 Is there access to information about training, work and employment opportunities?
armed conflict.
 Do cultural or social labour norms relating to sex divisions or sex-specific restrictions

exist in the labour market? (See IDDRS 5.10 on Women, Gender and DDR.)

5.10

8.3.5. Collaborate on strategies to target spoilers

 Can youth and working age children enter the labour market safely, and is legislation

5.20

5.30

Even after a ceasefire or peace
DDR
frequently
commanders
in placeagreement,
to protect children
fromisexposure
to thechallenged
worst forms ofby
child
labour? Is this who
refuse for a variety of reasons
to disarm
and
impede
their
legislation enforced?
(See and
IDDRSdemobilize,
5.20 on Youth and
DDR
and IDDRS
5.30 combatants
on Children
and DDR.)
from participating in DDR.
In some of these cases, national DDR commissions (or other
officials charged with
and
prosecutors
may
collaborate
 DDR)
How have
labour
norms changed
during
the conflict? on prosecutorial strategies,
for example focused on those most responsible for violations of international human rights
Services available  Which services (social-psychosocial and business-related; public and private) are
and humanitarian law, that
mayCan
help
to remove
from
the situation
andmarket
allow
available?
services
be made these
availablespoilers
easily? Are
information
services about
for the DDR of the combat
unit
or
group.
Such
an
approach
requires
an
accompanying
pubsupply and demand available (i.e. through SMS)?
lic information strategy that indicates a clear and transparent criminal policy, indicating
 What government services are available? Civil society? Private sector?
what kind of cases will be prosecuted, and avoiding any perception of political influence,
 What support is required to upgrade services that are essential for reintegration?
arbitrary prosecution, corruption or favoritism. The public information efforts of both the
 the
What
other war-affected
groups areunits
present
in the area
(or to
will reassure
return), andlower
what type
of
Otherprogramme
target
DDR
and
prosecutions
outreach
should
seek
rankassistance
will
they
receive?
groups
ing combatants that the focus of the prosecution initiative is on those most responsible and
 What are
their
most
immediate
needs?
that they will be welcomed
into
the
DDR
programme.
 Can the reintegration programme indirectly contribute to meeting their needs?

8.3.6. Encourage ex-combatants to participate in transitional justice measures
Ex-combatants
often simultaneously
fighters, witnesses, and victims of an armed con7.5.4.
Communityare
perception
surveys
flict.
Their
testimonies
may
be
valuable
for
prosecutions information
initiative or aon
truth
commission.
Community perception surveys include abackground
socioeconomic
Additionally
their data
storyon
or experience
may change
the way
in the society
may view
and
demographic
all future direct
beneficiaries
of others
the reintegration
programme
them,
by
blurring
the
sharp
distinctions
between
combatants,
often
seen
solely
as
perpetraincluding community expectations and perceptions of assistance provided to returning/
tors, and victims,
and exposing
the structural
roots
of the conflict.
A more
comprehensive
resettling
ex-combatants.
Community
perception
surveys
collect useful
data
which can be
understanding
of
the
experience
of
ex-combatants
may
ease
the
reintegration
process.
used for qualitative indicators and to monitor changes in community perceptions
of the
DDR programmes may encourage ex-combatant participation in transitional justice
reintegration process over time. DDR programmes should assess the strength of support
measures by offering information sessions on transitional justice during the demobilization
for the reintegration process from these surveys and try their best to produce activities
process and working collaboratively with national actors working on transitional justice
and programming that match the needs and desires of both programme participants
measures in their outreach to ex-combatants.
and beneficiaries.

8.3.7. Consider how DDR may connect to and support legitimate locally based justice processes
Community perception surveys: Sample of information included
Locally based justice processes may complement reintegration efforts and national level
 Background information on the composition of the community (demographics, main sources of livelihoods,
transitional
justice measures by providing a community-level means of addressing issues
accessibility of natural resources, etc.);
of accountability of ex-combatants. When ex-combatants participate in these processes, they
 The level oftheir
interaction
of thetocommunity
withofthethe
ex-combatants;
demonstrate
desire
be a part
community again, and to take steps to repair
damage
Perceptions
of which
ex-combatants;
the
for
they are responsible. This contributes to building or renewing trust
between
ex-combatants
communities
in which they seek to reintegrate. Locally based
 Community expectations and
upon the
the return
of ex-combatants;
justice processes have particular potential for the reintegration of children associated with
 Community perception of assistance to be provided to ex-combatants;
armed forces and groups.
 Creating
Community perception
of ex-combatants
involved in
paramilitary particularly
activities.
links between
reintegration
strategies,
community reintegration
strategies, for ex-combatants and locally-based justice processes may be one way to bridge
DDR
programmes
and
civil UNICEF’s
society to work
carrywith
out
the gap
between
the aimsshould
of DDRrely
andon
thelocal
aimsinstitutions
of transitional
justice.
such
surveys
whenever
and wherever
possible.
These can beofconducted
interviews
locally
based justice
processes
in support
of the reintegration
children inasSierra
Leoneor
is
one example.
focus
groups, depending on appropriateness and context. Communities should have the
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Before establishing
link with
locally
based
processes,
DDRin
programmes
must ensure
opportunity
to express atheir
opinions
and
preferences
freely
terms of activities
that
that
are legitimate
and thatprocess
they respect
international
human
rights standards,
best they
support
the reintegration
and the
community
as a whole.
Surveyors includshould
ing
they donot
nottodiscriminate,
particularly
against
women,
children. The
national
alsothat
be careful
raise expectations
here as
well, since
theand
reintegration
programme
authorities
in
charge
of
DDR
will
include
local
experts
that
may
provide
advice
to DDR
will not be able to meet all desires in terms of economic opportunities and social support
programmes
about locally based processes. Additionally civil society organizations may
to communities.
be able to provide information and contribute to strategies for connecting DDR programmes
to locally based justice processes. Finally, outreach to recipient communities may include
7.5.5. Reintegration
opportunity
discussions
about locally
basedmapping
justice processes and their applicability to the situations of
ex-combatants.
The post-conflict economic environment can be extremely complex and difficult as armed
conflicts invariably damage or destroy human and economic capital, transform social
relationships
production
and
trade systems,
and distort
the labour
8.3.8. Considerand
howtrust,
DDR weaken
and transitional
justice
measures
may coordinate
to support
the market.
In this challenging
environment,
it is essential
thatforces
DDR programmes avoid creating
reintegration
of women associated
with armed
groups and
unrealistic
expectations
among
stakeholders,
especially
programme
participants
andDDR
benWomen associated with armed groups and forces are potential participants
in both
eficiaries.
By conducting
reintegration
opportunity
programme
managers
will
programmes
and transitional
justice measures,
andmappings,
both are faced
with the
challenge
of
have
a
clearer
understanding
of
the
actual
economic
opportunities
and
assets
available
increasing and supporting the participation of women. Both DDR and transitional justice
to
thosework
being
reintegrated
be better equipped
to provide roles
ex-combatants
clear
should
towards
a betterand
understanding
of the motivations,
and needs with
of women
information
as to
what
thewomen
reintegration
programme
will involve.
ex-combatants
and
other
associated
with armed
forces and groups by directly
DDR
programme
planners
should
prioritize
the
development
of aare
countrywide
sysengaging women in planning for both programmes and ensuring they
adequately reptematic
that builds upon
theinPCNA
and UNSC
other assessments
conducted
by relevant
resentedmapping
in decision-making
bodies,
line with
Resolution1325
on women,
peace
organizations
to
identify
existing
and
potential
employment
opportunities.
The
analysis
and security (also see IDDRS 5.10 on Women, Gender, and DDR). Sharing information on
should
include the
functioning
of:terms
i) markets
(labour, capital,
goods andofservices,
etc.); be
ii)
their respective
lessons
learned in
of facilitating
the participation
women may
input
factors
(land,
energy
resources,
infrastructure,
technology
and
information,
etc.);
a first step. The ways in which women victims articulate their need for reparations, for
and
iii) supporting
(institutional
capacity
in formal
and informal
economies,
finanexample,
might be factors
considered
in developing
specific
reintegration
strategies
for women.
cial
markets, etc.).
should alsomanagers
capture potential
financialwith
service
providers
or training
Additionally,
DDRItprogramme
may coordinate
transitional
justice
measinstitutions
availableapproaches
to supportthat
self-employment
opportunities.
Successful women’s
collaboration
ures on community
include women,
such as strengthening
role
with
development
agencies
and their monitoring activities is essential to this process.
in locally
based justice
processes.
Opportunity mappings will also assess access to land and other natural resources,
education
and how
training
possibilities,
credit
services
contextstowhere
they
8.3.9. Consider
DDR and
transitionalmicro
justice
measures
may(in
coordinate
support
the exist)
and
other
employment
and
business
development
services
(i.e.
technical
advisory,
reintegration of children associated with armed groups and forces (CAAGF)
information
and counseling
include
other
development
proDDR and transitional
justice services).
represent The
twosurvey
types ofshould
initiatives
among
a range
of intervengrammes
(both
and aimed
planned)
within the national
recovery
effort,
well asgroups
those
tions that are
(atexisting
least partly)
at reintegrating
children
associated
withasarmed
of
international
and
national
development
organizations.
and forces. Given the status of children as a special category of protected persons under
Attentionlaw,
shall
be DDR
paid and
to different
groups
during
mapping
the
international
both
transitional
justice
actorsopportunity
should work
togetherso
onthat
a stratemployment,
education
and
training
needs
and
opportunities,
as
well
as
other
resource
egy that considers these children primarily as victims.
needs
of women
and men,
youth,
children,ofand
persons
with disabilities,
well-unJoint
coordination
on the
reintegration
children
is possible
in at leastare
three
broad
derstood
(also
see
Module
5.10
on
Women,
Gender
and
DDR,
Module
5.20
on
Youth
and
areas. First, DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate on a strategy to idenDDR,
and
Module
5.30 onthose
Children
DDR). Social
support services,
support
tify and
hold
accountable
whoand
are recruiting
children—in
order tosuch
makeassure
that
for
with HIV/AIDS,
trauma
drugpriority
abuse counseling,
and/or
disability
the people
welfareliving
of children
is considered
as theand
highest
in that process.
Second,
both
rehabilitation
services,
also be on
identified.
kinds of measures
may should
work together
approaches to reintegrating children who may be
This mapping
shouldof
take
place as early
as possiblelaw
(ideally
beginning
responsible
for violations
international
humanitarian
or human
rights9-12
law.months
Given
before
the
disarmament
and
demobilization
phases
begin)
to
ensure
that
training
and
the focus on CAAGF as victims, such an approach would preferably focus on non-judicial
social
support
are ready and
when
ex-combatants
need them.
Theyand
should
reflect
measures
suchprogrammes
as truth commissions
locally-based
processes
of truth
reconcilialocal
international
and standards
on gender- and
age-appropriate
labour, as At
wella
tion, and
which
may betterlaws
contribute
to the reintegration
of children
than prosecution.
as
changes ainclear
gender
roles
may have
occurred
during conflict.
minimum,
DDR
andthat
TJ policy
should
be developed
as to the criminal responsibilthe basis
theseadequate
assessments,
theof
DDR
can select
providity ofOn
children
thatoftakes
account
theirprogramme
protection and
social training
reintegration.
In
ers,
assessfor
costs
and capacity
support
needs,
context-specific
the DRC,
example,
the position
shared
by and
childdevelop
protection
agencies wasprogrammes
for CAAFG
accused oftoserious
crimes
toof
godiverse
through
the juvenile
justice system,
applying special prodesigned
meet the
needs
programme
participants
and beneficiaries.
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5.10

5.10

5.20
5.30

6.20
4.30

combatants may play a direct role in some reparations, either by providing direct reparaReintegration opportunity mapping: Key questions
tion when they have individual responsibility for the violations that occurred, or, when
Economic
 What is the overall macroeconomic situation of the country?
appropriate,
by contributing
to reparations projects that aim to address community needs,
What is the microeconomic
situation
of the or
areas
wherethat
reintegration
will take place?
such as working on 
a memorial
or rebuilding
a school
home
was destroyed
in the
armed conflict.
 Which are the most dynamic, or potentially dynamic, economic sectors? What natural
resources or other inputs are required to make them more efficient and equitable?
 Do these to
sectors
present
reintegration opportunities for both male and female
8.3.5. Collaborate on strategies
target
spoilers

ex-combatants and for adults, youth and working age children?

Even after a ceasefire or peace agreement, DDR is frequently challenged by commanders who
What other to
opportunities
can be, available and
to former
combatants,
refuse for a variety 
of reasons
disarm are,
andor demobilize,
impede
theirgiven
combatants
their
existing
skill
sets,
such
as
in
forestry,
small-scale
infrastructure,
and waste
from participating in DDR. In some of these cases, national DDR commissions
(or other
management? With which government or private sector institutions will the reintegration
officials charged with DDR)
andneed
prosecutors
maythese
collaborate
on prosecutorial strategies,
programme
to liaise to create
opportunities?
for example focused on those most responsible for violations of international human rights
 How can their skills be improved and targeted towards sector employment in a way that
and humanitarian law, that may help to remove these spoilers from the situation and allow
increases their employability?
for the DDR of the combat unit or group. Such an approach requires an accompanying pub Have opportunities for public–private partnerships been explored? With whom?
lic information strategy
that indicates a clear and transparent criminal policy, indicating
To what extent are they being supported?
what kind of cases will be prosecuted, and avoiding any perception of political influence,
 corruption
What infrastructure
and services exist
allow economic
activity toefforts
take place
arbitrary prosecution,
or favoritism.
Thetopublic
information
of(e.g.,
both the
roads, communications, electricity supplies, etc.)? Who is doing the contracting and
DDR programme and the
prosecutions
outreach
units
should
seek
to
reassure
lower
rankconstruction and is this an opportunity for reintegration beneficiaries?
ing combatants that the focus of the prosecution initiative is on those most responsible and
 Where are the worst bottlenecks to develop and stimulate value chain development
that they will be welcomed into the DDR programme.
locally, regionally or internationally (i.e. quantity produced, scarcity of resources, quality
standards, transportation and access to markets, market information, government export
regulations,toimporter
regulations,
etc.)?
8.3.6. Encourage ex-combatants
participate
in transitional
justice measures

 How
were ex-combatants
and associated
groups affected
by wartime
Social and
Ex-combatants
are often
simultaneously
fighters,
witnesses,
and victims
ofexperiences?
an armed conWhat be
types
of traumasfor
do they
face?
psychosocial
flict.
Their testimonies may
valuable
a prosecutions
initiative or a truth commission.
Additionally their story
or experience
may change
the way
others
in the
society may view
 What
is the level of animosity
among different
groups
and what
reconciliation/social
cohesion
work is goingbetween
on or necessary?
them, by blurring the sharp
distinctions
combatants, often seen solely as perpetrators, and victims, and
the structural
of theofconflict.
comprehensive
 exposing
How are ex-combatants
copingroots
with traumas
war? ExtentAofmore
substance
abuse?
understanding of theexperience
of
ex-combatants
may
ease
the
reintegration
process.
What is the prevalence of HIV among ex-combatants?
DDR programmes may encourage ex-combatant participation in transitional justice
 How are communities organized to provide rehabilitation support?
measures by offering information sessions on transitional justice during the demobilization
Are social protectionwith
systems
functional?
Do ex-combatants
groupsjustice
have
process and workingcollaboratively
national
actors
working and
on associated
transitional
access to social protection systems?
measures in their outreach to ex-combatants.
 What are the risks of social exclusion for the different ex-combatants groups?
 Are
ex-combatants
victorslegitimate
or losers by community
members?
Political
8.3.7.
Consider how DDR
may
connect toconsidered
and support
locally based
justice processes

Do ex-combatants
have a national identification
card? efforts and national level
Locally based justiceprocesses
may complement
reintegration
transitional justice measures
by providing
a community-level
of addressing issues
 Do ex-combatants
participate
in the political life of themeans
community?
of accountability of ex-combatants. When ex-combatants participate in these processes, they
 Do ex-combatants participate in decision making processes?
demonstrate their desire to be a part of the community again, and to take steps to repair
 Do ex-combatants have the right to vote and be voted?
the damage for which
they are responsible. This contributes to building or renewing trust
 and
Is the the
armed
group they belonged
to transforming
itself
a political party?
between ex-combatants
communities
in which
they seek
tointo
reintegrate.
Locally based
justice
processes
potential
forservices
the reintegration
children
associated
 particular
What business
development
are available, andofwhere?
Are they
provided bywith
the
Services
providers have
armed forces and groups.
public or private sector?
Creating links between
reintegration
particularly
community reintegration
 What trauma
counseling strategies,
and mental health
services exist?
strategies, for ex-combatants and locally-based justice processes may be one way to bridge
 What agricultural extension services exist? Agricultural training programmes for fertilizer
the gap between the aims
of DDR
the aims
ofand
transitional
justice. UNICEF’s work with
production
andand
improved
land use
yields?
locally based justice processes in support of the reintegration of children in Sierra Leone is
 What services could be developed with minimal support?
one example.
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Before establishing
a link with locally based processes, DDR programmes must ensure
 What education and training providers and institutions exist?
that they are legitimate and that they respect international human rights standards, includ What subjects/skills and age groups do they specialize in?
ing that they do not discriminate, particularly against women, and children. The national
 What
capacity
they havelocal
to support
the DDR
programme?
authorities in chargeof
DDR
will do
include
experts
that
may provide advice to DDR
programmes
processes.
Additionally
society
organizations
 What based
other recovery
and development
initiativescivil
are being
planned
or implemented? may
Wider recovery about locally
development
beand
able
to provide information
and
contribute
to
strategies
for
connecting
DDR
programmes
 What are the opportunities to promote linkages with other recovery and development
programmes
to locally based justice processes.
initiatives? Finally, outreach to recipient communities may include
discussions about locally based justice processes and their applicability to the situations of
ex-combatants.
7.5.6. Services mapping and capacity assessment
Capacity development of government entities and service providers after a conflict consti8.3.8. Consider how DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate to support the
tutes one of the most important aspects to successful reintegration. It is therefore essential
reintegration of women associated with armed groups and forces
for reintegration assessments to collect data on levels of institutional capacities to ensure
Women associated
armed groups
and forces
are potential
both DDR
adequate
funding with
for capacity
development
of partners
fromparticipants
the outset. in
Institutional
programmes
and transitional
justice
measures,
and both
faced with
the challenge
of
capacity
assessments
should start
as early
as possible
withare
an analysis
of potential
service
increasing
and
supporting
the
participation
of
women.
Both
DDR
and
transitional
justice
providers such as public vocational centers, business development services, relevant line
should work
towards
better understanding
of the
motivations,
roles and needs
of women
ministries
and
NGOs,a including
organizational
practices
and absorption
capacities
as it
ex-combatants
and
other
women
associated
with
armed
forces
and
groups
by
directly
takes several months to upgrade capacities.
engaging
women
in planning
programmes
andtoensuring
are adequately
Capacity
development
canfor
beboth
“indirect”
(designed
supportthey
national
partners inrepthe
resented
in
decision-making
bodies,
in
line
with
UNSC
Resolution1325
on
women,
peace
creation of conditions and relationships needed to foster incentives for outcomes)
or “direct”
and security
(also
see IDDRS 5.10
on Women,
Gender,
and DDR).
Sharing information
on
support
for the
achievements
of outcomes
(such
as technical
interventions
or information
their respective lessons learned in terms of facilitating the participation of women may be
management in a finance ministry or a central bank). The first step is to help to identify the
a first step. The ways in which women victims articulate their need for reparations, for
country’s specific needs on which the overall capacity building actions will be based.
example, might be considered in developing specific reintegration strategies for women.
Additionally, DDR programme managers may coordinate with transitional justice measures on community approaches that include women, such as strengthening women’s role
7.6.
Managing
collected
in assessments
in locally
baseddata
justice
processes.
A management information system (MIS) is vital in order to capture, store, access, and
manage
information
onand
individual
ex-combatants
andmay
communities
of support
return/resettle8.3.9. Consider
how DDR
transitional
justice measures
coordinate to
the
ment,
and data
on available
opportunities
forgroups
training,
and employment. It can
reintegration
of children
associated
with armed
andeducation
forces (CAAGF)
also
provide
vital
data
for
monitoring,
feedback,
and
evaluation.
DDR
give
DDR and transitional justice represent two types of initiatives among aplanners
range of shall
intervenearly
consideration
the design
maintenancechildren
of an MIS,
as it will
work
to support
tions that
are (at leasttopartly)
aimedand
at reintegrating
associated
with
armed
groups
and
better
organize
all
reintegration
activities.
See
the
generic
MIS
called
DREAM
(‘Disand forces. Given the status of children as a special category of protected persons under
armament,
Demobilization,
and
Arms
Management’)
developed
international
law, both DDR Reintegration
and transitional
justice
actors
should work
together by
on UNDP,
a stratwhich
can
be
adapted
to
the
needs
of
each
UN
integrated
DDR
programme
to
minimize
egy that considers these children primarily as victims.
implementation
delays and
provide
savings of
forchildren
DDR projects.
Joint coordination
on the
reintegration
is possible in at least three broad
Individual
ex-combatant
data justice
included
within an
MIS
should beon
captured
prior
the
areas.
First, DDR
and transitional
measures
may
coordinate
a strategy
to to
idenstart
of
reintegration
activities,
preferably
during
the
disarmament
and
demobilization
tify and hold accountable those who are recruiting children—in order to make sure that
phases.
The of
design
andisconstruction
of the
the highest
MIS should
capture
data
that can
be used
to
the welfare
children
considered as
priority
in that
process.
Second,
both
build
a
profile
of
the
participant
caseload.
The
collection
of
sex-,
ageand
disability-diskinds of measures may work together on approaches to reintegrating children who may be
aggregated
socio-economic
(including
informationlaw
on or
specific
as for
responsible for
violations of data
international
humanitarian
humanneeds,
rightssuch
law. Given
wheelchairs
or
psychosocial
services)
is
essential
to
the
DDR
programme.
In
addition,
the focus on CAAGF as victims, such an approach would preferably focus on non-judicial
the
data insuch
the as
MIS
should
be easy toand
aggregate
in order
to provide
regular
for
measures
truth
commissions
locally-based
processes
of truth
andupdates
reconciliabroad
indicators.
tion, which
may better contribute to the reintegration of children than prosecution. At a
The development
new
as fingerprint
and retina
minimum,
a clear DDRofand
TJ technologies,
policy shouldsuch
be developed
as to identification
the criminal responsibilscanning,
possess
potential
to eradicate
dipping’ of
DDR
assistance,
particuity of children
thatthe
takes
adequate
account of‘double
their protection
and
social
reintegration.
In
larly
whenfor
cash
assistance
is provided
as part
of reinsertion
assistance,
asfor
an CAAFG
element
the DRC,
example,
the position
shared
by child
protection
agencies or
was
accused
of serious
crimes to go through the juvenile justice system, applying special proof
reintegration
support.
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6.20
4.30

combatants
may play afor
direct
role in some
reparations,
eitheran
byMIS
providing
While providing
transparency
and
accountability,
shoulddirect
also reparainform
tion when
they have decision-making
individual responsibility
for thenecessary
violationsprogramme
that occurred,
or, when
ongoing
programme
by influencing
adjustments
appropriate,
by contributing
to reparations
projects DDR
that aim
to address
community
to
improve programme
efficiency
and effectiveness.
managers
should
thereforeneeds,
estabsuch
as
working
on
a
memorial
or
rebuilding
a
school
or
home
that
was
destroyed
in the
lish a concrete plan to incorporate feedback based on information gathered in the MIS.
armed conflict.

8.3.5. Collaborate on strategies to target spoilers

8.
Programme planning and design
Even after a ceasefire or peace agreement, DDR is frequently challenged by commanders who

8.1.
Reintegration
Planning
refuse
for a variety
of reasons to disarm and demobilize, and impede their combatants
Reintegration
planning
is more
likelyoftothese
lead cases,
to successful
when it(or
is based
from participating
in DDR.
In some
nationalprogrammes
DDR commissions
other
upon
rapid
and with
reliable
assessments,
starts may
earlycollaborate
and is integrated.
This requires
the
officials
charged
DDR)
and prosecutors
on prosecutorial
strategies,
for example
onprogrammes
those most responsible
violations
of international
human
rights
various
UN focused
agencies,
and fundsfor
that
are likely
to be involved
in supportand national
humanitarian
law, thatprogrammess
may help to remove
these
from
the situation
and allow
ing
reintegration
to carry
outspoilers
planning
jointly
and cooperatively.
for
the
DDR
of
the
combat
unit
or
group.
Such
an
approach
requires
an
accompanying
pubMoreover, reintegration planning should be an integral part of all five phases of DDR
lic information
strategy3.10,
thatsection
indicates
a clear
and transparent
criminal
policy, and
indicating
planning.
See Module
5 on
Integrated
DDR Planning:
Processes
Strucwhat
kind
of
cases
will
be
prosecuted,
and
avoiding
any
perception
of
political
influence,
tures and Module 3.41 on Finance and Budgeting for more information.
arbitrary prosecution, corruption or favoritism. The public information efforts of both the
DDR programme and the prosecutions outreach units should seek to reassure lower rank8.1.1.
Participatory,
and
planning
ing combatants
thatinclusive
the focus
of transparent
the prosecution
initiative is on those most responsible and
that they
willownership
be welcomed
into theonDDR
programme.
Lack
of local
or agency
the part
of ex-combatants and receptor communities
has contributed to failures in past DDR operations. The participation of a broad range of
stakeholders
in the
development
a DDR strategy
is therefore
to its success. Par8.3.6. Encourage
ex-combatants
toof
participate
in transitional
justiceessential
measures
ticipatory,
inclusive
and
transparent
planning
will
provide
a
basis
for
effective
dialogue
Ex-combatants are often simultaneously fighters, witnesses, and victims of an armed
conamong
national
and local
authorities,
community
leaders, initiative
and former
helping
flict. Their
testimonies
may
be valuable
for a prosecutions
or combatants,
a truth commission.
to
define a role
for story
all parties
in the decision-making
Additionally
their
or experience
may change theprocess.
way others in the society may view
them,Aby
blurring
the
sharp
distinctions
between
combatants,
seen solely asby:
perpetraparticipatory approach will significantly improve the often
DDR programme
tors, and victims, and exposing the structural roots of the conflict. A more comprehensive

 providing aofforum
for testingofideas
that could may
improve
design;
understanding
the experience
ex-combatants
easeprogramme
the reintegration
process.
DDR programmes may encourage ex-combatant participation in transitional justice
 enabling the development of strategies that respond to local realities and needs;
measures by offering information sessions on transitional justice during the demobilization

 providing
a sensecollaboratively
of empowerment
or national
agency; actors working on transitional justice
process
and working
with
measures in their outreach to ex-combatants.
 providing a forum for impartial information in the case of disputes or misperceptions
about the programme;
8.3.7. Consider how DDR may connect to and support legitimate locally based justice processes
 ensuring local ownership;
Locally based justice processes may complement reintegration efforts and national level

3.10
3.41

transitional
justiceDDR
measures
by providing
a community-level
means of addressing
issues

 encouraging
and other
local processes
such as peace-building
or recovery
to

5.10

5.20

5.10

6.20
4.30

of accountability
of and
ex-combatants.
When
ex-combatants participate in these processes, they
work together
support each
other;
demonstrate their desire to be a part of the community again, and to take steps to repair

 damage
encouraging
communication
and negotiation
among thetomain
actors
reduce levels
the
for which
they are responsible.
This contributes
building
ortorenewing
trust
of tension
and fear and
andthe
to enhance
reconciliation
andseek
human
security; Locally based
between
ex-combatants
communities
in which they
to reintegrate.
justice
processes have
particular potential
for the
reintegration
of children
associated
with

 recognizing
and supporting
the capacity
and
voices of youth,
women
and persons
armed
forces
and
groups.
(also see IDDRS 5.10 on Women, Gender and DDR and IDDRS 5.20 on Youth and
Creating links between reintegration strategies, particularly community reintegration
DDR);
strategies, for ex-combatants and locally-based justice processes may be one way to bridge

 gap
recognizing
newaims
andofevolving
for women
in society,
especially
in work
non-tradithe
between the
DDR androles
the aims
of transitional
justice.
UNICEF’s
with
tional
areas
suchprocesses
as security-related
(also see IDDRS
5.10 onin
Women,
Gender
locally
based
justice
in support matters
of the reintegration
of children
Sierra Leone
is
and DDR);
one example.
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Before establishing
link rights
with locally
based processes,
DDR programmes
must
ensure
building
respect fora the
of marginalized
and specific
needs groups
(also
see
that IDDRS
they are5.10
legitimate
and that
theyand
respect
rights
on Women,
Gender
DDRinternational
and 5.30 on human
Children
andstandards,
DDR); andincluding that they do not discriminate, particularly against women, and children. The national
 helping to ensure the sustainability of reintegration by developing community capacauthorities in charge of DDR will include local experts that may provide advice to DDR
ity to provide services and establishing community monitoring, management and
programmes about locally based processes. Additionally civil society organizations may
oversight
structures
and systems.
be able
to provide
information
and contribute to strategies for connecting DDR programmes
to locally based justice processes. Finally, outreach to recipient communities may include
Inclusive about
reintegration
programme
planning:
checklist
of keytostakeholders
discussions
locally based
justice processes
andAtheir
applicability
the situations of
ex-combatants.
 Ex-combatants, particularly military leadership


5.10

5.30

 Families and dependants of ex-combatants

8.3.8.
Consider how DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate to support the
 Specific needs groups associated with armed forces and groups (i.e. elders, women, youth, children, disabled
reintegration
of infected/affected)
women associated with armed groups and forces
persons, HIV
Women
associated
with
armedlocal
groups
and forces
are potential
 Communities
of return,
particularly
representatives
and religious
leaders participants in both DDR
programmes and transitional justice measures, and both are faced with the challenge of
 National governments (line ministries)
increasing and supporting the participation of women. Both DDR and transitional justice
 National DDR commissions
should
work towards a better understanding of the motivations, roles and needs of women
 Private sector actors
ex-combatants
and other women associated with armed forces and groups by directly
engaging
women in planning for both programmes and ensuring they are adequately rep Local NGOs
resented in decision-making bodies, in line with UNSC Resolution1325 on women, peace
and security (also see IDDRS 5.10 on Women, Gender, and DDR). Sharing information on
8.1.2.
Ex-combatant
engagement
their respective
lessons
learned in terms of facilitating the participation of women may be
DDR
planners
should
ensurevictims
that participatory
planning
representaa firstprogramme
step. The ways
in which
women
articulate their
needincludes
for reparations,
for
example,
considered
in developing
specific
reintegration
strategies
for women.
tion
of themight
armedbe
forces’
and groups’
leadership
and the
(ex-) combatants
themselves,
both
Additionally,
DDRToprogramme
coordinate
transitional
measwomen
and men.
facilitate themanagers
inclusionmay
of younger
and with
less educated
(ex-)justice
combatants
ures associated
on community
approaches
thatactivities,
include women,
such as strengthening
women’s
role
and
groups
in planning
DDR representatives
should seek
out credin locally
basedcommanders
justice processes.
ible
mid-level
to encourage and inform about participation. This outreach
will help to ensure that the range of expectations (of leaders, mid-level commanders, and
the
rank
and file)
possible, met
in the
programme
design ortoatsupport
least managed
8.3.9.
Consider
howare,
DDRwhere
and transitional
justice
measures
may coordinate
the
from
an earlyofstage.
reintegration
children associated with armed groups and forces (CAAGF)
DDR
planners
and
managers
should
and among
carefully
analyze
pros and
DDR and transitional
justice
represent
twoexercise
types ofcaution
initiatives
a range
of intervencons
supporting
creation
of at
veterans’
associations
a way of with
ensuring
adequate
tions in
that
are (at leastthe
partly)
aimed
reintegrating
childrenasassociated
armed
groups
representation
andthe
social
support
to ex-combatants
incategory
a DDR process.
Although
theseunder
assoand forces. Given
status
of children
as a special
of protected
persons
ciations
may
be
useful
in
some
contexts
and
function
as
an
early
warning
and
response
international law, both DDR and transitional justice actors should work together on a stratsystem
identifying
among
and for confidence-building
egy thatfor
considers
thesedissatisfaction
children primarily
asex-combatants,
victims.
between
discontented
groups
and
the
rest
of
the
community,
they in
should
notthree
become
an
Joint coordination on the reintegration of children is possible
at least
broad
impediment
to the
reintegration
ex-combatants
in society
by perpetuating
violent
or
areas. First, DDR
and
transitionalof
justice
measures may
coordinate
on a strategy
to idenmilitaristic
identities.
tify and hold accountable those who are recruiting children—in order to make sure that
the welfare of children is considered as the highest priority in that process. Second, both
kinds of measures may work together on approaches to reintegrating children who may be
8.1.3.
Community
engagement
responsible
for violations
of international humanitarian law or human rights law. Given
Ultimately,
it
is
communities
who
will
who will
not accept
ex-combatants,
and who
the focus on CAAGF as victims,
such
an or
approach
would
preferably
focus on non-judicial
will
fostersuch
theiras
reintegration
into civilian
It is therefore
important
to ensure
that commeasures
truth commissions
and life.
locally-based
processes
of truth
and reconciliamunities
are
at
the
centre
of
reintegration
planning.
Through
community
engagement,
tion, which may better contribute to the reintegration of children than prosecution. At a
reintegration
programmes
be better
able be
to identify
opportunities
for ex-combatants,
minimum, a clear
DDR andwill
TJ policy
should
developed
as to the criminal
responsibilcope
transitional
justice
issuesaccount
affecting
pinpoint potenity ofwith
children
that takes
adequate
of ex-combatants
their protectionand
andvictims,
social reintegration.
In
tial
stressors,
and identify
prioritiesshared
for community
recovery agencies
projects. was
However,
while
the DRC,
for example,
the position
by child protection
for CAAFG
accused
of serious
crimes
to go through
the juvenile
justice
system, applying
special proit
is crucial
to involve
communities
in the
design and
implementation
of reintegration
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combatants may
play
a directand
rolecommitment
in some reparations,
eitherex-combatants’
by providing direct
reparaprogrammes,
their
capacities
to encourage
reintegration
tion when
they haveassessed.
individual responsibility for the violations that occurred, or, when
should
be carefully
appropriate,
bypractice
contributing
to reparations
projects
that traditional
aim to address
needs,
It is good
to involve
or consult
families,
andcommunity
religious leaders,
such
as
working
on
a
memorial
or
rebuilding
a
school
or
home
that
was
destroyed
the
women’s, men’s and youth groups, disabled persons’ organizations and other localin
assoarmed conflict.
ciations
when planning the return of ex-combatants. These groups should receive support
and training to assist in the process. Community women’s groups should be sensitized to
support
and protect
women and
girls returning
8.3.5. Collaborate
on strategies
to target
spoilers from armed forces and groups, who may
struggle
(see Module
5.10 DDR
on Women,
Gender
and DDR
more informaEven aftertoa reintegrate
ceasefire or peace
agreement,
is frequently
challenged
byfor
commanders
who
tion).
Linkages
with
existing
HIV
programmes
should
also
be
made,
and
people
living
refuse for a variety of reasons to disarm and demobilize, and impede their combatants
with
in the
community
should
be consulted
and involved
in planning(or
forother
HIV
from HIV/AIDS
participating
in DDR.
In some
of these
cases, national
DDR commissions
activities
from the
outset
(seeand
Module
5.60 on may
HIV/AIDS
and DDR
for more information).
officials charged
with
DDR)
prosecutors
collaborate
on prosecutorial
strategies,
Disabled
persons’
organizations
can
be similarly
in planning
and
for example
focused
on those most
responsible
formobilized
violationsto
ofparticipate
international
human rights
as
implementing
andpotential
humanitarian
law, that partners.
may help to remove these spoilers from the situation and allow
When
communities,
it should
that youth
and women have
for the
DDRengaging
of the combat
unit or group.
Suchbe
anremembered
approach requires
an accompanying
public information
strategy
that
and transparent
policy,
indicating
not
always benefited
from
theindicates
services aorclear
opportunities
createdcriminal
in receptor
communities,
whathave
kindthey
of cases
will be prosecuted,
andinavoiding
any perception
of political
nor
automatically
had a voice
community-driven
approaches.
Toinfluence,
ensure a
arbitrary
prosecution,
corruptionengagement,
or favoritism.
The
public should
information
efforts considered
of both the
holistic
approach
to community
such
realities
be carefully
DDR
programme
and
the
prosecutions
outreach
units
should
seek
to
reassure
lower
and addressed so that the whole community – including specific needs groups – canrankbening from
combatants
that theprogramming.
focus of the prosecution initiative is on those most responsible and
efit
reintegration
that they will be welcomed into the DDR programme.

5.10

5.60

8.1.4. Private sector involvement
8.3.6. Encourage ex-combatants to participate in transitional justice measures
Building a close partnership with the private sector is indispensable to creating opporEx-combatants are often simultaneously fighters, witnesses, and victims of an armed contunities to absorb ex-combatants into a labour market. Job referral, training (especially
flict. Their testimonies may be valuable for a prosecutions initiative or a truth commission.
apprenticeship, training voucher, and employment subsidy programmes) and employAdditionally their story or experience may change the way others in the society may view
ment creation aspects of reintegration are often reliant on the private sector and existing
them, by blurring the sharp distinctions between combatants, often seen solely as perpetrabusinesses. Involvement of the private sector in the planning of reintegration programmes
tors, and victims, and exposing the structural roots of the conflict. A more comprehensive
maximizes the relevance of reintegration assistance and can ensure that training activities
understanding of the experience of ex-combatants may ease the reintegration process.
support the skills required within the prevailing employment market.
DDR programmes may encourage ex-combatant participation in transitional justice
Private sector actors should be sensitized to DDR programme activities and conmeasures by offering information sessions on transitional justice during the demobilization
sulted
initialcollaboratively
programme design
stage soactors
that the
reintegration
assistance
can
processfrom
and the
working
with national
working
on transitional
justice
target
actual
needs
in the labour
market. A thorough understanding of the existing primeasures
in their
outreach
to ex-combatants.
vate sector and war economy is also necessary for reintegration planning. The following
options can be considered to encourage private sector investment (see ILO Guidelines for
8.3.7. Consider how DDR may connect to and support legitimate locally based justice processes
the Socio-economic Reintegration of Ex-combatants, pp. 26-27):
Locally based justice processes may complement reintegration efforts and national level

 Create incentives
for private
companies
and employers’ associations
to help re-estabtransitional
justice measures
by providing
a community-level
means of addressing
issues
lish small local
units (e.g. sub-contracting)
to supply services
andinprovide
employment.
of accountability
of ex-combatants.
When ex-combatants
participate
these processes,
they
demonstrate
their
desire
to
be
a
part
of
the
community
again,
and
to
take
steps
to
repair
 Consider how short-term job creation for ex-combatants can be linked to the private
the damage
for example,
which they
are responsible.
Thisactors
contributes
to building
or renewing
trust
sector. For
provide
private sector
incentives
in primary
and secondbetween
ex-combatants
and
the
communities
in
which
they
seek
to
reintegrate.
Locally
based
ary infrastructure contracts, with contractual obligations to take on a fixed number of
justice
processes
have
particular
potential
for the reintegration
of children associated with
labourers
and
apprentices
from
ex-combatant
groups.
armed forces and groups.
 Upgrade existing enterprises, transfer appropriate technology (especially to the urban
Creating links between reintegration strategies, particularly community reintegration
informal economy), organize livelihoods and vocational training, and provide access
strategies, for ex-combatants and locally-based justice processes may be one way to bridge
to credit.
the gap between the aims of DDR and the aims of transitional justice. UNICEF’s work with

 Stimulate
public-private
partnerships
(PPPs)
in areasofmost
suitable
to commulocally
based justice
processes in
support of the
reintegration
children
in Sierra
Leone is
one example.
nity reintegration (infrastructure, basic services) that promote social inclusion.

6.20
4.30
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Before establishing
a link with
locally
processes,
DDRthe
programmes
Reintegration
programmes
can
seek based
to facilitate
linking
entities tomust
makeensure
such
that partnerships
they are legitimate
and that they respect international human rights standards, includpossible.
ing that they do not discriminate, particularly against women, and children. The national
authorities
of DDR willplanning
include local experts that may provide advice to DDR
8.1.5. Urbanin
vs.charge
rural reintegration
programmes
about locally
based
processes.
Additionally
civiltosociety
organizations
may
In the programme
planning
phase,
attention
must be paid
the inherent
differences
be
able
to
provide
information
and
contribute
to
strategies
for
connecting
DDR
programmes
between urban and rural reintegration. Even though the majority of ex-combatants come
to
locally
processes.
Finally,that
outreach
to recipient
mayininclude
from
ruralbased
areas,justice
experience
has shown
they often
prefer tocommunities
be reintegrated
urban
discussions
about
locally
based
justice
processes
and
their
applicability
to
the
of
settings. This is likely due to a change in lifestyle during time with armedsituations
forces and
ex-combatants.
groups, as well as an association of agricultural work with poorer living conditions.

Another reason may be that rural reintegration packages are seen as less attractive than
8.3.8. Consider
how
andoftransitional
justice
measures
may coordinate
to support
the
urban
packages,
theDDR
latter
which often
include
vocational
training in
more appealing
reintegration of women associated with armed groups and forces
professions.

A key
issue to consider
when
planning
for reintegration
is that
urban areas
generally
Women
associated
with armed
groups
and forces
are potential
participants
in both
DDR
involve
more and
complex
and demand-driven
planning
thanare
rural
areas.
Depending
on the
programmes
transitional
justice measures,
and both
faced
with
the challenge
of
increasing
participation
of women.
DDR and policies,
transitional
justice
context
andand
in supporting
accordance the
with
national recovery
andBoth
development
it may
be
should work
a better
understanding
of the motivations,
roles
and needs
of women
necessary
to towards
encourage
ex-combatants
and associated
members
to return
to rural
areas
ex-combatants
and other
women associated
with
armed forces
and groups
by directly
through
the promotion
of agricultural
activities.
Reintegration
programmes
should
thereengaging
in planning
both
programmes
and ensuring
adequately
repfore
offer women
agriculture
packagesfor
that
include
high quality
farmingthey
toolsare
and
seeds, as well
resented
in
decision-making
bodies,
in
line
with
UNSC
Resolution1325
on
women,
peace
as financial means (or food) to cover the first pre-harvest period. For ex-combatants with
and security
see IDDRS
5.10 on
and limited
DDR). Sharing
information
on
limited
or no(also
previous
knowledge
of Women,
farming Gender,
and/or with
access to
land, coopertheir
respective
lessons
learned
in
terms
of
facilitating
the
participation
of
women
may
be
atives may be favorable.
a first
step. The
ways in
which
women
victims
need
for reparations,
for
Careful
attention
should
also
be paid
to thearticulate
question their
of land
acquisition
since proexample,
might
be
considered
in
developing
specific
reintegration
strategies
for
women.
gramme participants may have lost their access to land due to conflict. Terms must be
Additionally,
DDR
programme
may coordinate with transitional
justice measnegotiated
that
are profitable
to managers
both the landowner/community
and the ex-combatants.
ures on community approaches that include women, such as strengthening women’s role
in locally based justice processes.

5.10

8.2.
8.3.9.Reintegration
Consider howdesign
DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate to support the
A
well-designed
DDR
shallarmed
not only
enhance
basic(CAAGF)
security but shall also supreintegration of childrenprogramme
associated with
groups
and forces
port wider recovery and development efforts. It shall further define strategies to address
DDR and transitional justice represent two types of initiatives among a range of interventhe following essential elements for progamme success:
tions that are (at least partly) aimed at reintegrating children associated with armed groups

and
forces. Given the
statusand
of children
as a special category of protected persons under

 Reintegration
strategy
exit strategy;

international law, both DDR and transitional justice actors should work together on a stratEligibility criteria;
egy that considers these children primarily as victims.
 Public
information on
andthe
sensitization;
Joint coordination
reintegration of children is possible in at least three broad
areas.
First,
DDR
and
transitional
justice services
measures
may coordinate on a strategy to iden Information counseling and referral
(ICRS);
tify and hold accountable those who are recruiting children—in order to make sure that

 welfare
Monitoring
and evaluation
(M&E);
the
of children
is considered
as the highest priority in that process. Second, both
kinds
of measures
may work together on approaches to reintegrating children who may be

 Capacity
development;
responsible for violations of international humanitarian law or human rights law. Given
 Resource mobilization.
the focus on CAAGF as victims, such an approach would preferably focus on non-judicial
measures such as truth commissions and locally-based processes of truth and reconcilia8.2.1.
Reintegration
strategy
and exit to
strategy
tion, which
may better
contribute
the reintegration of children than prosecution. At a
Reintegration
programmes
often should
only able
cover theasconflict
transition
and early
minimum, a clear
DDR and are
TJ policy
be to
developed
to the criminal
responsibilrecovery
periods
theadequate
timeframes
of externally-supported
programmes
is limited.
ity of children
thatas
takes
account
of their protection and
social reintegration.
In
Reintegration
processes,
much
longerprotection
and become
in large
– if not
the DRC, for example,
thehowever,
positiontake
shared
by child
agencies
waspart
for CAAFG
accused –ofthe
serious
crimes to go
juvenile
applying
special proentirely
responsibility
of through
national the
actors.
Due justice
to this system,
timeframe,
the reintegration
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combatants
may play alinked
direct to
rolelong-term
in some reparations,
either
by providing
direct reparaprocess
is inherently
recovery and
development
processes.
Many
tion when
have individual
responsibility
for the violations
occurred,
or, when
aspects
andthey
outcomes
of the reintegration
programme,
therefore,that
need
to be transferred
appropriate,
bybeyond
contributing
to reparations
projects
that aim
to address
community
needs,
and
sustained
the lifespan
of the DDR
operation
to support
national
counterparts
such
as
working
on
a
memorial
or
rebuilding
a
school
or
home
that
was
destroyed
in the
in the immense task at hand. To ensure this smooth transition, reintegration programme
armed conflict.
managers
shall clearly define the exit strategy during the planning stage, focusing on the
transition between reintegration and broader SSR, violence prevention, wider recovery,
8.3.5. Collaborate
on development
strategies to target
spoilers
peace
building and
processes.
capacity
development
componentDDR
at theisend
of the reintegration
programme
should
EvenAafter
a ceasefire
or peace agreement,
frequently
challenged by
commanders
who
be
planned
fromofthe
earliest
to assure
a smooth and
programme
and to
refuse
for a for
variety
reasons
tostage
disarm
and demobilize,
impede transition
their combatants
ensure
that the responsibility
reintegration
consistently
rests
with
national institutions
from participating
in DDR. Infor
some
of these cases,
national
DDR
commissions
(or other
and
government
ministries.
officials
charged with
DDR) and prosecutors may collaborate on prosecutorial strategies,
for example focused on those most responsible for violations of international human rights
and humanitarian law, that may help to remove these spoilers from the situation and allow
8.2.2.
criteria
for theEligibility
DDR of the
combat unit or group. Such an approach requires an accompanying pubThe
eligibility criteria
for the
reintegration
programme
will
not necessarily
lic information
strategyestablished
that indicates
a clear
and transparent
criminal
policy,
indicating
be
thekind
same
the will
criteria
establishedand
for avoiding
the disarmament
and demobilization
phases.
what
of as
cases
be prosecuted,
any perception
of political influence,
arbitraryassociated
prosecution,
corruption
or favoritism.
The and
public
information
efforts
bothbeen
the
Groups
with
armed forces
and groups
dependants
may
not of
have
DDR programme
and in
thedisarmament
prosecutionsor
outreach
units should
seek to reassure
lower
rankeligible
to participate
demobilization,
for instance,
but may
qualify
to
ing combatants
that the focus
of the prosecution
initiative
is on those
most responsible
and
participate
in reintegration
programme
activities.
It is therefore
important
to assess eligithat they
will
be welcomed
theaDDR
programme.
bility
on an
individual
basisinto
using
screening
or verification process.
DDR planners should develop transparent, easily understood and unambiguous and
verifiable
eligibility
criteria as to
early
as possible,
taking into
account
a balance between
8.3.6. Encourage
ex-combatants
participate
in transitional
justice
measures
security,
equity
and
vulnerability;
available
resources
and
funding;
and
logistical
considEx-combatants are often simultaneously fighters, witnesses, and victims of
an armed
conerations.
therefore
depend largely
on the or
size
and nature
of the
flict. TheirEstablishing
testimonies criteria
may be will
valuable
for a prosecutions
initiative
a truth
commission.
caseload
and their
context-specific
elements.may change the way others in the society may view
Additionally
story or experience

them, by blurring the sharp distinctions between combatants, often seen solely as perpetrators, and victims, and exposing the structural roots of the conflict. A more comprehensive
8.2.3.
Public information
and sensitization
understanding
of the experience
of ex-combatants may ease the reintegration process.
The return
of
ex-combatants
to
communities
can create
real or perceived
securityjustice
probDDR programmes may encourage ex-combatant
participation
in transitional
lems.
The DDR
programme
shouldsessions
therefore
a strong,
long-term
information
measures
by offering
information
oninclude
transitional
justice
during public
the demobilization
campaign
to
keep
communities
and
ex-combatants
informed
of
the
reintegration
strategy,
process and working collaboratively with national actors working on transitional
justice
timetable
and
resources
available.
Communication strategies can also integrate broader
measures in
their
outreach
to ex-combatants.
peace-building messages as part of support for reconciliation processes.
opportunities
exist to
forand
disseminating
public
information
and sensitiza8.3.7.Substantial
Consider how
DDR may connect
support legitimate
locally
based justice
processes
tion around DDR programmes through creative use of media (film, radio, television) as
Locally based justice processes may complement reintegration efforts and national level
well
as through
using
central
places
(such as marketmeans
areas)oftoaddressing
provide regular
transitional
justice
measures
bymeeting
providing
a community-level
issues
programme
information
and updates.
film messages
viainportable
screens they
and
of accountability
of ex-combatants.
WhenBringing
ex-combatants
participate
these processes,
equipment
totheir
ruraldesire
areas is
effective
way to disseminate
messages
and
demonstrate
to also
be aan
part
of the community
again, and
to takeabout
stepsDDR
to repair
the
peace
process
in
general.
Lessons
learned
from
previous
DDR
programmes
suggest
the damage for which they are responsible. This contributes to building or renewing trust
that
radio
programmesand
in which
ex-combatants
havethey
spoken
their experiences
can
between
ex-combatants
the communities
in which
seekabout
to reintegrate.
Locally based
be
a
powerful
tool
for
reconciliation
(also
see
IDDRS
4.60
on
Public
Information
and
Strajustice processes have particular potential for the reintegration of children associated with
tegic
Communication
in Support of DDR).
armed
forces and groups.
Focus-group
interviews
with a wide range
of people
in sample
communities
can proCreating links between reintegration
strategies,
particularly
community
reintegration
vide
DDR programme
managers
with a sense of
the difficulties
and issues
be
strategies,
for ex-combatants
and locally-based
justice
processes may
be onethat
wayshould
to bridge
dealt
with
beforethe
theaims
return
of theand
ex-combatants.
Identifyingjustice.
‘areas UNICEF’s
at-risk’ canwork
also with
help
the gap
between
of DDR
the aims of transitional
managers
andjustice
practitioners
areas
inreintegration
which communication
should
locally based
processesprioritize
in support
of the
of children strategies
in Sierra Leone
is
one example.
initially
be focused.
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Before establishing
a link with
locally should
based processes,
DDRin
programmes
must ensure
Particular
communication
strategies
be developed
receiving communities
thatprovide
they areinformation
legitimate and
that they
respectincluding
international
standards,security
includto
support
services,
‘safehuman
spaces’rights
for reporting
ing thatrelated
they dotonot
discriminate,
particularly
against
women, for
andwomen
children.
national
threats
sexual
and gender-based
violence
(especially
andThe
girls).
Likeauthorities
in
charge
of
DDR
will
include
local
experts
that
may
provide
advice
to
DDR
wise, focus groups for women and girls who are being reintegrated into communities
programmes
locally based
Additionally
society who
organizations
should
assessabout
socio-economic
andprocesses.
security needs
of thosecivil
individual
may face may
stigbe
able
to
provide
information
and
contribute
to
strategies
for
connecting
DDR
programmes
matization and exclusion during reintegration.
to locally based justice processes. Finally, outreach to recipient communities may include
discussions about locally based justice processes and their applicability to the situations of
8.2.4. Information, counseling and referral services (ICRS)
ex-combatants.
Information, counseling and referral services (ICRS) should serve as a repository of
information concerning all the programmes, training and assistance available through
8.3.8. Consider how DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate to support the
government, international organizations and local organizations. These services should,
reintegration of women associated with armed groups and forces
where possible, build on strengthening existing national and local capacities to deliver
Women associated
with for
armed
groups
and forces
are potential
participants
both DDR
reintegration
assistance,
example
through
the Ministries
of Labour,
Health,in
Agriculture,
programmes
and transitional
justice Youth
measures,
and both
are facedand
with
the challenge
of
Forestry,
Fisheries
and Aquaculture,
and Sports,
Education
Planning.
In counincreasing
and
supporting
the
participation
of
women.
Both
DDR
and
transitional
justice
tries where government structures and services are weak or non-existent, the reintegration
should work towards a better understanding of the motivations, roles and needs of women
programme may consider temporary structures for targeting ex-combatants, if necessary.
ex-combatants and other women associated with armed forces and groups by directly
engaging women in planning for both programmes and ensuring they are adequately rep8.2.5.
Monitoring
and evaluation
(M&E) in line with UNSC Resolution1325 on women, peace
resented
in decision-making
bodies,
One
of
the
weaknesses
of
past
programmes
has
been
the Sharing
lack of clearly
defined
and security (also see IDDRS 5.10DDR
on Women,
Gender,
and
DDR).
information
on
objectives
and measurable
indicators,
which
are needed
the monitoring
and evaluatheir respective
lessons learned
in terms
of facilitating
the for
participation
of women
may be
tion
(M&E)
theways
programme.
measurement
of outcomes
essential
to determining
a first
step. of
The
in whichThe
women
victims articulate
theiris need
for reparations,
for
the
success
and effectiveness
and outputs
inreintegration
the programme.
Once the
example,
might
be consideredofininputs
developing
specific
strategies
for decision
women.
to
implement DDR
a DDR
programme
has been
taken,
the government
and/or justice
national
and
Additionally,
programme
managers
may
coordinate
with transitional
measures on
communitytogether
approaches
women,
such as strengthening
role
local
stakeholders,
withthat
UNinclude
agencies
and partners,
shall develop women’s
a framework
in locally
based justice
processes.
for
results-based
monitoring
and evaluation. For more details on M&E see IDDRS 3.50 on
Monitoring and Evaluation of DDR Programmes and the UNDP How-to Guide on Monitoring
andConsider
Evaluation
Disarmament,
Demobilization
and Reintegration
Programmes.
8.3.9.
howforDDR
and transitional
justice measures
may coordinate
to support the
The starting
point for
effective,
results-based
M&E
for all(CAAGF)
concerned parties to arrive
reintegration
of children
associated
with
armed groups
andisforces
at
a
clear
and
unambiguous
agreement
about
the
context-specific
objectives
and
expected
DDR and transitional justice represent two types of initiatives among
a range
of intervenresults
ofare
the(atreintegration
programme.
Once expected
are clearly
defined,
all
tions that
least partly) aimed
at reintegrating
childrenresults
associated
with armed
groups
stakeholders
must
agree
on
key
indicators
for
monitoring
progress
towards
and
measurand forces. Given the status of children as a special category of protected persons under
ing
the achievement
ofDDR
outputs
outcomes.
international
law, both
andand
transitional
justice actors should work together on a stratReintegration
outcomes
typically
refer
employment rates, changes in income,
egy that considers these children primarily
as to
victims.
changes
ex-combatant
successful
interactions
with other
and
Jointincoordination
onbehaviour,
the reintegration
of children
is possible
in atsocial
least groups,
three broad
improvement
in security
both at national
and localmay
levels.
M&E programmes
should
be
areas. First, DDR
and transitional
justice measures
coordinate
on a strategy
to idensure
to
include
indicators
related
to
the
efficient
use
of
livelihoods
resources
in
order
to
tify and hold accountable those who are recruiting children—in order to make sure that
determine
approaches as
need
be adapted
mid-way
to increase
the likelithe welfareifofprogramme
children is considered
the to
highest
priority
in that process.
Second,
both
hood
of
success
in
the
long-term.
kinds of measures may work together on approaches to reintegrating children who may be
The programme
budget
required forhumanitarian
M&E will largely
thelaw.
following
responsible
for violations
of international
law ordepend
human on
rights
Given
factors:
the focus on CAAGF as victims, such an approach would preferably focus on non-judicial
measures
such asoftruth
commissions
andthe
locally-based
reconcilia
 The number
dedicated
M&E staff
programmeprocesses
hires andofattruth
whatand
level;
tion, which may better contribute to the reintegration of children than prosecution. At a
 The number of planned external evaluations;
minimum, a clear DDR and TJ policy should be developed as to the criminal responsibil The number and type of surveys and other primary data collection activities;
ity of children that takes adequate account of their protection and social reintegration. In

 DRC,
The costs
associatedthe
with
training;
the
for example,
position
shared by child protection agencies was for CAAFG
accused
serious
crimes to go
through the juvenile justice system, applying special pro
 The of
costs
of establishing
baselines.
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3.50

6.20
4.30

combatants
may play a direct
role
in some
reparations,
by of
providing
direct
reparaA very approximate
rule of
thumb
is that
around 3-7either
percent
dedicated
programme
tion whenwill
theybehave
individual
responsibility
for the M&E.
violations that occurred, or, when
resources
needed
for effective
and meaningful
appropriate, by contributing to reparations projects that aim to address community needs,
such as working on a memorial or rebuilding a school or home that was destroyed in the
Monitoring and evaluation questions: A checklist
armed conflict.
Objectives

 Have all concerned parties negotiated and agreed on the objectives and expected results?

Context
 Have these
and results been specifically designed to fit the country context?
8.3.5.
Collaborate on strategies
to objectives
target spoilers

Even
after a ceasefire 
or peace
agreement,
DDR
by commanders
Indicators
Do the indicators
directly
relateistofrequently
the output or challenged
outcome? Do they
measure the right who
information?to disarm and demobilize, and impede their combatants
refuse for a variety of reasons
from participating inDDR.
some of agreed
theseoncases,
national
DDRand
commissions
Have allInstakeholders
indicators
for monitoring
measuring the (or other
programmes
officials charged with DDR)
and impact?
prosecutors may collaborate on prosecutorial strategies,
for example focused 
on
those
most
forindicators?
violations of international human rights
 Is there processresponsible
as well as impact
and humanitarian law, that may help to remove these spoilers from the situation and allow
 Do the indicators capture both qualitative as well as quantitative aspects of DDR?
for the DDR of the combat unit or group. Such an approach requires an accompanying pub Dothat
all indicators
haveaa clear
baselineand
and atransparent
target (where feasible)?
lic information strategy
indicates
criminal policy, indicating
 Are
indicators disaggregated
by sex, any
age, region,
faction, etc?
what kind of cases will
be the
prosecuted,
and avoiding
perception
of political influence,
arbitrary prosecution,
or favoritism.
information
of both
the
 corruption
Are the indicators
gender-sensitiveThe
and public
correctly measures
genderefforts
responsiveness
of the
programme?
There should
be gender-related
indicators.
DDR programme and the
prosecutions
outreach
units should
seek to reassure lower ranking combatants that the
focus
of the prosecution
initiative
is on
those
mostaresponsible
and
 Are
the indicators
objective? An objective
indicator
does
not involve
subjective
that they will be welcomed
into
DDR Do
programme.
judgment
bythe
somebody.
all stakeholders share an understanding of what each
indicator is measuring?
 Are the indicators
measureable?
Numeric indicators
are measures
more sensitive to change than
8.3.6. Encourage ex-combatants
to participate
in transitional
justice

categorical indicators (for example, yes/no indicators) and the interpretation of numeric

Ex-combatants are oftendata
simultaneously
fighters, witnesses, and victims of an armed confor indicators is generally less subjective than for categorical indicators.
flict. Their testimonies may be valuable for a prosecutions initiative or a truth commission.
 Are the indicators specific? They need to be as clear and specific as possible in terms of
Additionally their story or experience may change the way others in the society may view
quantity, quality, time, location, target groups, etc. of an intervention and the actual data
them, by blurring the sharp
distinctions
between
combatants,
often
seenwork.
solely as perpetraset (baseline,
target, status)
must be
a single number
of a single
tors, and victims, and exposing the structural roots of the conflict. A more comprehensive
 Are there both short- and long-term indicators?
understanding of the experience of ex-combatants may ease the reintegration process.
 Can
theencourage
data for the indicators
be obtainedparticipation
in a timely way andinattransitional
a reasonable cost?
DDR programmes
may
ex-combatant
justice
 Are the data used
to develop
indicators of justice
sufficientduring
reliability the
and quality
for
measures by offeringinformation
sessions
on the
transitional
demobilization
confident decision-making?
process and working collaboratively
with national actors working on transitional justice
measures
in
their
outreach
to
ex-combatants.
 Who is responsible for monitoring and commissioning evaluations? Is M&E part of their
Roles and
responsibilities

terms of reference?

 How
will monitoring
be submitted
to stakeholders?
8.3.7. Consider how DDR
mayoften
connect
to andreports
support
legitimate
locally based justice processes

Locally based justice processes may complement reintegration efforts and national level
transitional justice measures by providing a community-level means of addressing issues
8.2.6. Capacity development
of accountability of ex-combatants. When ex-combatants participate in these processes, they
Armed
conflict
often
hastodevastating
on educational
employment
demonstrate
their
desire
be a part ofeffects
the community
again,development,
and to take steps
to repair
and
business
development,
health
systems,
legal
institutions,
etc.
Qualified
individuals
the damage for which they are responsible. This contributes to building or renewing trust
have
often
fled, organizations
have lost their
capacity
andLocally
the systems
between
ex-combatants
and the communities
in which
theyand
seekresources,
to reintegrate.
based
within
which
institutions
function
have
been
disrupted.
Often
reintegration
programmes
justice processes have particular potential for the reintegration of children associated with
and
development
have no alternative but to work towards (re-) building the capacity
armed
forces and plans
groups.
of those
individuals
who
have
remained or
returned.
Creating links between
reintegration
strategies,
particularly community reintegration
A primary
role of all international
assistance,
specifically
UN
assistance,
is to
strategies,
for ex-combatants
and locally-based
justiceand
processes
may be
one
way to bridge
support
the development
This justice.
capacity
built as part
of reinthe gap between
the aims of
of national
DDR andand
thelocal
aimscapacities.
of transitional
UNICEF’s
work
with
tegration
programmes
will encourage
ownership,
commitment
successful
delivery
locally based
justice processes
in support
of the reintegration
of and
children
in Sierra
Leone of
is
one example.
services,
as well as the long-term sustainability of reintegration processes. Reintegration
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Before should
establishing
a link
with locally on
based
processes,the
DDR
programmes
must ensure
assistance
include
a component
developing
capacity
of national
actors
that
they are
legitimate
and that
they respect
international
human
rights standards,
including
line
ministries,
training
institutions
and service
providers
through includeducaing
do not
particularly
against women,
and children.
The national
tionthat
andthey
training
in discriminate,
institution building,
organizational
and financial
management,
and
authorities
in
charge
of
DDR
will
include
local
experts
that
may
provide
advice
to
DDR
technical and material assistance. Support should also be given to communities to set
programmes
about
locally
based processes.
Additionally
may
up local forums
and
consultative
committees
that formcivil
the society
basis oforganizations
decision-making
be
able
to
provide
information
and
contribute
to
strategies
for
connecting
DDR
programmes
processes that define and shape the focus of local reintegration assistance, and provide
to
locally based
justiceand
processes.
Finally,
to recipient
communities
may the
include
community
oversight
ownership.
It isoutreach
particularly
important
to synchronize
timdiscussions
about
locally
based
justice
processes
and
their
applicability
to
the
situations
ing of ex-combatants’ reintegration with the period necessary to develop the capacity of
of
ex-combatants.
local governments.

Providing training in planning, management and social skills to reintegration service
8.3.8.
Consider
how DDR
transitional
justice measures
may coordinate
support
providers
constitutes
anand
important
contribution,
but capacity
buildingtomust
notthe
be limreintegration
of women
associated
withand
armed
groups and
forces is effective as well. In many
ited
to training.
On-the-job
learning
knowledge
transfer
cases
it will
prove necessary
andgroups
beneficial
international
staffparticipants
in key positions
to work
Women
associated
with armed
and for
forces
are potential
in both
DDR
directly
with
local
counterparts
in
order
to
ensure
transfer
of
competences
in
a
timely
programmes and transitional justice measures, and both are faced with the challenge of
manner.
Since
method is
suitable for of
thewomen.
long-term,
institution-based
and cross-inincreasing
andthis
supporting
thenot
participation
Both
DDR and transitional
justice
stitutional
assistance
programmes
can
replace
the
assistance
provided
by
internationals.
should work towards a better understanding of the motivations, roles and needs of women
ex-combatants and other women associated with armed forces and groups by directly
engaging women in planning for both programmes and ensuring they are adequately rep8.2.7. Resource mobilization
resented in decision-making bodies, in line with UNSC Resolution1325 on women, peace
Reintegration
programmes’
commencement
andand
timeframe
are subject
to funding
and security (also
see IDDRSscope,
5.10 on
Women, Gender,
DDR). Sharing
information
on
availability,
meaning
implementation
can
delayed
due to of
late
or absent
their respective
lessons
learned in terms
offrequently
facilitatingbe
the
participation
women
maydisbe
bursement
of
funding.
Previous
reintegration
programmes
have
faced
serious
funding
a first step. The ways in which women victims articulate their need for reparations, for
problems,
as outlined
below. However,
such examples
can be readily
used to for
inform
and
example, might
be considered
in developing
specific reintegration
strategies
women.
improve
future
reintegration
initiatives.
Additionally,
DDR
programme
managers may coordinate with transitional justice measures on community approaches that include women, such as strengthening women’s role
inResource
locally based
justice processes.
mobilization:
Key funding problems
The funding gap

Most DDR programmes experience a funding gap period of approximately 8-12 months from

UN fragmentation

The UN system’s previously fragmented approach to DDR programming has resulted in poorly

5.10

8.3.9. Consider how DDR
andvoluntary
transitional
coordinate to support the
the time
pledgesjustice
are mademeasures
to when theymay
are received.
reintegration of children associated with armed groups and forces (CAAGF)

DDR and transitional
justice
two
types
of initiatives
among
a rangeofofefforts.
intervenplanned
andrepresent
uncoordinated
resource
mobilization,
often leading
to duplication
This
tions that are (at leastreality
partly)
aimeddonors’
at reintegrating
has reduced
confidence andchildren
willingnessassociated
to contribute with
requiredarmed
funds. groups
and forces. Given the status of children as a special category of protected persons under
Budgeting per
Budgets for reintegration programmes are often based on funding amounts per individual
international
law, both
DDR and transitional justice actors should work together on a stratex-combatant vs.
ex-combatant. This limitation often negatively affects the quality of several services and
egy
that
considers
these
primarily
asprinciples
victims.
community-based
greatlychildren
hinders enlarged
targeting
and community projects.
Joint coordination on the reintegration of children is possible in at least three broad
Lack ofFirst,
genderLack
of resources allocated
gender-responsive
programme activities
prevent
areas.
DDR and
transitional
justicetomeasures
may coordinate
on a continues
strategyto to
idenresponsive budget
DDR programmes from adequately responding to gender dimensions of reintegration.
tify and hold accountable those who are recruiting children—in order to make sure that
the welfare of children is considered as the highest priority in that process. Second, both
move towards
integration
across
the UN could
help to solvechildren
some ofwho
thesemay
probkindsThe
of measures
may work
together
on approaches
to reintegrating
be
lems.
Resolution
A/C.5/59/L.53
of the Fifth
Committeelaw
of or
thehuman
UN General
Assembly
responsible
for violations
of international
humanitarian
rights law.
Given
formally
the
of staffing
and operational
costs for
disarmament
and
the focus endorsed
on CAAGF
as financing
victims, such
an approach
would preferably
focus
on non-judicial
demobilization
(including
reinsertionand
activities),
whichprocesses
allows the
use of
thereconciliaassessed
measures such as
truth commissions
locally-based
of truth
and
budget
for
DDR
during
peacekeeping
activities.
The
resolution
agreed
that
the
demotion, which may better contribute to the reintegration of children than prosecution.
At a
bilization
must and
provide
“transitional
assistance
to as
help
cover
the basic
needs of
minimum,process
a clear DDR
TJ policy
should be
developed
to the
criminal
responsibilex-combatants
and takes
their adequate
families and
can of
include
transitional
safety
food,
ity of children that
account
their protection
and
socialallowances,
reintegration.
In
clothes,
medicalthe
services,
short-term
education,
training,agencies
employment
and
tools.”
the DRC,shelter,
for example,
position
shared by
child protection
was for
CAAFG
accused ofcommitted
serious crimes
to gofor
through
the juvenile
justice system,
applying
special proHowever,
funding
reintegration
programming
remains
a key issue.
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6.20
4.30

combatants
play a direct
rolewhen
in some
reparations,
either and
by providing
reparaDue to may
the challenges
faced
mobilizing
resources
funding, direct
it is essential
tion DDR
whenfunding
they have
individual responsibility
forAs
thepast
violations
thatshows,
occurred,
or,allocawhen
that
arrangements
remain flexible.
experience
strict
appropriate,
to reparations
that aim to address
needs,
tion
of fundsby
forcontributing
specific DDR
componentsprojects
(e.g. reintegration
only) or community
expenditures
(e.g.
such
as
working
on
a
memorial
or
rebuilding
a
school
or
home
that
was
destroyed
in
the
logistics and equipment) reinforces an artificial distinction between the different phases
armed
of
DDR.conflict.
Cooperation with projects and programmes or interventions by bilateral donors

may work to fill this gap. For more information on funding and resource mobilization see
8.3.5. Collaborate
on strategies
to target spoilers
Module
3.41 on Finance
and Budgeting.
ensuring
formulation
gender-responsive
budgetsby
and
better tracking
EvenFinally,
after a ceasefire
orthe
peace
agreement,ofDDR
is frequently challenged
commanders
who
of
spending
and
resource
allocation
on
gender
issues
in
DDR
programmes
would
be
an
refuse for a variety of reasons to disarm and demobilize, and impede their combatants
important
accountability
toolInfor
the UN
system
internally,
well commissions
as for the host(or
country
from participating
in DDR.
some
of these
cases,
nationalasDDR
other
and
population.
officials
charged with DDR) and prosecutors may collaborate on prosecutorial strategies,
for example focused on those most responsible for violations of international human rights
and humanitarian law, that may help to remove these spoilers from the situation and allow
for the DDR of the combat unit or group. Such an approach requires an accompanying pub9.
Economicstrategy
reintegration
lic information
that indicates a clear and transparent criminal policy, indicating
The
of of
hostilities
does
not automatically
result inany
an improvement
economic
condiwhatend
kind
cases will
be prosecuted,
and avoiding
perception of of
political
influence,
tions.
The
war
economy
may
still
be
in
full-force
and
understanding
its
effects
on
labour
arbitrary prosecution, corruption or favoritism. The public information efforts of both the
markets,
private security
and public sector
activities
is essential
to reassure
ensuringlower
successful
DDR programme
and the prosecutions
outreach
units should
seek to
rankeconomic
reintegration.
Access
productive
assetsis(such
as land,
technoling combatants
that the focus
of to
thethose
prosecution
initiative
on those
most capital,
responsible
and
that they
willresources
be welcomed
into the DDR
programme.
ogy,
natural
and markets)
needed
for reintegration, for example, may be limited.
At the end of a conflict there is often an abrupt release into the labour market of thousands
of
ex-combatants
who compete to
with
ordinary
forjustice
extremely
scarce jobs and live8.3.6.
Encourage ex-combatants
participate
in civilians
transitional
measures
lihood
opportunities.
Insimultaneously
such circumstances,
ex-combatants
and
vulnerable
youth may
Ex-combatants
are often
fighters,
witnesses, and
victims
of an armed
conturn
to
illicit
activities
such
as
organized
crime,
banditry,
illegal
exploitation
of natural
flict. Their testimonies may be valuable for a prosecutions initiative or a truth commission.
resources
andtheir
other
socially
harmful and
Providing
immediate
support
Additionally
story
or experience
mayviolent
changeactivities.
the way others
in the
society may
view
for
theby
reintegration
ex-combatants
thereforecombatants,
vital to helpoften
develop
to viothem,
blurring theofsharp
distinctionsisbetween
seenalternatives
solely as perpetralence-based
livelihoods
and to enhance
security.
tors, and victims,
and exposing
the structural
roots of the conflict. A more comprehensive
Creating economic
opportunities
is essentialmay
to helping
(re-) build
understanding
of the experience
of ex-combatants
ease theex-combatants
reintegration process.
theirDDR
civilian
lives
and
develop
alternatives
to
violence-based
livelihoods.
Ex-combatants
programmes may encourage ex-combatant participation in transitional justice
in
many contexts
have
consistently
identified
an alternative
livelihood
and
the ability to
measures
by offering
information
sessions
on transitional
justice
during the
demobilization
generate
income
as key
factors to theirwith
successful
reintegration.
Many
also indicated
process and
working
collaboratively
national
actors working
onhave
transitional
justice
that
beinginable
to outreach
provide for
family is particularly important in establishing their sense
measures
their
to ex-combatants.
of identity, the level of respect they receive in communities, and to ensuring a healthy
self-esteem.
8.3.7. Consider how DDR may connect to and support legitimate locally based justice processes
Efforts
should
beprocesses
made by reintegration
programmes
to pave
the way
decentlevel
and
Locally
based
justice
may complement
reintegration
efforts
andfor
national
sustainable
work.
Decent
work
involves
employment
opportunities
that
are
productive
and
transitional justice measures by providing a community-level means of addressing issues
deliver
a fair income,
provide security
inex-combatants
the workplaceparticipate
and social in
protection
for workers
of accountability
of ex-combatants.
When
these processes,
they
and
their families,
offer prospects
for personal
development
andand
encourage
socialto
integrademonstrate
their desire
to be a part
of the community
again,
to take steps
repair
tion,
and give
freedom
to expressThis
theircontributes
concerns, to
to participate
the damage
forpeople
whichthe
they
are responsible.
to organize
building and
or renewing
trust
in
decisions
that affectand
their
Furthermore,
decent
worktoguarantees
between
ex-combatants
thelives.
communities
in which
they seek
reintegrate. equal
Locallyopporbased
tunities
and equal
treatment
forpotential
all.1 Reintegration
programmes
should associated
be particularly
justice processes
have
particular
for the reintegration
of children
with
careful
not to and
leadgroups.
girls or boys, young women or men, into any forms of hazardous work.
armed forces
In addition,
and girls
who choose
to self-reintegrate
should
be offered
support
Creatingwomen
links between
reintegration
strategies,
particularly
community
reintegration
mechanisms
their communities,
such asjustice
vocational
training
livestrategies, forwithin
ex-combatants
and locally-based
processes
maytobegain
oneeconomic
way to bridge
lihoods
and decent
the gap between
thework.
aims of DDR and the aims of transitional justice. UNICEF’s work with
Support
for reintegration
beyond
placing of
programme
locally
based justice
processes inshould
supportgo
of the
reintegration
children inparticipants
Sierra Leone in
is
one example.
survival
occupations and trades, although as alluded to earlier it may be necessary to
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Before
establishing
a link with
locally based
processes,
DDR programmes
must
ensure
develop
interim
stabilization
programmes
during
reinsertion,
such as labour
intensive
that
they
are legitimate
andand
thatspace
they respect
international
human rights
standards, includpublic
works,
to buy time
to establish
more sustainable
programming.
Attening
theybedo
notto
discriminate,
particularly
against women,
and children.
The national
tionthat
should
paid
the specific needs
of the agricultural
industry,
as this sector
is likely
authorities
in
charge
of
DDR
will
include
local
experts
that
may
provide
advice
to DDR
to absorb most of those returning to rural areas in the aftermath of conflict. Availability
of
programmes
about locally
processes.
Additionally
civil society
organizations
may
land, soil conditions,
accessbased
to water
and irrigation
infrastructure,
availability
of seed varibe
able
to support
provide information
and contribute
for should
connecting
DDR programmes
etals
and
for value-added
productiontoorstrategies
processing
be expertly
evaluated.
to locally
based
justiceeconomic
processes.reintegration
Finally, outreach
to recipient
communities
mayquantitainclude
Progress
towards
can typically
be monitored
using
discussions
about
locally
based
justice
processes
and
their
applicability
to
the
situations
of
tive tools like surveys based on small representative samples. Recovery and sustainable
ex-combatants.
employment creation should be a priority national or regional level effort, and local level

reintegration programmes should make all efforts to link to national economic policies.
8.3.8. Consider how DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate to support the
reintegration of women associated with armed groups and forces
9.1. United Nations Policy for Post-Conflict Employment Creation, Income Generation
Women associated with armed groups and forces are potential participants in both DDR
and Reintegration
programmes and transitional justice measures, and both are faced with the challenge of
Recognizing that employment creation, income generation and reintegration are particuincreasing and supporting the participation of women. Both DDR and transitional justice
larly challenging in post-conflict environments, in May 2008 the UN Secretary-General
should work towards a better understanding of the motivations, roles and needs of women
endorsed the UN Policy for Post-Conflict Employment Creation, Income Generation and Reinteex-combatants and other women associated with armed forces and groups by directly
gration. The objective of the Policy is to scale up and maximize the impact, coherence and
engaging women in planning for both programmes and ensuring they are adequately repefficiency of employment and reintegration support provided to post-conflict countries by
resented in decision-making bodies, in line with UNSC Resolution1325 on women, peace
UN programmes, funds and specialized agencies.
and security (also see IDDRS 5.10 on Women, Gender, and DDR). Sharing information on
According to the Policy, programming for employment creation and reintegration
their respective lessons learned in terms of facilitating the participation of women may be
should
be structured
threewomen
concurrent
tracks
as shown
in Figure
1 below.
a first step.
The waysalong
in which
victims
articulate
their
need for
reparations, for
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example, might be considered in developing specific reintegration strategies for women.
Figure
2: UN Policy
forprogramme
post-conflictmanagers
employment
creation,
income
generation
andjustice
reintegration
Additionally,
DDR
may
coordinate
with
transitional
measures on community approaches that include women, such as strengthening women’s role
Peace Negotiations
Stabilization
Reintegration
Transitions
in locallyPeace
based
justice processes.
Agreement
Peace Settings
Reconciliation, Peace
Sustainable Growth, Enabled
Pre-assessments
Pilot projects

Security, relief
Consolidation, Equity, Recovery,
Economic Environment
Early Recovery
Quick Peace Dividents
Social Justice
Target
groups
Targeted
Communities
Wide the
8.3.9. Consider how DDR and
transitional
justice
measures
may coordinate Nation
to support

reintegration of children associated with armed groups and forces (CAAGF)
Pre-Peace Accord plalnning

Sustainable Employment
Creation and Decent Work

Income security
Basic Social Needs

DDR and transitional justice represent two types of initiatives among a range of interventions that are (at least partly) aimed at reintegrating children associated with armed groups
and forces. Given the status of children as a special category of protected persons under
international law, both DDR and transitional justice actors should work together on a strategy that considers these children primarily as victims.
Joint coordination on the reintegration of children is possible in at least three broad
areas. First, DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate on a strategy to identify and hold accountable those who are recruiting children—in order to make sure that
the welfare of children is considered as the highest priority in that process. Second, both
kinds of measures may work together on approaches to reintegrating children who may be
Peacebuilding Process
responsible for violations of international humanitarian law or human rights law. Given
the focus on CAAGF as victims, such an approach would preferably focus on non-judicial
Track A:
Track B:
Track C:
measures
such as
truth commissionsLocal
andeconomic
locally-based
truth and
reconciliaStabilizing
income
recovery processes of
Sustainable
employment
generation
and
emergency
for
employment
and
creation
and
Decent
Work At a
tion, which may better contribute to the reintegration of children than prosecution.
employment
reintegration
–
Promoting
an
enabling
minimum, a clear DDR and TJ policy should be developed as to the criminal responsibil– Emergency temporary jobs
– Local Capacity Development
environment for employment
ity of– Targeted
children
that
their
protection and–social
reintegration.
In
Private sector
recovery
livelihoods
andtakes adequate account
– Communityof
Driven
Recovery
– Labour related
mechanisms
self-employment
start-up grants
Local Economic
the DRC,
for example,
the position –shared
byRecovery
child protection agencies
was
for CAAFG
and institutions
accused of serious crimes to go through the juvenile justice system, applying special pro-
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combatants
may play
These tracks
are: a direct role in some reparations, either by providing direct reparation
when
they
have
responsibility
for the violations
thatemergency
occurred, or,
when
 Track A, focused individual
on stabilizing
income generation
and creating
employappropriate,
contributing
to reparations
projects
that aim toincluding
address community
needs,
ment andbytargeting
specific
conflict-affected
individuals,
ex-combatants;
such as working on a memorial or rebuilding a school or home that was destroyed in the
 Track B, focused on local economic recovery (LER) for employment and reintegration,
armed conflict.
including in communities ex-combatants and displaced persons chose to return to;
and
8.3.5. Collaborate on strategies to target spoilers
 Track C, focused on sustainable employment creation and decent work.
Even after a ceasefire or peace agreement, DDR is frequently challenged by commanders who
refuse for a variety of reasons to disarm and demobilize, and impede their combatants
The implementation of the three programme tracks should start simultaneously durfrom participating in DDR. In some of these cases, national DDR commissions (or other
ing peace negotiations, with varying intensity and duration depending on the national/
officials charged with DDR) and prosecutors may collaborate on prosecutorial strategies,
local
context.focused
This implies
that
an responsible
enabling environment
forofemployment
for example
on those
most
for violations
internationalcreation
human needs
rights
to
be
actively
promoted
by
reintegration
programmes
within
the
immediate
aftermath
and humanitarian law, that may help to remove these spoilers from the situation and allow
of
the implementation
of theanPolicy,
specific
attention
should be given
forconflict.
the DDRDuring
of the combat
unit or group. Such
approach
requires
an accompanying
pubto
conflict-affected
groups,
such
as
displaced
people,
returnees
and
ex-combatants,
with
lic information strategy that indicates a clear and transparent criminal policy, indicating
particular
focus
on
women
and
youth
who
are
often
marginalized
during
these
processes.
what kind of cases will be prosecuted, and avoiding any perception of political influence,
This prosecution,
module focuses
on interventions
that fall
under Track
B programmes,
arbitrary
corruption
or favoritism.
Theprimarily
public information
efforts
of both the
whereas
most
reinsertion
activities
fall
under
Track
A
programmes.
Track
is the rankmost
DDR programme and the prosecutions outreach units should seek to reassureB lower
critical
for reintegration
as itsofsuccess
is dependent
on theis adoption
of employment
ing combatants
that the focus
the prosecution
initiative
on those most
responsiblecreaand
tion
and income
generationinto
strategies,
mainly
through local economic recovery. See ILO
that they
will be welcomed
the DDR
programme.
Guidelines on Local Economic Recovery in Post-Conflict (2010). This approach will allow the
economy
to absorb
the numerous
new entrants
in the labour
market
and build the foun8.3.6. Encourage
ex-combatants
to participate
in transitional
justice
measures
dations for creating decent work.
Ex-combatants are often simultaneously fighters, witnesses, and victims of an armed conflict. Their testimonies may be valuable for a prosecutions initiative or a truth commission.
Additionally their story or experience may change the way others in the society may view
9.2.
Economic
reintegration
opportunitybetween
and mapping
surveys
them,
by blurring
the sharp distinctions
combatants,
often seen solely as perpetraEarly
assessment
of
the
opportunities
and
services
open
to
ex-combatants
is vital in the
tors, and victims, and exposing the structural roots of the conflict. A more comprehensive
design
and planning
a reintegration
programme.may
It should
be emphasized
analyses
understanding
of theof
experience
of ex-combatants
ease the
reintegrationthat
process.
of theDDR
labour
market need
to encourage
be regularlyex-combatant
updated during
the implementation
of thejustice
reinprogrammes
may
participation
in transitional
tegration
to ensure relevant
measures programme
by offering information
sessionsresponses.
on transitional justice during the demobilization
process
and working
collaboratively
with national
actors surveys
workingshould
on transitional
Economic
reintegration
opportunity
and mapping
include justice
analymeasures
in theirappropriate
outreach to professions
ex-combatants.
sis
of culturally
and/or trades for men and women of varying
age groups, abilities, capacities and literacy levels, recognizing how conflict may have
changed
cultural
about
gender-appropriate
work.
8.3.7. Consider
hownorms
DDR may
connect
to and support legitimate
locally based justice processes
However,
analyses
should
not
just
assess
what
is
culturally
appropriate
for menlevel
and
Locally based justice processes may complement reintegration efforts
and national
women, but justice
also what
women and
men want to
do. At times, such means
information
may contradict
transitional
measures
by providing
a community-level
of addressing
issues
what
is
or
was
thought
to
be
culturally
appropriate.
Acting
carefully,
reintegration
of accountability of ex-combatants. When ex-combatants participate in these processes,assisthey
tance
should aim
avoid to
reinforcing
gender stereotypes
may
only
demonstrate
theirtodesire
be a parttraditional
of the community
again, andwhich
to take
steps
topermit
repair
women
to work
in lower
paying
professionalThis
activities.
National
capacity or
(such
as the Minthe damage
for which
they
are responsible.
contributes
to building
renewing
trust
istry
of Employment
or Labour),
should be strengthened
to seek
perform
this task atLocally
the national
between
ex-combatants
and the communities
in which they
to reintegrate.
based
and
provincial
level,
while
providers
of vocational
and employment
services should
justice
processes
have
particular
potential
for the training
reintegration
of children associated
with
be
equipped
complement
armed
forcesto
and
groups. these efforts with regular assessments at the local level.
Mapping
surveys
should
seek to include
detailed
information
concerning
the availCreating links
between
reintegration
strategies,
particularly
community
reintegration
ability
of livelihoods
resources
desires by justice
beneficiaries
to more
efficiently
strategies,
for ex-combatants
andand
locally-based
processes
may be
one waytransform
to bridge
these
intoaims
productive
realistic
assessment
of existing
employment
the gapresources
between the
of DDR assets.
and theA
aims
of transitional
justice.
UNICEF’s
work with
opportunities
and opportunities
that could
bereintegration
supported quickly
in the
short Leone
term by
locally based justice
processes in support
of the
of children
in Sierra
is
one example.
either
the public or private sector should also be included.
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Before establishing
a link with locally based processes, DDR programmes must ensure
9.3. Employability
of ex-combatants
that
they
are
legitimate
and
that they
respect international
human rights standards,
includArmed conflict interrupts skills
development
for many wage-earning
and self-employing
that
they do and
not discriminate,
against women,
and children.
The through
national
ment
activities
disrupts the particularly
typical institutions
and social
mechanisms
authorities
in
charge
of
DDR
will
include
local
experts
that
may
provide
advice
DDR
which people develop social skills. As a result, the immediate post-conflict period to
may
be
programmes
locally
based
processes.
characterizedabout
by a skills
and
education
crisis.Additionally civil society organizations may
be able
to provide
information
andmissed
contribute
to strategiesfor
forbasic
connecting
DDR programmes
Many
ex-combatants
have
opportunities
and further
education,
to
locally
based
justice
processes.
Finally,
outreach
to
recipient
communities
may
include
and as a result are disadvantaged in the competition for jobs and other opportunities.
discussions
about
locally
based
justice
processes
and
their
applicability
to
the
situations
of
Provision of adult literacy classes, adult education, and technical and vocational trainex-combatants.
ing is important both to improve the skill sets of adult and young ex-combatants and

to provide opportunities for reorientation and demilitarization. While functional literacy
8.3.8. Considermay
how help
DDR and
transitional justice
measures mayutilizing
coordinate
to support the
programmes
ex-combatants
find employment,
educational
training
reintegration which
of women
with
armed beneficiaries,
groups and forces
techniques,
are associated
tailored for
illiterate
may also be highly effective in
teaching
marketablewith
skills.
Women associated
armed groups and forces are potential participants in both DDR
As
far
as
possible,
education
and
training and
for ex-combatants
and those
associated
programmes and transitional justice
measures,
both are faced with
the challenge
of
with
armedand
forces
and groups
should be supplied
as part
ofDDR
the wider
provision of
eduincreasing
supporting
the participation
of women.
Both
and transitional
justice
cational
services
to the
general
population, and
not
in schools or
colleges
exclusively
for
should work
towards
a better
understanding
of the
motivations,
roles
and needs
of women
them.
Such inclusiveness
play associated
an important
facilitative
role inand
the social
ex-combatants
and otherwill
women
with
armed forces
groupsreintegration
by directly
engaging
women in planning for both programmes and ensuring they are adequately repof
ex-combatants.
resented
in decision-making
bodies,
in take
line with
UNSC Resolution1325
on sets
women,
peace
Reintegration
experts should
also
into account
the multiple skill
and liveliand security
(also see
IDDRS
5.10 on Women,
Gender,
and
DDR).and
Sharing
information
on
hoods
possibilities
that
one individual
may have
so that
training
livelihoods
support
theirreflect
respective
lessons learned
in terms
of facilitating
the and
participation
women
may be
can
the cross-sector
realities
of individuals’
skills
training. of
This
is especially
a firstinstep.
The where
ways in
which
women
victims
articulate
theirfor
need
for reparations,
for
true
contexts
there
appears
to be
little or
no capacity
employable
skills; each
example,
might
be
considered
in
developing
specific
reintegration
strategies
for
women.
individual will have some type of skill that she or he is capable of, and the DDR reintegraAdditionally,
DDR
programme
managers
may coordinate
transitional
justice meastion
programme
should
be designed
to capitalize
on this inwith
the best
way possible.
ures on community approaches that include women, such as strengthening women’s role
in locally based justice processes.
Education and training: Basic guidelines

5.10

Market-driven
should be offered
only measures
in marketablemay
skills coordinate
in accordanceto
with
assessments.
8.3.9.
Consider how DDRTraining
and transitional
justice
support
the
Training should be complimented by practical experience through apprenticeships
reintegration of children associated with armed groups and forces (CAAGF)
whenever possible.

DDR and transitional justice represent two types of initiatives among a range of intervenInclusiveness
Education should be supplied as part of the wider provision of education to the general
tions that are (at least partly)
aimed
reintegrating
associated with armed groups
population,
not inatcolleges
exclusively children
for ex-combatants.
and forces. Given the status of children as a special category of protected persons under
Focus on youth
Young ex-combatants, especially those under 15, should be reintegrated into formal
international law, both DDR and transitional justice actors should work together on a strateducation. Emphasis should be placed on ‘catch-up’ education to ensure that
egy that considers theseex-combatants
children primarily
as trapped
victims.
do not become
in lifelong poverty.
Joint coordination on the reintegration of children is possible in at least three broad
Focus on girls and
Particular attention should be paid to assisting girls to return to school and to providing
areas.
First, DDR and transitional
justice measures may coordinate on a strategy to idenwomen
educational and training opportunities to women.
tify and hold accountable those who are recruiting children—in order to make sure that
Focus on ex-combatants Particular attention should be paid to ensure the accessibility of services and
the
welfare of children is considered as the highest priority in that process. Second, both
with disabilities
infrastructure for education and training opportunities for disabled ex-combatants so
kinds of measures may work
may be
that theytogether
can attendon
the approaches
same educationto
andreintegrating
training schemeschildren
along with who
non-disabled
responsible for violations
of
international
humanitarian
law
or
human
rights
law.
Given
ex-combatants.
the focus on CAAGF as victims, such an approach would preferably focus on non-judicial
Potential limitations of
Training is only one tool for reintegration and can be a particularly powerful tool to
measures
commissions
and locally-based
processes
of to
truth
and
reconciliatraining such as truthfacilitate
social reintegration,
but it should mainly
be designed
respond
to the
tion, which may better requirements
contributeofto
reintegration
of children
prosecution.
thethe
informal
sector and should
not be seen than
as reintegration
itself. At a
minimum,
a
clear
DDR
and
TJ
policy
should
be
developed
as
to
the
criminal
responsibilCultural considerations
Attention should be paid to existing economic cultures, including whether women and
ity of children that takes
adequate
account
their
and social reintegration. In
men
will have equal
access of
to all
typesprotection
of work.
the DRC, for example, the position shared by child protection agencies was for CAAFG
Life skills
In the context of DDR, the teaching of life skills is a necessity, not a luxury.
accused of serious crimes to go through the juvenile justice system, applying special pro-
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combatants
may play a direct role in some reparations, either by providing direct repara9.3.1.
Life skills
tion
when
they
have individual
responsibility
for the
occurred,
when
Reintegration programme
managers
should regard
theviolations
provision that
of life
skills asor,
a necesappropriate,
by contributing
to reparations
projectsLife
thatskills
aim to
address
communityways
needs,
sity,
not a luxury,
in reintegration
programmes.
include
non-violent
of
such
as
working
on
a
memorial
or
rebuilding
a
school
or
home
that
was
destroyed
in
the
resolving conflict at the workplace and in civilian life. Life skills also allow individuals to
armedsocially-acceptable
conflict.
learn
behaviours to use in their personal and professional lives.
This type of training requires an understanding of ever-shifting cultural and gen8.3.5.
Collaborate
strategies
to targetcomplement
spoilers
der identities
andonroles
and should
the various other forms of educational
and/or
training
services
provided.
Youth
canisbenefit
from
acquisition
of basic skillswho
for
Even after
a ceasefire
or peace
agreement,
DDR
frequently
challenged
by commanders
managing
family and
other domestic
responsibilities.
Economic,
labour,
education
and
refuse for aa variety
of reasons
to disarm
and demobilize,
and impede
their
combatants
political
rights andinresponsibilities
be communicated
ex-combatants,
from participating
DDR. In someshall
of these
cases, national to
DDR
commissionsespecially
(or other
in
countries
undergoing
major
where it ison
essential
to encourage
the
officials
charged
with DDR)
andgovernance
prosecutorsreform
may collaborate
prosecutorial
strategies,
for example focused
on those most
responsiblestructures
for violations
international human rights
participation
of ex-combatants
in democratic
and of
processes.
and humanitarian law, that may help to remove these spoilers from the situation and allow
for the DDR of the combat unit or group. Such an approach requires an accompanying pub9.3.2.
Vocational strategy
training that indicates a clear and transparent criminal policy, indicating
lic information
Ex-combatants
often
need
to learn new
skills
in order
make a living
in the
civilian
what kind of cases
will
be prosecuted,
and
avoiding
any to
perception
of political
influence,
arbitrary prosecution,
corruption
or favoritism.
The public
information
efforts of both
thea
economy.
Vocational education
(formal
school-based
or informal
apprenticeship)
plays
DDR role
programme
and the
prosecutions
units
seek
to reassure lower
rankvital
in successful
reintegration,
byoutreach
increasing
theshould
chances
of ex-combatants
chances
ingeffectively
combatants
that
focusmarket.
of the prosecution
initiative
is break
on those
most
responsible
and
to
join
thethe
labour
Training can
also help
down
military
attitudes
that behaviour,
they will beand
welcomed
theand
DDR
programme.
and
developinto
values
norms
based on peace and democracy. Vocational
training activities should be based upon the outcomes of the opportunity mapping assessments
and the profiles
of the (ex-)
combatants.
8.3.6. Encourage
ex-combatants
to participate
in transitional justice measures
Skills
training
does
not
by
itself
create
employment.
However,
when
it matches
the
Ex-combatants are often simultaneously fighters,
witnesses,
and victims
of an
armed conreal
of the
market,
may enhanceinitiative
a person’s
and
flict. requirements
Their testimonies
maylabour
be valuable
for ita prosecutions
or aemployability
truth commission.
chances
of
finding
a
wage-paying
job
or
of
becoming
self-employed.
Training
is
therefore
Additionally their story or experience may change the way others in the society may view
athem,
natural
component
any distinctions
effective strategy
forcombatants,
tackling poverty
as
by blurring
the of
sharp
between
often and
seensocial
solelyexclusion,
as perpetrawell
as
for
empowering
conflict-affected
people
to
fend
for
themselves,
to
contribute
to
the
tors, and victims, and exposing the structural roots of the conflict. A more comprehensive
reconstruction
countries, of
and
to be able to overcome
some
of the inequalities
understanding of
of their
the experience
ex-combatants
may ease the
reintegration
process.they
suffered
before
the
conflict
and
to
enhance
their
human
security.
DDR programmes may encourage ex-combatant participation in transitional justice
Typically,
training
has received
inadequate
attentionjustice
in post-conflict
Inertia
measures
by offering
information
sessions
on transitional
during thecontexts.
demobilization
and
resistance
often prove
to be among
greatest
challenges
relation
to changing
process
and working
collaboratively
withthe
national
actors
workinginon
transitional
justice
training
The focus
employability and more flexible training approaches in
measuressystems.
in their outreach
toon
ex-combatants.
post-crisis contexts, however, constitutes an opportunity to revisit the relevance and the
efficiency
of the
training
supply
systems
in closelegitimate
relation to
the real
8.3.7. Consider
how
DDR may
connect
to and support
locally
basedmarket
justice demands.
processes
Providing
training
at
later
stages
of
reintegration
is
also
advisable,
since
beneficiaries
will
Locally based justice processes may complement reintegration efforts and national level
have
some
experience
after
returning
to
their
communities
and
may
have
a
clearer
idea
of
transitional justice measures by providing a community-level means of addressing issues
the
types of training
that they would
most
benefit from.participate in these processes, they
of accountability
of ex-combatants.
When
ex-combatants
Additionally,
gender
equity,
to ensureagain,
that all
participants
cantoequally
demonstrate
their provisions
desire to befor
a part
of the
community
and
to take steps
repair
access
the
programme
should
be
considered,
including
child
care
for
female
participants,
the damage for which they are responsible. This contributes to building or renewing trust
their
other
duties (suchand
as the
household
activities
which
them Locally
from particibetween
ex-combatants
communities
in which
theymay
seekprevent
to reintegrate.
based
pating
at
certain
times
of
the
day),
as
well
as
considerations
for
transportation.
Training
justice processes have particular potential for the reintegration of children associated with
locations
should
in close proximity to women’s homes so it is more likely they can
armed forces
and be
groups.
attend.
Training
activities
can
also includestrategies,
other essential
components,
such reintegration
as reproducCreating links between
reintegration
particularly
community
tive
healthfor
andex-combatants
HIV information
care.
strategies,
and and
locally-based
justice processes may be one way to bridge
the gap between the aims of DDR and the aims of transitional justice. UNICEF’s work with
locally based justice processes in support of the reintegration of children in Sierra Leone is
one example.
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establishing
a link with locally based processes, DDR programmes must ensure
9.3.3.Before
Education
and scholarships
that
they
are
legitimate
and
that they
respect
human
standards,
Young ex-combatants, especially
those
aged international
under 15, should
be rights
reintegrated
into includformal
ing
that they
do not
discriminate,
against women,
and children.
The
education,
which
may
mean extra particularly
support for teachers
and trainers
to manage
thenational
special
authorities
in charge
of DDR
include local
experts
that may
provide advice
to DDR
needs of such
learners.
Somewill
ex-combatants
can
be offered
scholarships
to finish
their
programmes
locally 5.20
based
Additionally
civilin
society
may
studies. Youthabout
(see IDDRS
on processes.
Youth) should
have priority
these organizations
cases, and particube
able
to
provide
information
and
contribute
to
strategies
for
connecting
DDR
programmes
lar attention must be paid to assisting girls to return to school, requiring making available
to
locally
justice
processes.
outreach
may include
child
carebased
facilities
for children
inFinally,
their care
as welltoasrecipient
evening communities
courses.
discussions
about
locally
based
justice
processes
and
their
applicability
to
the
situations of
In some countries where the conflict was particularly protracted and ex-combatants
ex-combatants.
have received little or no schooling, emphasis should be placed on ‘catch-up’ education to

5.20

ensure that this group does not remain in a disadvantaged position, in relation to their
8.3.8. Consider
how DDR
transitional
maythe
coordinate
to support
the
peers.
If allowances
or and
school
fees arejustice
to bemeasures
funded by
reintegration
programme,
reintegration of
women associated
with armed
groups and
programme
managers
should ensure
that resources
areforces
available for the full duration of

ex-combatants’
catch-up
or accelerated
could be
longer than
Women associated
with armed
groups education,
and forces which
are potential
participants
in the
bothreinteDDR
gration
programme.
If resources
are not
available,
there
should
be a clearly
communicated
programmes
and transitional
justice
measures,
and
both
are faced
with the
challenge of
plan
for phasing
out support.
increasing
and supporting
the participation of women. Both DDR and transitional justice
should
better understanding
of athe
motivations,
roles
andnot
needs
of all
women
It iswork
cleartowards
that thea funding
available from
DDR
programme
will
cover
eduex-combatants
andprogramme
other women
associated
with
armed
forces and
directly
cation
costs of the
participants
who
wish
to continue
theirgroups
studies.by
This
must
engaging
women in
planning
for both
programmes
and
ensuring for
they
are adequately
be
acknowledged
and
expectations
managed
during
counseling
reintegration,
so repthat
resented in decision-making
bodies,
in line
with
UNSC
Resolution1325
women,
peace
ex-combatants
are able to plan
for some
way
to pay
for the
rest of their on
studies.
It should
and security
(also see IDDRS
on Women,
and DDR).
Sharing education
information
on
also
be acknowledged
during5.10
counseling
thatGender,
in post-conflict
economies
does
their
respective
lessons
learned
in
terms
of
facilitating
the
participation
of
women
may
be
not guarantee employment.
a first step. The ways in which women victims articulate their need for reparations, for
example,
might
bereintegration
considered in developing
reintegration
strategies
for women.
2
Prevention
and
– Educationspecific
measures
and needs
by age group
Additionally, DDR programme managers may coordinate with transitional justice measChildren < 15
15 < 24
> 24
ures
on community approachesChildren/Youth
that include> women,
such asAdults
strengthening
women’s role
 Schooling/Catch
up education.
 Catch up education.
 Vocational guidance.
inlocally
based justice
processes.
 Life skills adapted to age range.

 Vocational guidance and training.

5.10

 Relatively short period of

vocationaltotraining
may the
be
8.3.9.
Consider
howto DDR
and
justice
measures
may coordinate
support
 Economic
support
parents
or transitional
 Employment
services,
including
sufficient.
reintegration
groupsschemes.
and forces (CAAGF)
guardians. of children associated with
accessarmed
to micro-credit
 Some work experience.
DDR and transitional justice represent
two typesskills.
of initiativesamong
a range of interven Basic management


Employment
services,
including
tions that are (at least partly) aimed
at skills
reintegrating
associated with
armed
groups
 Life
adapted to thechildren
age
access
to
micro-credit
schemes.
and forces. Given the status of children
range. as a special category of protected persons under
 Basic
management
international law, both DDR andtransitional
justice actors should
work
togetherskills.
on a stratWork experience.
egy that considers these children primarily as victims.
 Life skills adapted to age range.
 Gradual independence, stability
Joint coordination on the reintegration
of
children
is
possible
in at least three broad
and responsibility.
areas. First, DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate on a strategy to identify and hold accountable those who are recruiting children—in order to make sure that
9.3.4.
Apprenticeships
and
the welfare
of children
is on-the-job
consideredtraining
as the highest priority in that process. Second, both
Apprenticeships
and
other
forms
of
training
can be particularly
effective
as
kinds of measures may work together on-the-job
on approaches
to reintegrating
children who
may be
they
are likely
result in more
sustainablehumanitarian
employment and
largerights
gap inlaw.
theGiven
availresponsible
fortoviolations
of international
law fill
or the
human
ability
of
training
providers.
the focus on CAAGF as victims, such an approach would preferably focus on non-judicial
Apprenticeships
arecommissions
a form of on-the-job
training where
employers
agree
contract
measures
such as truth
and locally-based
processes
of truth
andby
reconciliato
train
individuals
(apprentices)
particular
trade for
fixed period
of time. A reintetion,
which
may better
contributeintoa the
reintegration
of achildren
than prosecution.
At a
gration
programme
can and
subsidize
suchshould
learning
training
byresponsibilpaying the
minimum,
a clear DDR
TJ policy
be and
developed
asopportunities
to the criminal
trainees
an allowance
and/or
subsidizing
employers
directly
with equivalent
wage
ity of children
that takes
adequate
account the
of their
protection
and social
reintegration.
In
support
take
on apprentices
for a fixed
period.
These
interventions
can was
also for
be an
excelthe DRC,tofor
example,
the position
shared
by child
protection
agencies
CAAFG
accused
of serious
to go through
the juvenile justice
applying special
lent
means
of socialcrimes
reintegration
and reconciliation,
as theysystem,
place ex-combatants
intoproan
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combatants
may play
a direct rolenetwork
in some consisting
reparations,ofeither
by providing direct
reparaalready
existing
socio-economic
non-ex-combatants
through
the
tion when they Apprenticeships
have individual are
responsibility
for the effective
violations
thatofoccurred,
or, youth
when
mentor/trainer.
also a particularly
form
training for
appropriate, byascontributing
reparations
aim
to address
community
employability
they impartto
technical
and projects
businessthat
skills
and
induct young
peopleneeds,
into a
such
as
working
on
a
memorial
or
rebuilding
a
school
or
home
that
was
destroyed
in
the
business culture and network of clients.
armed
In conflict.
order to protect existing incentives for master craftspeople and apprentices to participate, apprenticeships should be carried out according to local traditions and norms
8.3.5. Collaborate
strategies to arrangements,
target spoilers duration and conditions for graduation,
regarding
access,oncost-sharing
when
appropriate.
certification
mechanisms
should be
established
to provide legitiEven after
a ceasefireSkill
or peace
agreement,
DDR is frequently
challenged
by commanders
who
macy
to
those
with
existing
skills
as
well
as
those
acquiring
new
skills.
Such
certification
refuse for a variety of reasons to disarm and demobilize, and impede their combatants
is
useful
for potential
futureIn
employers
and consumers
as a form
verification (or
andother
confrom
participating
in DDR.
some of these
cases, national
DDRof
commissions
fidence
employment.
officialsfor
charged
with DDR) and prosecutors may collaborate on prosecutorial strategies,
For trades
with no
apprenticeship
system in
otherofforms
of on-the-job-training
for example
focused
on those
most responsible
forplace,
violations
international
human rights
should
be considered
support
socio-economic
reintegration.
addition,
since
and humanitarian
law, to
that
may help
to remove these
spoilers fromInthe
situation
and fundallow
for the
DDR not
of the
combat within
unit or group.
Such an approach
requires
an accompanying
pubing
is often
sufficient
a reintegration
programme
to cover
all training during
lic information strategy
indicates a clear
and transparent
policy,inindicating
apprenticeships,
linkagesthat
to microfinance
programmes
should criminal
be established
an effort
what
kind of
cases
to
address
this
gap.will be prosecuted, and avoiding any perception of political influence,
arbitrary prosecution, corruption or favoritism. The public information efforts of both the
DDR programme and the prosecutions outreach units should seek to reassure lower rank9.3.5.
Micro and that
smallthe
business
and start-ups
ing combatants
focus oftraining
the prosecution
initiative is on those most responsible and
that they
will
be welcomed
into the will
DDRneed
programme.
Since
most
programme
participants
to rely on the informal economy for employment, a strong focus on self-employment through business training support will offer
those
entrepreneurial
drive
an effectiveinmeans
to succeed
While the
8.3.6. with
Encourage
ex-combatants
to participate
transitional
justice independently.
measures
recovery
and expansion
the private sector
should
be encouraged,
it is often
to
Ex-combatants
are often of
simultaneously
fighters,
witnesses,
and victims
of annecessary
armed confocus
on creating
new may
microbeenterprises
fora most
ex-combatants.
flict. Their
testimonies
valuable for
prosecutions
initiative or a truth commission.
Vocational
training
needs
to
be
accompanied
by
the
provision
of society
access may
to microAdditionally their story or experience may change the way others
in the
view
finance
start-up
grantsdistinctions
or tools tobetween
facilitate
micro business
andsolely
self-employment
them, byand
blurring
the sharp
combatants,
often seen
as perpetraactivities.
If such and
institutions
areofalready
locally
available,
the reintetors, and victims,
exposingand
the mechanisms
structural roots
the conflict.
A more
comprehensive
gration
programme
establish
partnershipsmay
withease
them
ensure accessibility
understanding
of theshould
experience
of ex-combatants
thetoreintegration
process. for
programme
participants.
Consistent
follow
up
of
such
programmes
is
extremely
DDR programmes may encourage ex-combatant participation in transitional imporjustice
tant,
as many
reintegration
programme
participants
mayjustice
be attempting
self-employment
measures
by offering
information
sessions
on transitional
during the
demobilization
for
the first
and will
need significant
and mentoring.
process
andtime
working
collaboratively
with coaching
national actors
working on transitional justice
The success
microfinance
projects involves a significant amount of business skills
measures
in theirofoutreach
to ex-combatants.
training, for which provisions must be made for participants to attend (i.e. subsidies for
food,
childcare
etc). Such
should culminate
in justice
a business
plan.
8.3.7. transportation,
Consider how DDR
may connect
to andassistance
support legitimate
locally based
processes
In
situations
low literacy
or illiteracy,
a programme
must begin
with
literacy
training
Locally
basedofjustice
processes
may complement
reintegration
efforts
and
national
level
or
must
develop
low
literacy
tools
such
as
pictograms
for
accounting,
stock
management,
transitional justice measures by providing a community-level means of addressing issues
market
analysis, of
how
to access micro-credit
and other business
functions.
of the most
of accountability
ex-combatants.
When ex-combatants
participate
in theseOne
processes,
they
important
parts
of desire
any micro-finance
programme
is the again,
social benefit.
Often
the business
demonstrate
their
to be a part of
the community
and to take
steps
to repair
skills
and training
are they
complemented
by social
ontoa building
range of context-approprithe damage
for which
are responsible.
Thiseducation
contributes
or renewing trust
ate
topicsex-combatants
including reproductive
health, HIV,
peace they
building,
conflict
resolution,
between
and the communities
in which
seek to
reintegrate.
Locallygender
based
equality,
and
general
sessions
that
work
to
build
self-esteem
and
self-confidence.
justice processes have particular potential for the reintegration of children associated with
Reintegration
programmes should also ensure that many different kinds of small
armed
forces and groups.
businesses
arelinks
started
to avoid
distorting
the balance
of supply
and demand
in local
Creating
between
reintegration
strategies,
particularly
community
reintegration
markets.
these and
businesses
shouldjustice
be based
on market
idenstrategies,In
foraddition,
ex-combatants
locally-based
processes
may besurveys
one waythat
to bridge
tify
businesses
services
needed
particular
area. It justice.
is also UNICEF’s
important work
to ensure
the gap
betweenand
the aims
of DDR
and in
theaaims
of transitional
with
that
thebased
samejustice
businesses
do not
get support
multiple organizations.
Finally,
value
locally
processes
in support
of thefrom
reintegration
of children in Sierra
Leone
is
one example.
chain
analysis focusing on small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in high demand niche
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Before
establishing
a link
witharrangements
locally based processes,
DDRenterprises
programmes
ensure
market
commodities,
and
linkage
between micro
asmust
suppliers
to
that
they and
are legitimate
and
that should
they respect
international
rights
standards,
includmedium
larger scale
firms,
be sought
out, thushuman
helping
to guarantee
sustainaing
that
doinnot
particularly
againstmarket
women,
and children. The national
bility
forthey
SMEs
andiscriminate,
otherwise difficult
post-conflict
environment.
authorities in charge of DDR will include local experts that may provide advice to DDR
programmes about locally based processes. Additionally civil society organizations may
be able to provide information and contribute to strategies for connecting DDR programmes
9.4. Income generating opportunities
to locally based justice processes. Finally, outreach to recipient communities may include
A national enabling environment for job creation and decent work is essential as condiscussions about locally based justice processes and their applicability to the situations of
sensus-building and policy development take time. Enabling policies and programmes
ex-combatants.
therefore need to be initiated early and supported by DDR planners. The ILO Guidelines
for the Socio-Economic Reintegration of Ex-Combatants identify the following key factors
8.3.8.
Consider
how
and transitional
for
creating
such
anDDR
environment
at thejustice
policymeasures
level:3 may coordinate to support the
reintegration of women associated with armed groups and forces
 Strongly considering policy choices that ensure that infrastructure production and
Women associated with armed groups and forces are potential participants in both DDR
maintenance rely on local labour, local technical capacity and local materials to the
programmes and transitional justice measures, and both are faced with the challenge of
greatest extent possible.
increasing and supporting the participation of women. Both DDR and transitional justice
 Supporting national policies for labour-intensive work that are especially suitable for
should work towards a better understanding of the motivations, roles and needs of women
employing and
largeother
numbers
of ex-combatants.
ex-combatants
women
associated with armed forces and groups by directly


Reviewing
and
supporting
national
policies and
to create
an enabling
engaging women in planning for both programmes
and legislation
ensuring they
are adequately
repenvironment
for private sector
small
andUNSC
medium
enterprise (SME)
development
resented
in decision-making
bodies,and
in line
with
Resolution1325
on women,
peace
rural and
areas.5.10
Thisonshould
include
incentives
for local
companies
to hire
and in
security
(alsourban
see IDDRS
Women,
Gender,
and DDR).
Sharing
information
on
linked
to reconstruction
andparticipation
rehabilitation.
It should
also
theirhigh-risk
respectivegroups,
lessonsoften
learned
in terms
of facilitating the
of women
may
be
consider
the ways
role ofinthe
private
sectorvictims
in supporting
conflict-sensitive
business devela first
step. The
which
women
articulate
their need for reparations,
for
opment
andbe
in considered
aiding in the
from
a warreintegration
to peace economy.
example,
might
intransition
developing
specific
strategies for women.
Additionally,
DDR
programme
managers
maythe
coordinate
with context
transitional
meas
 Recognizing
potential
limitations
within
post-conflict
whenjustice
supporting
uresparticular
on community
approaches
that
include
women,
such
as
strengthening
women’s
role
national policies.
in locally based justice processes.
 Identifying priority economic sectors with potential of rapid expansion and job
creation.
8.3.9. Consider how DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate to support the
International
assistance
should
bearmed
aligned
withand
national
reintegration
of children
associated
with
groups
forcespriorities
(CAAGF) in building capacities
support
and/or
implement
these
Early support
anda range
capacity-building
DDRto
and
transitional
justice
represent
twopolicies.
types of initiatives
among
of intervenwithin
the
NCDDR
and
line
ministries
relevant
to
reintegration
should
be
aligned
with
tions that are (at least partly) aimed at reintegrating children associated with armed groups
an
element
of
wider
reintegration
assistance
and
long-term
recovery
and
development.
and forces. Given the status of children as a special category of protected persons under

5.10

international law, both DDR and transitional justice actors should work together on a stratLivelihood
and income
generation:
Basicasguidelines
egy
that considers
these children
primarily
victims.
Joint coordination
on
the reintegration
of children
possible
in at through
least three
Government
role
Governments
should encourage
and supportis
private
sector growth
enablingbroad
legisareas. First, DDR and transitional
justice
measures
coordinate
a strategy
to idenlation, investment
in infrastructure
andmay
expansion
of businesson
development
services.
tify
and hold accountable
those who are recruiting children—in order to make sure that
Use existing employment
Reintegration programmes should use existing employment opportunities wherever possithe
welfare
of
children
is
considered
as the
highest
in that
Second, both
opportunities
ble, as the risk of failure
is lower
than ifpriority
ex-combatants
try to process.
start new microenterprises.
kinds of measures may work together on approaches to reintegrating children who may be
Offer employment
Reintegration programmes can help to expand the opportunities available to ex-combatants
responsible
international
law or
orin-kind
human
rights
law. Given
incentives for violations
by of
offering
wage, training humanitarian
and equipment subsidies
donations
to businesses.
the focus on CAAGF as victims, such an approach would preferably focus on non-judicial
Labour rights
Labour rights should be upheld and respected. No ex-combatant or associated person
measures such as truth commissions and locally-based processes of truth and reconciliashould become a ‘slave’ of the private or public sector.
tion, which may better contribute to the reintegration of children than prosecution. At a
Specifically designed
WhenTJ
developing
enterprises,
reintegration programmes
should offer ex-combatants
minimum,
a clear DDR and
policymicro
should
be developed
as to the criminal
responsibilsupport
support that is specifically designed to meet their needs.
ity of children that takes adequate account of their protection and social reintegration. In
Diversification
Many
different types
of small
should be established,
to promote
diversity
and
the
DRC, for example, the
position
shared
bybusinesses
child protection
agencies
was for
CAAFG
reduce vulnerabilities to collapse of any one sector.
accused of serious crimes to go through the juvenile justice system, applying special pro-
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combatants
play
a direct role in some reparations, either by providing direct repara9.4.1.
Privatemay
sector
employment
tion
when
they
have
individual
responsibility
the qualified
violationsex-combatants
that occurred,inor,
when
Reintegration programmes should
ideally aim tofor
place
existing
appropriate,Nonetheless,
by contributing
projects
aim toowners
addressmay
community
needs,
businesses.
thistoisreparations
often difficult
sincethat
business
not be willing
such
as
working
on
a
memorial
or
rebuilding
a
school
or
home
that
was
destroyed
the
(i.e. due to negative perceptions of ex-combatants) or able (i.e. du to stark economicinrealarmedtoconflict.
ities)
employ them. Reintegration programmes should therefore help to increase the

opportunities available to ex-combatants by offering wage, training and equipment subsi8.3.5.These
Collaborate
on strategies
target spoilers
dies.
subsidies,
however,toshould
have the following conditions:
Even
after
a
ceasefire
or
peace
agreement,
DDR
frequently
challenged
by commanders who
 Wage subsidies should be partial and
lastisfor
a fixed period
of time;
refuse for a variety of reasons to disarm and demobilize, and impede their combatants
 In-kind donations of equipment or training to allow for the expansion of existing
from participating in DDR. In some of these cases, national DDR commissions (or other
businesses should be explored in exchange for the employment of reintegration proofficials charged with DDR) and prosecutors may collaborate on prosecutorial strategies,
gramme beneficiaries;
for example focused on those most responsible for violations of international human rights

 Newly
hired law,
ex-combatants
should
not take
the
jobs offrom
workers
who are
already
and
humanitarian
that may help
to remove
these
spoilers
the situation
and
allow
employed;
for the
DDR of the combat unit or group. Such an approach requires an accompanying public information
strategyuse
that
indicates
a clear
and transparent
criminal
indicating

Employers should
the
subsidies
to expand
their businesses
andpolicy,
to provide
longwhatterm
kindemployment
of cases willfor
be ex-combatants.
prosecuted, and avoiding any perception of political influence,
arbitrary prosecution, corruption or favoritism. The public information efforts of both the
DDRProviding
programme
and thedevelopment
prosecutions services
outreach(BDS)
units should
seek
to reassure
rankbusiness
can help
overcome
thelower
difficulties
ing combatants
that the focus
initiative
is ontechnical
those most
responsible
and
faced
by ex-combatants,
such of
as the
lackprosecution
of education,
inadequate
skills,
poor access
that
they
will
be
welcomed
into
the
DDR
programme.
to markets and lack of information. In many post-conflict societies, government agen-

cies lack the capacity to support and deliver services to micro- and small enterprises.
8.3.6. Encourage
ex-combatants
to participate
in transitional
justice measures
Various
actors, including
businesses,
local NGOs
with experience
in economic projects,
governmental
and community
groups
should therefore
be of
encouraged
and
Ex-combatantsinstitutions
are often simultaneously
fighters,
witnesses,
and victims
an armed consupported
to provide BDS.
flict. Their testimonies
may be valuable for a prosecutions initiative or a truth commission.
Governments
should
be supported
in the creation
of a legal
framework
to ensure
Additionally
their story
oralso
experience
may change
the way others
in the
society may
view
that
rights the
are sharp
respected
and that
demobilized
or other
vulnerable
groups
are not
them,labour
by blurring
distinctions
between
combatants,
often
seen solely
as perpetrators, and victims,
andprivate
exposing
the Concessions
structural roots
the conflict.
A more
comprehensive
exploited
within the
sector.
andof
contracts
created
between
the private
understanding
of the experience
of ex-combatants
may
easebe
the
reintegration
sector
and the national,
regional or
local government
must
transparent
andprocess.
conducted
DDR
programmes
may
encourage ex-combatant
participation
transitional
justice
in such
a way
that affected
communities
are able to make
their voicesinheard.
In the case
of
measures
by
offering
information
sessions
on
transitional
justice
during
the
demobilization
extraction of natural resources upon which livelihoods and recovery depends, it is espeprocess
and working
withofnational
actorsare
working
justice
cially
important
to be collaboratively
sure that the terms
the contracts
fair to on
thetransitional
communities
and
measures
in
their
outreach
to
ex-combatants.
local peoples, and that the contracts of private companies address human security. When
it comes to job placement, DDR practitioners should also support affirmative action for
disadvantaged
groups
applicable.
section
8.1.4. on
private
sector
involvement
8.3.7. Consider how
DDRwhere
may connect
to andSee
support
legitimate
locally
based
justice
processes
for
more
information.
Locally based justice processes may complement reintegration efforts and national level
transitional justice measures by providing a community-level means of addressing issues
of accountability of ex-combatants. When ex-combatants participate in these processes, they
9.4.2.
Micro-grants
and access
demonstrate
their desire
to betoa credit
part of the community again, and to take steps to repair
If
the
main
way
of
funding
the
creation of
micro
enterprises
is decided
to be microthe damage for which they are responsible.
This
contributes
to building
or renewing
trust
grants,
should be and
provided
to the ex-combatants
only
they haveLocally
drawnbased
up a
betweenthey
ex-combatants
the communities
in which they
seekafter
to reintegrate.
clear
start-up
business
plan
and
should
be
paid
in
installments
with
diligent
follow-up.
justice processes have particular potential for the reintegration of children associated with
As
partforces
of information
and counseling services, reintegration programmes should ensure
armed
and groups.
that relevant
providers
are in place
to adviseparticularly
ex-combatants
on financial
manageCreatingservice
links between
reintegration
strategies,
community
reintegration
ment.
Installments
should, when
be given
in kind
(equipment,
training,
strategies,
for ex-combatants
and possible,
locally-based
justice
processes
may be supplies,
one way to
bridge
etc.),
avoiding
large
which
are difficult
to monitor
effectively.
Training
and
the gap
between
thecash
aimspayments,
of DDR and
the aims
of transitional
justice.
UNICEF’s
work with
technical
assistance
services are
also essential
to the successofof
start-ups,
together
with
locally based
justice processes
in support
of the reintegration
children
in Sierra
Leone
is
one example.
direct,
on-the-ground supervision and monitoring by the reintegration programme.
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Before schemes
establishing
a link
locally
processes, DDR
programmes
must ensure
Grant
have
oftenwith
been
used based
in reintegration
programmes.
However,
where
that they are
that
they respectprogrammes
international gradually
human rights
standards,
possible,
it islegitimate
importantand
that
reintegration
shift
aim fromincludsmall
ing thattothey
do not
discriminate,
against
anddependencies
children. Theon
national
grants
credit
access.
This shiftparticularly
is needed so
as notwomen,
to create
grant
authorities
in
charge
of
DDR
will
include
local
experts
that
may
provide
advice
to
DDR
schemes and to support entrepreneurship. Involving female family members – such
as
programmes
about locally
processes.
Additionally
society
organizations
wives
of ex-combatants
– inbased
economic
activities
and accesscivil
to credit
may
further helpmay
crebe able
to provide
information and contribute to strategies for connecting DDR programmes
ate
successful
outcomes.
to locally based justice processes. Finally, outreach to recipient communities may include
discussions about locally based justice processes and their applicability to the situations of
9.4.3. Access to technology, information and capital
ex-combatants.
Technology and information which can lead to better information concerning agricultural
growing
techniques,
commodities
markets,
fluctuations
in food to
prices
is essential
8.3.8. Consider
how DDR
and transitional
justiceand
measures
may coordinate
support
the
to
sustainable
programmes
which
incorporate
reintegration
of reintegration
women associated
with armed
groups
and forces agricultural livelihoods and
agriculturally-derived
livelihoods.
DDR
experts
must
addressparticipants
issues of access
to DDR
such
Women associated with armed groups and forces are potential
in both
assets
in the reintegration
phase
through
coordination
with
national
ministries,
programmes
and transitional
justice
measures,
and both
arerelevant
faced with
the challenge
of
government
counterparts,
of law and early
recoveryBoth
partners,
line with approincreasing and
supporting rule
the participation
of women.
DDR and
and in
transitional
justice
priate
norms.a better understanding of the motivations, roles and needs of women
shouldcultural
work towards
Access to technology
and information
be armed
furtherforces
promoted
thedirectly
use of
ex-combatants
and other women
associatedcan
with
and through
groups by
low
tech
and
appropriate
means,
such
as
cellular
phones,
SMS
market
information
serengaging women in planning for both programmes and ensuring they are adequately repvices,
radios,
personal digitalbodies,
assistants
(PDAs),
internetResolution1325
kiosks, and any
means
of
resented
in decision-making
in line
with UNSC
onother
women,
peace
transmitting
information
about
commodity
market
changes,
changes
in
the
supply
or
and security (also see IDDRS 5.10 on Women, Gender, and DDR). Sharing information on
demand
for goods,
shifting
weather
patterns,
or otherthe
potential
impacts.
is
their respective
lessons
learned
in terms
of facilitating
participation
of Where
womenaccess
may be
not
possible
through
DDR articulate
experts should
make for
every
effort to link
a first
step. The
waysthe
in DDR
whichprogramme,
women victims
their need
reparations,
for
with
NGOs,
other
agencies,
private sector
actors
who can support
such
to
example,
might
be UN
considered
in or
developing
specific
reintegration
strategies
foraccess
women.
Additionally,
DDR
programme managers may coordinate with transitional justice meastechnology
and
information.
ures Access
on community
approaches
that include
women,
as strengthening
role
to technology,
information
and capital
is such
also essential
to buildwomen’s
value chains
in locally
based
justicefrom
processes.
for
products
derived
the agricultural or other rural livelihood sectors, to diversify
such sectors and to ensure the sustainability of the activities in question in terms of use
of
natural
and how
other
resources.
Capitaljustice
used measures
to providemay
essential
equipment
to the
scale-up
8.3.9.
Consider
DDR
and transitional
coordinate
to support
processing,
and marketing
goodsand
derived
agricultural products
reintegration manufacturing
of children associated
with armedofgroups
forces from
(CAAGF)
or
other
natural
resources
should
be
sought
through
networks
and
implementing
DDR and transitional justice represent two types of initiatives amongother
a range
of intervenpartners
working
with
the
DDR
programme
and
in
the
early
recovery
context.
Thisgroups
capital
tions that are (at least partly) aimed at reintegrating children associated with armed
should
be
supplied
along
with
proper
training
programmes
and
business
education
skills.
and forces. Given the status of children as a special category of protected persons under
It
should not law,
be given
the and
formtransitional
of cash payments.
international
both in
DDR
justice actors should work together on a stratDDRconsiders
programmes
seek
to address
access of women, youth, disabled, indigegy that
theseshould
children
primarily
as the
victims.
enous
and
other
marginalized
groups
to
technology,
capital
through
Joint coordination on the reintegration of children information
is possible inand
at least
three
broad
coordination
withand
national
and local
government
rule
of law programmes.
areas. First, DDR
transitional
justice
measuresand
may
coordinate
on a strategy to identify and hold accountable those who are recruiting children—in order to make sure that
the welfare of children is considered as the highest priority in that process. Second, both
9.4.4.
tenure and
land on approaches to reintegrating children who may be
kinds Land
of measures
mayaccess
work to
together
Many
comprehensive
peace
agreements humanitarian
(CPAs) do notlaw
contain
specific
provisions
to
responsible
for violations
of international
or human
rights
law. Given
resolve
land
ownership
issues
and
disputes.
However,
property
rights,
land
tenure
and
the focus on CAAGF as victims, such an approach would preferably focus on non-judicial
access
to land
all extremely
important
to economicprocesses
reintegration
in both
rural and
measures
such are
as truth
commissions
and locally-based
of truth
and reconciliaurban
contexts.
Land
distribution,
for
example,
can
inform
DDR
practitioners
of
potential
tion, which may better contribute to the reintegration of children than prosecution.
At a
tensions
and
grievances
thatTJ
may
(re-)should
emergebe
and
lead to further
disputes
or responsibilconflict.
minimum,
a clear
DDR and
policy
developed
as to the
criminal
DDR
programmes
cannot
produce
mechanisms,
can incorpoity ofWhile
children
that
takes adequate
account
of land
theirreform
protection
and socialthey
reintegration.
In
rate
awareness
of the linkages
between
land
livelihoods
reintegration
the DRC,
for example,
the position
shared
byand
child
protectioninto
agencies
was forplanning
CAAFG
accused
of serious crimes
go through
the juvenile
justice
system,
special proand
implementation.
Landtobecomes
an asset
when it is
coupled
with applying
access to agricultural
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combatants
may play
a direct and
role information
in some reparations,
either
by providing
direct
reparatools
and inputs,
technology,
regarding
markets
and services.
Access
to
tion when
they have
individual
for to
the
violations
that occurred,
land
and security
of land
tenure responsibility
are also essential
the
development
of land as or,
an when
asset.
appropriate,
contributing
reparations
projects thatwithout
aim to address
needs,
Access tobyland
cannot betogranted
and legitimized
capacitycommunity
for land managesuch
as
working
on
a
memorial
or
rebuilding
a
school
or
home
that
was
destroyed
inand
the
ment at the local and national government levels, which involve land policies, laws
armed
conflict.
land
administrations.
Most DDR contexts are likely to be faced with a myriad of land tenure systems and legal procedures involving traditional, indigenous, religious, colonial or
8.3.5. legacies.
Collaborate
on strategies
to aid
target
spoilers
other
Support
for legal
services
to aid those undergoing land disputes should
be
coordinated
withor
relevant
international
and
national actors
to compliment
reintegraEven
after a ceasefire
peace agreement,
DDR
is frequently
challenged
by commanders
who
tion
programmes.
Special
attention
should
be
paid
to
access
to
land
by
women,
widows,
refuse for a variety of reasons to disarm and demobilize, and impede their combatants
child-headed
households,
disabled
and other
groups
specific needs.
For
from participating
in DDR.
In someindividuals
of these cases,
national
DDRwith
commissions
(or other
more
information
on housing,
land
and property
mechanisms
see section
10.6.
officials
charged with
DDR) and
prosecutors
maydispute
collaborate
on prosecutorial
strategies,
The roles
of women
and their
to land
and property
should human
be addressed
for example
focused
on those
most relationship
responsible for
violations
of international
rights
by
DDR programme
through
community-based
reintegration
whenever
possible.
In
andthe
humanitarian
law, that
may help
to remove these spoilers
from the
situation
and allow
for thecases,
DDR of
the combat
group.
Such an approach
requires
accompanying
pubmany
women
sufferunit
the or
most
discrimination
when it
comes an
to access
to land. DDR
lic information
strategy
indicates
a clearaccess
and transparent
policy,to
indicating
programmes
should
aimthat
to support
women’s
to land and criminal
tenure security
promote
what
kind
of
cases
will
be
prosecuted,
and
avoiding
any
perception
of
political
influence,
gender equality and women’s civil and human rights, but also because their productivity
arbitrary
prosecution,
corruption
or favoritism.
The
information
effortsand
of both
the
in
the agricultural
sector
is extremely
important
forpublic
increased
food security
overall
DDR
programme
and
the
prosecutions
outreach
units
should
seek
to
reassure
lower
rankGDP growth, as shown in several studies conducted in post-conflict settings. While it is
ing combatants
that the focus
the prosecution
is on those
and
important
to encourage
landofmanagement
andinitiative
tenure policies
thatmost
are responsible
consistent with
that
they
will
be
welcomed
into
the
DDR
programme.
cultural norms, the reform of such administrative sectors also provides an opportunity to

pave the way for women’s rights in terms of property and land tenure.
8.3.6.DDR
Encourage
ex-combatants
participate
in land
transitional
justice measures
programmes
should toseek
to make
as profitable
an asset as possible, by
providing
incentives
for simultaneously
the sustainable fighters,
use of natural
resources,
helping
the
Ex-combatants
are often
witnesses,
and victims
of to
an develop
armed concapacity
fortestimonies
land and property
rights through
local and national
institutions.
efforts
flict. Their
may be valuable
for a prosecutions
initiative
or a truth These
commission.
can
be augmented
by linking
up with early
recovery
and
rule
of law
wherever
Additionally
their story
or experience
may change
the
way
others
ininstitutions
the society may
view
possible
well. Inthe
addition,
land tenurebetween
securitycombatants,
to protect those
invested
in land
them, byas
blurring
sharp distinctions
oftenwho
seenare
solely
as perpetrators,who
and depend
victims, on
and
the structural
roots
of the conflict.
A more
comprehensive
and
it exposing
for livelihoods,
such as in
agricultural
sectors,
should
be addressed
understanding
of the experience
of ex-combatants
may ease
the reintegration process.
through
other partners
at the national
and international
level.
DDR programmes may encourage ex-combatant participation in transitional justice
measures by offering information sessions on transitional justice during the demobilization
process and working collaboratively with national actors working on transitional justice
10.
Social/Psychosocial
reintegration
measures
in their outreach to ex-combatants.
Former combatants face a number of personal challenges during reintegration, including
separation
fromhow
social
networks
armed
groups
a subsequent
8.3.7. Consider
DDRsupport
may connect
to andinherent
support within
legitimate
locally
basedand
justice
processes
sense
of
isolation,
stigma,
and
rejection
by
communities
of
return
and
challenges
related
Locally based justice processes may complement reintegration efforts and national
level
to
renegotiating
their
societal
and
gender
roles
within
the
public
and
private
spheres.
transitional justice measures by providing a community-level means of addressing issues
Other
challengesoffaced
by ex-combatants
include difficulty
obtaining
employment,
psyof accountability
ex-combatants.
When ex-combatants
participate
in these
processes, they
chosocial
issues,
disorders, again,
and physical
health
issues,
such
demonstrate
theirincluding
desire to trauma-spectrum
be a part of the community
and to take
steps
to repair
as
living
with
a
disability.
These
challenges
may
leave
former
combatants
in
particularly
the damage for which they are responsible. This contributes to building or renewing trust
vulnerable
social and/or
health situations
risk
for developing
“anti-sobetween ex-combatants
andmental
the communities
in whichand
theyat
seek
to reintegrate.
Locally
based
cial”
behaviors
such
as
drug
and
alcohol
abuse
or
engaging
in
violence
against
others
or
justice processes have particular potential for the reintegration of children associated with
themselves.
armed forces and groups.
Acceptance
of between
ex-combatants
withinstrategies,
communities
of return,
and wider
society, is
Creating links
reintegration
particularly
community
reintegration
astrategies,
key indicator
of successfuland
reintegration.
Anjustice
ex-combatant
economic
for ex-combatants
locally-based
processeswho
mayhas
be one
way to opporbridge
tunities
but whothe
is aims
socially
isolated
or excluded
cannot bejustice.
considered
as successfully
the gap between
of DDR
and the
aims of transitional
UNICEF’s
work with
reintegrated.
has shown
that social
only as
imporlocally based Experience
justice processes
in support
of the reintegration
reintegration is
ofnot
children
in equally
Sierra Leone
is
one example.
tant
as economic reintegration, but that it can also be a pre-condition and a catalyst for
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Before establishing
a linksecurity.
with locally
basedtowards
processes,
DDR
must reinteensure
employment
and economic
Progress
and
theprogrammes
success of social
that
theycan
areoften
legitimate
and that
they respect
international
rights standards,
includgration
be tracked
through
qualitative
tools likehuman
focus groups
or key informant
ing
that they
do communities.
not discriminate, particularly against women, and children. The national
interviews
with
authorities in charge of DDR will include local experts that may provide advice to DDR
programmes about locally based processes. Additionally civil society organizations may
10.1. Socialization to violence of combatants
be able to provide information and contribute to strategies for connecting DDR programmes
Many ex-combatants have been trained and socialized to use violence, and have interto locally based justice processes. Finally, outreach to recipient communities may include
nalized norms
that
condone
violence.
Socialization
to violence
is often
the situations
result of an
discussions
about
locally
based
justice processes
and their
applicability
to the
of
ex-combatant’s
exposure
to
and
involvement
in
violence
while
with
armed
forces
or
ex-combatants.
groups who may have encouraged, taught, promoted, and/or condoned the use of violence (such as rape, torture or killing) as a mechanism to achieve group objectives. As a
8.3.8. Consider how DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate to support the
result of time spent with armed forces and groups, ex-combatants may associate weapons
reintegration of women associated with armed groups and forces
and/or violence in general with power and see these things as central to their identities as
Women
associated
armed groups
and forces
are potential participants in both DDR
men
or women
andwith
to fulfilling
their personal
needs.
programmes
and
transitional
justice
measures,
andex-combatants
both are facedis with
the challengebut
of
Systematic
data
on patterns
of violence
among
still fragmentary,
increasing
and
supporting
the
participation
of
women.
Both
DDR
and
transitional
justice
evidence from many post-conflict contexts suggests that ex-combatants who have been
should work towards a better understanding of the motivations, roles and needs of women
socialized to use violence often continue these patterns into the peacebuilding period.
ex-combatants and other women associated with armed forces and groups by directly
Violence is carried from the battlefield to the home and the community, where it can take
engaging women in planning for both programmes and ensuring they are adequately repon new forms and expressions. While the majority of ex-combatants are male, and vioresented in decision-making bodies, in line with UNSC Resolution1325 on women, peace
lence among male ex-combatants is more visible, female ex-combatants also appear to
and security (also see IDDRS 5.10 on Women, Gender, and DDR). Sharing information on
be more vulnerable to violent behaviour than civilian women in the general population.
their respective lessons learned in terms of facilitating the participation of women may be
Without breaking down these norms, learning alternative behaviors, and coming to terms
a first step. The ways in which women victims articulate their need for reparations, for
with the violent acts that they have experienced or committed, ex-combatants can find it
example, might be considered in developing specific reintegration strategies for women.
difficult to reintegrate into civilian life.
Additionally, DDR programme managers may coordinate with transitional justice measIn economically challenging and socially complex post-conflict environments, male
ures on community approaches that include women, such as strengthening women’s role
ex-combatants in particular may find it difficult to fulfill traditional gender and cultural
in locally based justice processes.
roles associated with masculinity. Many may return home to discover that in their absence
women have taken on traditional male responsibilities such as the role of ‘breadwinner’
8.3.9. Consider how DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate to support the
or ‘protector’, challenging men’s place in both the home and community and leading leadreintegration of children associated with armed groups and forces (CAAGF)
ing to frustration, feelings of helplessness, etc. Equally, the return of men to communities
DDRchallenge
and transitional
justice
represent
twoand
types
of initiatives
among abyrange
of intervenmay
these new
roles,
freedoms
authority
experienced
women,
causing
tions
that
are
(at
least
partly)
aimed
at
reintegrating
children
associated
with
armed
groups
further social disquiet.
and forces.
Given
the
status
of
children
as
a
special
category
of
protected
persons
under
Ex-combatants’ inability to deal with feelings of frustration, anger or sadness
can
international
law,
both
DDR
and
transitional
justice
actors
should
work
together
on
a
stratresult in self-directed violence (suicide, drug and alcohol abuse as coping mechanisms),
egy that considers
these
children
primarily
as violence,
victims. child abuse, rape and murder) and
interpersonal
violence
(GBV,
intimate
partner
Joint
coordination
on the
reintegration
of children
is possible in
at leastand
three
broad
group
violence
against the
community
(burglary,
rape, harassment,
beatings
murder),
areas.
First,
DDR
and
transitional
justice
measures
may
coordinate
on
a
strategy
to
idenall forms of violence which are found to be common in some post-conflict environments.
tify and
hold accountable
orderchange.
to make
that
Integrated
approachesthose
workwho
bestare
for recruiting
facilitatingchildren—in
comprehensive
Insure
order
to
the
welfare
of
children
is
considered
as
the
highest
priority
in
that
process.
Second,
both
effectively address socialization to violence, reintegration assistance should target family
kinds of measures may work together on approaches to reintegrating children who may be
and community members as well as ex-combatants themselves to address social and psyresponsible for violations of international humanitarian law or human rights law. Given
chosocial needs and perceptions of these needs holistically. For more information on the
the focus on CAAGF as victims, such an approach would preferably focus on non-judicial
concept of ‘socialization to violence’ see UNDP’s report entitled, Blame It on the War? The
measures such as truth commissions and locally-based processes of truth and reconciliaGender Dimensions of Violence in Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration (2012).
tion, which may better contribute to the reintegration of children than prosecution. At a
minimum, a clear DDR and TJ policy should be developed as to the criminal responsibil10.2.
ity of Reconciliation
children that takes adequate account of their protection and social reintegration. In
Reconciliation
among all
groups
is perhaps
most fragile
and significant
process
within
the DRC, for example,
the
position
shared the
by child
protection
agencies was
for CAAFG
of serious
crimes tostrategy,
go through
juvenile
justice
applying
special
proaaccused
national
peace-building
andthe
may
include
manysystem,
parallel
processes,
such
as
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combatants justice
may play
a direct(i.e.
rolereparations
in some reparations,
either by providing
direct reparatransitional
measures
and truth commissions)
(see Module
6.20 on
tion when
they have individual
for the violations that occurred, or, when
DDR
and Transitional
Justice for responsibility
more information).
appropriate,
by contributing
reparations projects
that aim
address community
needs,
A key component
of theto
reintegration
is the process
of to
reconciliation.
Reconciliation
such
as
working
on
a
memorial
or
rebuilding
a
school
or
home
that
was
destroyed
in the
should take place within war-affected communities if long-term security is to be firmly
armed conflict.
established.
Ex-combatants, associated groups and their dependants are one of several

6.20

groups, including refugees and the internally displaced, who are returning and reinte8.3.5. Collaborate
on strategies
to target spoilers
grating
into post-conflict
communities.
These groups, and the community itself, have each
had
experiences
of agreement,
the conflictDDR
and ismay
requirechallenged
different strategies
and assisEvendifferent
after a ceasefire
or peace
frequently
by commanders
who
tance
rebuild
theiroflives
and social
networks.
refusetofor
a variety
reasons
to disarm
and demobilize, and impede their combatants
between
ex-combatants
receiving
is the backbone
fromReconciliation
participating in
DDR. In
some of theseand
cases,
nationalcommunities
DDR commissions
(or other
of
the reintegration
Any
reconciliation
needs
to make sure
that the
officials
charged withprocess.
DDR) and
prosecutors
mayinitiative
collaborate
on prosecutorial
strategies,
for example
most
responsible
for violations
of international
human rights
dignity
andfocused
safety on
of those
victims,
especially
survivors
of sexual
and gender-based
vioand humanitarian
that may help
to remove
these spoilers
the situation
and allow
lence,
is respected.law,
Furthermore,
it must
be remembered
thatfrom
conceptions
of transitional
for
the
DDR
of
the
combat
unit
or
group.
Such
an
approach
requires
an
accompanying
pubjustice and reconciliation differ in each context. DDR practitioners should therefore
lic information
strategy
that indicates
a and
clearindigenous
and transparent
criminal
policy,
indicating
explore
and consider
cultural
traditions
practices
that may
be effectively
what
kind
of
cases
will
be
prosecuted,
and
avoiding
any
perception
of
political
influence,
used to begin reconciliation processes. Ceremonies that involve a public confrontation
arbitrary victim
prosecution,
corruption or
favoritism.
The public
information
efforts
of both
the
between
and perpetrator
should
be avoided
as they
can lead to
further
trauma
DDR
programme
and
the
prosecutions
outreach
units
should
seek
to
reassure
lower
rankand stigmatization.
ing combatants
the focus‘reconciliation
of the prosecution
initiative
is on those most
responsible
and
In additionthat
to focused
activities’,
reintegration
programmes
should
that
they
will
be
welcomed
into
the
DDR
programme.
aim to mainstream and encourage reconciliation in all components of reintegration. To
achieve this, DDR programmes should benefit the community as a whole and should offer
8.3.6. Encourage ex-combatants
in transitional
justice
measures
specifically-designed
assistancetotoparticipate
other war-affected
groups
(see
section 6.2. on community-based
reintegration).
Ex-combatants
are often simultaneously fighters, witnesses, and victims of an armed contogether may
in mixed
groups for
of returning
combatants,
IDPs,
and comflict. Working
Their testimonies
be valuable
a prosecutions
initiative
or arefugees,
truth commission.
Additionally
their story
or experience
may change
the way activities
others in the
society
may view
munity
members,
especially
on economically
productive
such
as agricultural
them,
by
blurring
the
sharp
distinctions
between
combatants,
often
seen
solely
as
perpetracooperatives, group micro credit schemes, and labour-intensive community infrastructors, and
victims, and
exposing
structural
roots of and
the conflict.
A more
comprehensive
ture
rehabilitation,
can
reduce the
negative
stereotypes
build trust.
DDR
programmes
understanding
of
the
experience
of
ex-combatants
may
ease
the
reintegration
process.
should also identify – together with other reintegration and recovery programmes
– ways
DDR programmes
may encourage
ex-combatant
participation
inand
transitional
justice
of supporting
reconciliation,
peacebuilding
and reparation
initiatives
mechanisms.
measures by offering information sessions on transitional justice during the demobilization
process and working collaboratively with national actors working on transitional justice
measures in their outreach to ex-combatants.
10.3. Strengthening social capital and social acceptance

Successful
reintegration
of ex-combatants
a complex
process
thatbased
depends
on processes
a myriad
8.3.7. Consider
how DDR may
connect to and issupport
legitimate
locally
justice
of factors, including satisfying the complex expectations of receiving communities. It is
Locally based justice processes may complement reintegration efforts and national level
the
interplayjustice
of a community’s
anda social
capital and means
an ex-combatant’s
financial
transitional
measures byphysical
providing
community-level
of addressing
issues
and
human capital
that determinesWhen
the ease
and successparticipate
of reintegration.
of accountability
of ex-combatants.
ex-combatants
in these processes, they
The acceptance
of ex-combatants
community
members
is essential,
but relations
demonstrate
their desire
to be a part ofbythe
community
again, and
to take steps
to repair
between
ex-combatants
and
other
community
members
are
usually
anything
but
‘northe damage for which they are responsible. This contributes to building or renewing trust
mal’
at the
end of a conflict.
Ex-combatants
reintegrate
into
between
ex-combatants
and the
communitiesoften
in which
they seek
to extremely
reintegrate.difficult
Locally social
based
environments
where
they
might
be
seen
as
additional
burdens
to
communities
rather
justice processes have particular potential for the reintegration of children associated with
than
some
cases, communities may have perceptions that returning combatarmedassets.
forcesIn
and
groups.
ants Creating
are HIV positive,
regardless
of actualstrategies,
HIV status,
resulting in
discrimination
against
links between
reintegration
particularly
community
reintegration
and
stigmatization
of returnees
inhibiting justice
effective
reintegration.
of any
strategies,
for ex-combatants
andand
locally-based
processes
may beThe
onesuccess
way to bridge
DDR
programme
and
theofeffective
reintegration
of former combatants
therefore
depend
the gap
between the
aims
DDR and
the aims of transitional
justice. UNICEF’s
work
with
on
the extent
which
ex-combatants
can of
become
(and be perceived
as) positive
locally
based to
justice
processes
in support
the reintegration
of children
in Sierraagents
Leonefor
is
one example.
change
in receptor communities.
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Before
establishing
link with locally
processes,
DDR
programmes must
The
importance
of aproviding
civilianbased
life skills
training
to ex-combatants
willensure
prove
that
are legitimate and
theycapital
respectand
international
human
rights
standards,
includvitalthey
to strengthening
theirthat
social
jumpstarting
their
integration
into
coming
that they
do not discriminate,
particularly
againsttowomen,
and children.
national
munities.
Ex-combatants
who have
been socialized
use violence
may faceThe
difficulties
authorities
in
charge
of
DDR
will
include
local
experts
that
may
provide
advice
to DDR
when trying to negotiate everyday situations in the public and private spheres. Those
who
programmes
locally
based processes.
Additionally
civilofsociety
organizations
may
have been outabout
of their
communities
for an extended
period
time, and
who may have
be
able to provide
information
and contribute
strategies
for connecting
DDR
programmes
committed
extreme
acts of violence,
might to
feel
disconnected
from the
human
compoto
locally
basedand
justice
processes.
Finally,
outreachprogramme
to recipientmanagers
communities
maytherefore
include
nents
of home
community
life.
Reintegration
should
discussions
about
locally
based
justice
processes
and
their
applicability
to
the
situations
of
regard the provision of civilian life skills as a necessity, not a luxury. Life skills include
ex-combatants.
understanding gender identities and roles, non-violent ways of resolving conflict, and

non-violent civilian and social behaviours (such as good parenting skills). See section 9.4.1.
8.3.8.
Consider
how DDR
justice measures may coordinate to support the
for more
information
onand
lifetransitional
skills.
reintegration
of women and
associated
with armed
groups
forces
Public information
sentitization
campaigns
canand
also
be an extremely effective mechanism for
facilitating
social
reintegration,
including
utilizing participants
media to address
Women
associated
with
armed
groups and forces
are potential
in bothissues
DDR
programmes
and transitional
justice stigma,
measures,
and both arereconciliation/co-habitation,
faced with the challenge of
such as returnees,
their dependants,
peacebuilding,
increasing
and supporting
theReintegration
participation programme
of women. Both
DDRshould
and transitional
and socialization
to violence.
planners
carry out justice
public
should
work and
towards
a better understanding
of the motivations,
roles and needs
of women
information
sensitization
campaigns to ensure
a broad understanding
among
stakeex-combatants
andisother
women
associated
with armed but
forces
andabout
groups
by directly
holders that DDR
not about
rewarding
ex-combatants,
rather
turning
them
engaging
women
in to
planning
both
programmes
and
ensuring
are adequately
repinto valuable
assets
rebuildfor
their
communities
and
ensure
thatthey
security
and peace preresented
in
decision-making
bodies,
in
line
with
UNSC
Resolution1325
on
women,
peace
vail. In order to combat discrimination against returning combatants due to perceived HIV
and
security
(also initiatives
see IDDRSneed
5.10 to
onstart
Women,
Gender,communities
and DDR). Sharing
information on
status,
HIV/AIDS
in receiving
before demobilization
their
respective
lessons
learned
in
terms
of
facilitating
the
participation
of
women
may be
and continue during the reintegration process. The same applies for female ex-combatants
aand
first
step. The
in which women
victims
articulate
their who
needinfor
reparations,
for
women
and ways
girls associated
with armed
forces
and groups
many
cases expeexample,
might
be
considered
in
developing
specific
reintegration
strategies
for
women.
rienced sexual and gender-based violence, and risk stigmatization and social exclusion.
Additionally,
DDR
managers
coordinate
with transitional
justiceofmeasSee Module 4.60
onprogramme
Public Information
andmay
Strategic
Communication
in Support
DDR
ures
on
community
approaches
that
include
women,
such
as
strengthening
women’s
role
for more information.
in locally based justice processes.

5.10

4.60

8.3.9. Consider how DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate to support the
10.4.
Social support
networks
reintegration
of children
associated with armed groups and forces (CAAGF)
Social
support
networks
are key
to ex-combatants’
to a normal
civilian
life. In
DDR and transitional justice
represent
two types ofadjustment
initiatives among
a range
of intervenaddition
members,
having
to turn
to whoassociated
share one’s
background
and
tions thatto
arefamily
(at least
partly) aimed
atpersons
reintegrating
children
with
armed groups
experiences
in
times
of
need
and
uncertainty
is
a
common
feature
of
many
successful
and forces. Given the status of children as a special category of protected persons under
adjustment
ranging
from Alcoholics
Anonymous
widows
internationalprogrammes,
law, both DDR
and transitional
justice actors
should (AA)
workto
together
onsupport
a stratgroups.
Socially-constructive
support
networks,
such
as
peer
groups
in
addition
to groups
egy that considers these children primarily as victims.
formed
vocational
andreintegration
life skills training,
should
therefore
encouraged
and
Jointduring
coordination
on the
of children
is possible
in be
at least
three broad
supported
training
andmeasures
guidance,may
where
possibleon
and
appropriate.
areas. First,with
DDRinformation,
and transitional
justice
coordinate
a strategy
to idenAs
previously
stated,
DDR
practitioners
should
keep
in
mind
that
the
creation
of that
vettify and hold accountable those who are recruiting children—in order to make sure
erans’
associations
should
be carefully
andpriority
these groups
only if both
they
the welfare
of children
is considered
asassessed
the highest
in thatsupported
process. Second,
positively
support
the
DDR
process.
kinds of measures may work together on approaches to reintegrating children who may be
responsible for violations of international humanitarian law or human rights law. Given
the focus on CAAGF as victims, such an approach would preferably focus on non-judicial
10.4.1.
Nuclear
extended
families and locally-based processes of truth and reconciliameasures
such and
as truth
commissions
Although
various
formscontribute
of family structures
exist in different
cultural,
and social
tion, which
may better
to the reintegration
of children
thanpolitical
prosecution.
At a
systems,
reference
is commonly
madeshould
to two be
types
of family:
thethe
nuclear
family
and the
minimum,
a clear DDR
and TJ policy
developed
as to
criminal
responsibilextended
family.
Nuclear
families comprise
thetheir
ex-combatant,
spouse,
companion
ity of children
that
takes adequate
account of
protection his/her
and social
reintegration.
In
or
companion,
children
and/or
parents and
siblings
in for
those
cases
thepermanent
DRC, for example,
the dependent
position shared
by child
protection
agencies
was
CAAFG
accused
ofpreviously
serious crimes
to go through
the juvenile
justice
system,
applying
special
pro-a
where
the
mentioned
family members
do not
exist.
Extended
family
includes
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6.20
4.30

combatants
maycontains
play a direct
role infamily
some reparations,
either
byrelatives,
providing
direct
reparasocial
unit that
the nuclear
together with
blood
often
spanning
tion when
they
have individual responsibility for the violations that occurred, or, when
three
or more
generations.
appropriate,
by contributing
to reparations
projects
that
aim
to addresseducating
community
needs,
Family members
often need
to be assisted
to play
the
supporting,
and
nursuch
as
working
on
a
memorial
or
rebuilding
a
school
or
home
that
was
destroyed
in
the
turing roles that will aid ex-combatants in their transitions from military to civilian life
armed
and
in conflict.
their reintegration into families and communities. This is especially important for
elderly, chronically-ill, and ex-combatants with disabilities. Family members will need to
8.3.5. Collaborate
on strategiesthat
to target
spoilers have gone through, such as socialization
understand
the experiences
ex-combatants
to
violence
the use
of drugs
and other
substances,
in order
to help
to overcome
Even
after a and
ceasefire
or peace
agreement,
DDR
is frequently
challenged
bythem
commanders
who
trauma
and/or
inappropriate
acquired
during the and
timeimpede
they spent
armed
refuse for
a variety
of reasons habits
to disarm
and demobilize,
their with
combatants
forces
and groups. In
theircases,
peaceful
transition
civilian life,
from participating
in order
DDR. to
Inencourage
some of these
national
DDRinto
commissions
(orfamily
other
members
will also
need
to be
particularly
attentive
to help prevent
feelings ofstrategies,
isolation,
officials charged
with
DDR)
and
prosecutors
may collaborate
on prosecutorial
alienation
and
stigmatization.
for example
focused
on those most responsible for violations of international human rights
and humanitarian
thatrecognize
may help to
these spoilers
from the
situation and
DDR plannerslaw,
should
theremove
vital importance
of family
reunification
andallow
profor theitsDDR
of the combat
unitprogrammes
or group. Such
anstrategies
approachtorequires
accompanying
pubmote
integration
into DDR
and
ensure an
protection
of the unity
lic the
information
strategy
that indicates
a clear
and transparent
criminal
indicating
of
family, where
reunification
proves
appropriate.
Depending
on thepolicy,
context,
nuclear
what
kind
of
cases
will
be
prosecuted,
and
avoiding
any
perception
of
political
influence,
and/or extended families should be assisted to play a positive supporting role in the social
arbitrary prosecution,
corruption
orassociated
favoritism.groups.
The public information efforts of both the
reintegration
of ex-combatants
and
DDRDDR
programme
and
the
prosecutions
outreach
units should
to reassure
rankprogrammes should also create opportunities
for seek
family
memberslower
of nuclear
ing combatants
that
the focus
of the prosecution
initiative
is on those
most responsible
and
and/or
extended
families
to understand
and meet
their social
responsibilities
related
to
that
they
will
be
welcomed
into
the
DDR
programme.
the return of ex-combatant relatives. Nuclear and/or extended family members also need

5.20

5.30

6.20
4.30

to understand the challenges involved in welcoming back ex-combatants and the need to
8.3.6.with
Encourage
ex-combatants
participate
in transitional
measures
deal
such return
in a way to
that
will allow
for mutualjustice
respect,
tolerance and cooperation
within the are
family
and
within communities.
Ex-combatants
often
simultaneously
fighters, witnesses, and victims of an armed conflict. Their testimonies may be valuable for a prosecutions initiative or a truth commission.
Additionally their story or experience may change the way others in the society may view
10.4.2.
Youth
engagement
them, by
blurring
the sharp distinctions between combatants, often seen solely as perpetraInvolving
youth in
any
approach
socialization
to violence
and
social reintetors, and victims,
and
exposing
theaddressing
structural roots
of the conflict.
A more
comprehensive
gration
is critical
Oftentimes,
youth
were raised in
the midst
understanding
of to
theprogramme
experience success.
of ex-combatants
may
easewho
the reintegration
process.
of conflict
have becomemay
socialized
to see
violence and
weapons asina transitional
means to gaining
DDR programmes
encourage
ex-combatant
participation
justice
measures
by offering
transitional
during
theModule
demobilization
power,
prestige
and information
respect (see sessions
Moduleon
5.20
on Youthjustice
and DDR
and
5.30 on
process and
with national
actors working
on transitional
justice
Children
andworking
DDR). Ifcollaboratively
youth interventions
are not designed
and implemented
during
the
measures in their
to ex-combatants.
post-conflict
stage,outreach
DDR programmes
risk neglecting a new generation of citizens raised
and socialized to take part in a culture of violence.
alsohow
often
tend
toconnect
be far more
than adults
to based
political
manipulation
8.3.7.Youth
Consider
DDR
may
to andvulnerable
support legitimate
locally
justice
processes
and
(re-)
recruitment
into
armed
forces
and
groups,
as
well
as
gangs
in
the
post-conflict
Locally based justice processes may complement reintegration efforts and national level
environment.
Youthmeasures
who participated
in conflict
often face considerable
struggles toissues
reintransitional justice
by providing
a community-level
means of addressing
tegrate
into
communities
where
they
are
frequently
marginalized,
offered
few
economic
of accountability of ex-combatants. When ex-combatants participate in these processes, they
opportunities,
or taken
fortomere
despite
their wartime
experiences.
Civicto
engagedemonstrate their
desire
be a children
part of the
community
again, and
to take steps
repair
ment
of youth
beenthey
shown
contribute This
to the
social reintegration
of or
at-risk
youthtrust
and
the damage
forhas
which
are to
responsible.
contributes
to building
renewing
young
ex-combatants.
between
ex-combatants and the communities in which they seek to reintegrate. Locally based
justice processes have particular potential for the reintegration of children associated with
armed forces and groups.
10.4.3.
Men’s and
women’s
groups
Creating
links
between
reintegration strategies, particularly community reintegration
Informal
formal
men’s andand
women’s
groupsjustice
can provide
a forum
forone
women
and
men
strategies,orfor
ex-combatants
locally-based
processes
may be
way to
bridge
to
socialthe
expectations
of and
women,
men,ofviolence,
andjustice.
healthUNICEF’s
issues. It work
can be
an
thediscuss
gap between
aims of DDR
the aims
transitional
with
extremely
effective
to harness
their interest
and capacitiesoftochildren
becomein
agents
change
locally based
justiceway
processes
in support
of the reintegration
SierraofLeone
is
onetheir
example.
in
community by disseminating information and educating the public.
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Beforetimes,
establishing
link with
locally based
processes,
programmes
ensure
Many
due toasocial
constraints,
men do
not haveDDR
forums
to discuss must
such issues,
that they
are legitimate
thatbarriers
they respect
international
human
includeither
because
there areand
social
or because
there has
neverrights
been standards,
a space or guided
ing that they
not discriminate,
particularly
against women,
children. The
national
assistance
in do
starting
one. Support
to such activities
throughand
reintegration
assistance,
authorities
in
charge
of
DDR
will
include
local
experts
that
may
provide
advice
tomen’s
DDR
should allow for a mix of ex-combatants and civilians. Oftentimes women’s and
programmes
about informally
locally based
processes.
Additionally
society
organizations
may
groups
are started
around
points
of interest civil
for men,
such
as recreational/
be
able
to
provide
information
and
contribute
to
strategies
for
connecting
DDR
programmes
sports associations, cooperatives, coffee houses, or water points, or for women such as
to locally
basedwater
justicepoints,
processes.
Finally,
outreach
to recipient
may include
beauty
salons,
schools,
in the
community.
Manycommunities
times they evolve
to be
discussions
about
locally
based
justice
processes
and
their
applicability
to
the
situations
of
more formal groups, which provide a forum for civic education as well as discussion on
ex-combatants.
issues
affecting personal lives, the community and the family. Continued assessments
of the effects of reintegration assistance and communities of return may identify such
8.3.8. Consider
how DDR
justice measures may coordinate to support the
groupings
forming,
andand
maytransitional
provide support.
reintegration of women associated with armed groups and forces

Women associated with armed groups and forces are potential participants in both DDR
programmes and transitional justice measures, and both are faced with the challenge of
10.5. Housing, land and property dispute mechanisms
increasing and supporting the participation of women. Both DDR and transitional justice
The
lack
of available
forunderstanding
resettlement has
been
a major obstacle
to needs
successful
reinshould
work
towards aland
better
of the
motivations,
roles and
of women
tegration
in several
countries,
particularly
those
with
highforces
demographic
pressure.
Land
ex-combatants
and other
women
associated
with
armed
and groups
by directly
is
of critical
concern
in all components
of reintegration
ranging from
theadequately
political torepthe
engaging
women
in planning
for both programmes
and ensuring
they are
social
and
economic
spheres
(for
more
information
see
section
9.5.4.
of
this
module).
It
is
resented in decision-making bodies, in line with UNSC Resolution1325 on women, peace
also
very closely
of one’sand
identity,
can represent
a diffiand security
(alsoassociated
see IDDRSwith
5.10the
on definition
Women, Gender,
DDR).and
Sharing
information
on
cult
issue
for
DDR
programme
participants
in
both
rural
and
urban
settings.
The
return
their respective lessons learned in terms of facilitating the participation of women may
be
of
refugees
and
IDPs
along
with
ex-combatants
and
associated
groups
is
likely
to
heighten
a first step. The ways in which women victims articulate their need for reparations, for
tensions
land,
thereby calling
for the need
to address
these issues
early on.
example,over
might
be considered
in developing
specific
reintegration
strategies
for women.
Disputes
over
land
and
access
to
natural
resources
are
among
the
root
causes
of measmany
Additionally, DDR programme managers may coordinate with transitional justice
conflicts
and can prove
instrumental
in thewomen,
deterioration
the security women’s
situation role
(see
ures on community
approaches
that include
such asofstrengthening
Module
6.30
on
DDR
and
Natural
Resource
Management).
DDR
programme
planners
in locally based justice processes.
must take these underlying tensions into account when planning the return, resettlement
and
ex-combatants,
as they
often competing
with other
returnees
8.3.9.reintegration
Consider howofDDR
and transitional
justiceare
measures
may coordinate
to support
the for
access
to
land.
Conducting
an
early
conflict
analysis
which
includes
information
on hisreintegration of children associated with armed groups and forces (CAAGF)
torical and available dispute mechanisms will assist reintegration planners in identifying
DDR and transitional justice represent two types of initiatives among a range of interventhe impact, availability and effectiveness of land and property dispute mechanisms. These
tions that are (at least partly) aimed at reintegrating children associated with armed groups
assessments
will also
programmes
to respond
to these
issues with
support
to
and forces. Given
the allow
statusDDR
of children
as a special
category
of protected
persons
under
wider
initiatives
addressing
land
and
access
to
natural
resources
and
to
avoid
doing
more
international law, both DDR and transitional justice actors should work together on a stratharm
through
theirthese
interventions.
egy that
considers
children primarily as victims.
DDR
reintegration
programmes
should seek
to support
the mediation
of housing
and
Joint coordination on the reintegration
of children
is possible
in at least
three broad
land
disputes
at
the
local
level
whenever
possible,
through
support
to
legal
aid
groups
or
areas. First, DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate on a strategy to idenother
appropriate
service those
providers.
mechanisms
can transform
potential
conflict
tify and
hold accountable
who Such
are recruiting
children—in
order to
make sure
that
scenarios
into
reconciliation
opportunities
(e.g.
through
involving
both
ex-combatants
the welfare of children is considered as the highest priority in that process. Second, both
and
community
members
in together
finding solutions
through
mediation and
arbitration
kinds
of measures
may work
on approaches
to reintegrating
children
whothat
mayare
be
acceptable
allviolations
and in lineofwith
cultural norms,
where appropriate).
responsibletofor
international
humanitarian
law or human rights law. Given
Women,
children
and disabled
ex-combatants
among focus
the most
vulnerable
the focus youth,
on CAAGF
as victims,
such an approach
wouldare
preferably
on non-judicial
groups
with
regard
to land
exclusion and
and locally-based
disfranchisement.
This not
only and
has direct
conmeasures
such
as truth
commissions
processes
of truth
reconciliasequences
on
their
livelihoods
but
also
on
their
social
standing
within
their
communities.
tion, which may better contribute to the reintegration of children than prosecution. At a
DDR
planners
andDDR
managers
keep
in mind
that in rural
traditional
laws are
minimum,
a clear
and TJmust
policy
should
be developed
as toareas,
the criminal
responsibillikely
to be those
most
abided
by the
population.
Inprotection
these systems,
women
may not tradiity of children
that
takes
adequate
account
of their
and social
reintegration.
In
tionally
access to property
rights,
but by
rather
user rightsagencies
throughwas
their
the DRC,have
for example,
the position
shared
childtoprotection
forhusbands
CAAFG
and
families.
Should
theyto
find
separated
or single
for special
any reason,
accused
of serious
crimes
go themselves
through thewidowed,
juvenile justice
system,
applying
pro-
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6.30

6.20
4.30

combatants
may play
direct
role in some
reparations,
either
by providing direct
reparatheir
livelihoods
mayabe
threatened
unless
recourse to
traditional/local
authorities
is
tion when
theybehalf
have (see
individual
responsibility
for theGender
violations
occurred, or, when
made
on their
also IDDRS
5.10 on Women,
andthat
DDR).
appropriate, by contributing to reparations projects that aim to address community needs,
such as working on a memorial or rebuilding a school or home that was destroyed in the
10.6.
services
armedPsychosocial
conflict.
The widespread presence of psychosocial problems among ex-combatants and those
associated
with armed
forces to
and
groups
has only recently been recognized as a serious
8.3.5. Collaborate
on strategies
target
spoilers
obstacle
to
successful
reintegration.
Research
begun to
reveal that
and
Even after a ceasefire or peace agreement, DDR ishas
frequently
challenged
byreconciliation
commanders who
peacebuilding
is impeded
if a critical
mass
of individuals
both
ex-combatants
refuse for a variety
of reasons
to disarm
and
demobilize, (including
and impede
their
combatants
and
is affected
by psychological
concerns.
fromcivilians)
participating
in DDR.
In some of these
cases, national DDR commissions (or other
Ex-combatants
and
those
associated
withmay
armed
forces and
groups have often
been
officials
charged with
DDR)
and
prosecutors
collaborate
on prosecutorial
strategies,
exposed
to extreme
repeated
events
and stress,of
especially
long-term
recruits
for example
focusedand
on those
mosttraumatic
responsible
for violations
international
human
rights
and
children
formerly
associated
with
armed
forces
and
groups.
Such
exposure
can
have
and humanitarian law, that may help to remove these spoilers from the situation and allow
aforsevere
negative
impact on
mentalSuch
health
ex-combatants
is directly related
the DDR
of the combat
unitthe
or group.
an of
approach
requires and
an accompanying
pubto
development
of psychopathology
and bodily
illness. This
can lead
to emotional-,
lic the
information
strategy
that indicates a clear
and transparent
criminal
policy,
indicating
social-,
occupationaland/or
educational-impairment
of functioning
onpolitical
several influence,
levels.
what kind
of cases will
be prosecuted,
and avoiding any
perception of
arbitrary
prosecution,
or favoritism.
public information
both the
At the
individual corruption
level, repeated
exposure The
to traumatic
events can efforts
lead toofpost-trauDDR programme
and(PTSD),
the prosecutions
outreach
units
should
seekastodepression
reassure lower
rankmatic
stress disorder
alcohol and
substance
abuse,
as well
(including
ing combatants
that the
of the prosecution
on those mostmay
responsible
suicidal
tendencies).
Atfocus
the interpersonal
level,initiative
affected isex-combatants
struggleand
in
that they
will berelationships,
welcomed into
programme.
their
personal
as the
wellDDR
as face
difficulties adjusting to changes in societal
roles and concepts of identity. Persons affected by trauma-spectrum disorders also display
increasedex-combatants
vulnerabilitytotoparticipate
contract infectious
diseases
and
have a heightened risk
8.3.6.an
Encourage
in transitional
justice
measures
to
develop
chronic
diseases.
In
studies,
individuals
suffering
from
trauma-related
sympEx-combatants are often simultaneously fighters, witnesses, and victims
of an armed
contoms
have testimonies
shown greater
towards
aggression, initiative
hostility and
actingcommission.
out against
flict. Their
maytendencies
be valuable
for a prosecutions
or a truth
both
self and their
others
– a significant
impediment
to efforts
atothers
reconciliation
and peace.
Additionally
story
or experience
may change
the way
in the society
may view
psychologically-affected
ex-combatants
andoften
other
groups
them,Severely
by blurring
the sharp distinctions between
combatants,
seenvulnerable
solely as perpetrashould
identified
early asthe
possible
through
toolsAwithin
the DDR protors, andbevictims,
andas
exposing
structural
roots screening
of the conflict.
more comprehensive
gramme
and referred
to psychological
services. If
these
do process.
not receive
understanding
of the experience
of ex-combatants
may
easeex-combatants
the reintegration
adequate
care, encourage
they face ex-combatant
an extraordinarily
high risk
of failing injustice
their
DDR psychosocial
programmes may
participation
in transitional
measures by offering
information
sessions on
transitionaladequacy
justice during
demobilization
reintegration.
Unfortunately,
insufficient
availability,
andthe
access
to mental
processservices
and working
collaboratively
with
national actors
working
on transitional
justice
health
and social
support for
ex-combatants,
and
other vulnerable
groups
in
measures communities,
in their outreach
to ex-combatants.
post-war
continues
to prove a huge problem during DDR. Given the great
risks posed by psychologically-affected participants, reintegration programmes should
seek
prioritize
andtophysical
health
rehabilitation
as a justice
key measure
to
8.3.7.to
Consider
howpsychological
DDR may connect
and support
legitimate
locally based
processes
successful
reintegration.
Locally based justice processes may complement reintegration efforts and national level

5.10

transitional justice measures by providing a community-level means of addressing issues
of accountability of ex-combatants. When ex-combatants participate in these processes, they
10.6.1.
Screening for mental health
demonstrate their desire to be a part of the community again, and to take steps to repair
At
minimum,
the psychosocial
component
of DDR
programmes
should
offer an initial
theadamage
for which
they are responsible.
This
contributes
to building
or renewing
trust
screening
of ex-combatants
as communities
well as regular
basic counseling
needed.
A screenbetween ex-combatants
and the
in which
they seek towhere
reintegrate.
Locally
based
ing
procedure
can
be carried
outpotential
by trained
staff to identify
ex-combatants
whowith
are
justice
processes
have
particular
forlocal
the reintegration
of children
associated
in
needforces
of special
assistance. Early screening will not only aid psychologically-affected
armed
and groups.
ex-combatants,
but
it will makes
it possible
to establish
which participants
are unlikely
Creating links between
reintegration
strategies,
particularly
community reintegration
to
benefit from
more standard
reintegration
options.
morebe
specialized
strategies,
for ex-combatants
and
locally-based
justiceProviding
processes may
one way tooptions
bridge
for
will
andofeven
more importantly,
it will work
spare with
parthe this
gap group
between
thesave
aimsvaluable
of DDR resources,
and the aims
transitional
justice. UNICEF’s
ticipants
fromjustice
the frustrating
of the
notreintegration
being able toof
fully
engage
in trainings
locally based
processes experience
in support of
children
in Sierra
Leoneor
is
one example.
make
use of economic support in the way healthier participants might.
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Before establishing
a link process,
with locally
based processes,
ensure
Following
the screening
ex-combatants
who DDR
showprogrammes
clear signs ofmust
mental
illthat they
are legitimate
and thatreceive
they respect
international
human rights
includhealth
should,
at a minimum,
continuous
basic counseling.
Thisstandards,
counseling
must
ing that
they
not discriminate,
against women,
The national
take
place
ondo
a regular
basis and particularly
allow for continuous
contactand
withchildren.
the affected
ex-comauthorities
in
charge
of
DDR
will
include
local
experts
that
may
provide
advice
to DDR
batants. As with screening, this basic counseling can be carried out by locally-trained
programmes
aboutstaff,
locally
based
processes.
Additionally
civil society
may
DDR
programme
and/or
trained
community
professionals
suchorganizations
as social workers,
be
able
to
provide
information
and
contribute
to
strategies
for
connecting
DDR
programmes
teachers or nurses.
to locally
justice processes.
outreach
to recipient
communities
may include
DDR based
programmes
will likelyFinally,
encounter
a number
of ex-combatants
suffering
from
discussions
about
locally
based
justice
processes
and
their
applicability
to
the
situations
of
full-blown trauma-spectrum disorders. These disorders cannot be treated through basic
ex-combatants.
counseling
and should be referred to psychological experts. In field settings, using narra-

tive exposure therapy may be an option.
8.3.8. Consider how DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate to support the
reintegration of women associated with armed groups and forces
10.6.2.
stepped-care
WomenCommunity-based
associated with armed
groupssystem
and forces are potential participants in both DDR
To
adequately
assess
the
existing
capacities
of local/regional
support
systems,
an invenprogrammes and transitional justice measures,
and both are faced
with
the challenge
of
tory
and
analysis
of
existing
gaps
is
a
first
priority.
Such
an
inventory
should
to
increasing and supporting the participation of women. Both DDR and transitionalhelp
justice
identify
the existing
means
used to address
social and psychosocial
issues,
potenshould work
towards local
a better
understanding
of the motivations,
roles and needs
of women
tial
partners, and
needwomen
to create
or strengthen
a network
of and
practitioners.
the
ex-combatants
andthe
other
associated
with armed
forces
groups byNext,
directly
capacity
of
the
existing
social/psychosocial
support
structures
as
well
as
new
ones
(where
engaging women in planning for both programmes and ensuring they are adequately repneeded),
be built to provide
adequate
A standard
team consisting
of trauma
resented can
in decision-making
bodies,
in lineservices.
with UNSC
Resolution1325
on women,
peace
counselors
(locally
trained
lay
practitioners),
may
serve
as
a
first-level
of
service
providers
and security (also see IDDRS 5.10 on Women, Gender, and DDR). Sharing information on
in
terms
of trauma-related
counseling
asfacilitating
well as treatment
of psycho-somatic
conditheir
respective
lessons learned
in terms of
the participation
of women may
be
tions.
They
could
also
serve
as
mediators
in
cases
of
social
adversity
(e.g.
family
violence,
a first step. The ways in which women victims articulate their need for reparations, for
extreme
and neglect
of children).
For the
set-up of the
treatment
has to
example,poverty,
might beabuse
considered
in developing
specific
reintegration
strategies
for it
women.
be
ensured that
it isprogramme
culturally acceptable
cultural
acceptable
gender and justice
age match
of
Additionally,
DDR
managers(i.e.
may
coordinate
with transitional
meastrauma
and
client). that include women, such as strengthening women’s role
ures on counselor
community
approaches
Sensitization
and processes.
public awareness programmes on mental health and related
in locally
based justice
psycho-social issues should also be developed and informed by the work of the community-based
localhow
staff.
The
focus
of suchjustice
programms
should
sensitizing
the community
8.3.9. Consider
DDR
and
transitional
measures
maybe
coordinate
to support
the
to
the
symptoms
experienced
by
those
who
suffer
from
mental
illness
and
impairment
reintegration of children associated with armed groups and forces (CAAGF)
of
associated
functioning.
This
will involve
strong
to de-stigmatize
theofconditions
DDR
and transitional
justice
represent
two types
ofefforts
initiatives
among a range
intervenfaced
by
psychologically-affected
individuals.
They
should
also
provide
information
on
tions that are (at least partly) aimed at reintegrating children associated with armed groups
access
to
care.
and forces. Given the status of children as a special category of protected persons under
Ideally, specialized
treatment
to addressjustice
mentalactors
healthshould
shouldwork
be offered
to both
civilinternational
law, both DDR
and transitional
together
on a stratians
and
ex-combatants
in
a
community-based
structure.
Every
DDR
programme
within
a
egy that considers these children primarily as victims.
post-conflict
setting is confronted
with the challenge
ofisreintegrating
ex-combatants
into
Joint coordination
on the reintegration
of children
possible in at
least three broad
aareas.
society
which
is
itself
recovering
from
trauma.
Offering
psychosocial
care
in
a
commuFirst, DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate on a strategy to idennity-based
structure
for both
former
civilians will
foster
reconciliation
tify and hold
accountable
those
whoex-combatants
are recruiting and
children—in
order
to make
sure that
and
make itofpossible
foris both
groupsas
tothe
learn
aboutpriority
each other’s
duringboth
the
the welfare
children
considered
highest
in thatexperiences
process. Second,
war.
In
this
way,
psychosocial
care
does
not
only
support
the
individual
to
heal,
but
can
kinds of measures may work together on approaches to reintegrating children who may be
foster
the restoration
of the
fabric. Thus,
a DDR programme
may rights
refer mentally-ill
responsible
for violations
ofsocial
international
humanitarian
law or human
law. Given
ex-combatants
who
cannot
be
treated
through
basic
counseling
to
a
common
health serthe focus on CAAGF as victims, such an approach would preferably focus on non-judicial
vice
structure.
measures
such as truth commissions and locally-based processes of truth and reconciliaall interventions
have to be carried
out within
a framework
tion,Most
whichimportantly,
may better contribute
to the reintegration
of children
than prosecution.
Atofa
implementation
analysis. as
It to
will
important
to conminimum, a clearresearch,
DDR andincluding
TJ policy micro-level
should be developed
thebe
criminal
responsibilduct
evaluations
effectiveness
and
of trauma
functioning
ity ofimpact
children
that takes on
adequate
account
of efficiency
their protection
and treatment,
social reintegration.
In
recovery
and post-treatment
in selected
individuals,
impactagencies
on socialwas
cohesion
in the
the DRC,prefor example,
the position
shared by
child protection
for CAAFG
accused of serious
crimes
to go through
the juvenilesocio-economic
justice system, indicators,
applying special
community,
recovery
of occupational
functioning,
impactproon
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combatants
play a directetc,.,
roleon
in asome
reparations,
by providing
direct reparareadiness
formay
reconciliation,
continuing
basis.either
Without
such evaluations,
there
tion
individual
responsibility
forharmful
the violations
that occurred,
or, when
is
thewhen
risk they
that have
ineffective
and sometimes
even
programmes
are extended
to
appropriate,
by contributing
to reparations
projects
that aim
address community
regional
services.
Parallel to these
evaluations,
a measure
of to
supervision
(by masterneeds,
counsuch
as
working
on
a
memorial
or
rebuilding
a
school
or
home
that
was
destroyed
in
the
selor, clinical practitioners) and peer sharing has to be set in motion between community,
armed conflict.
district
practitioners and researchers at national level.

8.3.5. Collaborate on strategies to target spoilers
Addressing mental health & psycho-social problems: Basic guidelines
Even after a ceasefire or peace agreement, DDR is frequently challenged by commanders who
Core problem
Reintegration policies and programmes have not adequately considered the
refuse for a variety of interplay
reasons
to disarm and demobilize, and impede their combatants
between psychological ill-health, bodily illness and functional impairment in
from participating in DDR.
In
some
of thesethere
cases,
national
DDR adequacy
commissions
(or other
ex-combatants. Accordingly,
is insufficient
availability,
and access
officials charged with DDR)
prosecutors
maysupport
collaborate
on prosecutorial
strategies,
of mentaland
health
services and social
for ex-combatants
and other identified
groupsresponsible
in post-war communities.
for example focused onvulnerable
those most
for violations of international human rights
and
humanitarian
law, Ex-combatants
that may help
remove these
spoilers
situation
Inclusion
and
withto
psychological
rehabilitation
needsfrom
shouldthe
receive
servicesand
in an allow
community-based
care
integrated
with other
and vulnerable
community
members.
for
the DDR of the
combat
unit manner
or group.
Suchaffected
an approach
requires
an accompanying
publicDe-stigmatization
information strategyThrough
that indicates
clearhealth
andcare
transparent
criminal
policy,
indicating
sensitization, amental
needs and symptoms
of trauma
in general
must
what kind of cases willbebe‘normalized’
prosecuted,
and
avoiding
any
perception
of
political
influence,
and ‘legitimized’ in the eyes of the public and access to care must
be
communicated.or favoritism. The public information efforts of both the
arbitrary prosecution, corruption
DDR
programme
and
the
prosecutions
units
should
seek are
to reassure
Ethical imperative &
Trauma-focused,
publicoutreach
mental health
service
programmes
a key prioritylower
for the ranking
combatants
focus ofreintegration
the prosecution
initiative
is on those
most responsible
right
to treatment that
and thesuccessful
and well-being
of ex-combatants
and identified
vulnerable and
rehabilitation
groups into
in a post-war
society.
They have proven to be efficacious, culturally-accepted and
that
they will be welcomed
the DDR
programme.
feasible to implement. Emerging programmes in this area should inform best practice on
an ongoing base.

8.3.6. Encourage ex-combatants to participate in transitional justice measures

Ex-combatants are often simultaneously fighters, witnesses, and victims of an armed con10.7.
Medical
and physical
issuesfor a prosecutions initiative or a truth commission.
flict. Their
testimonies
mayhealth
be valuable
If
an ex-combatants’
life or
expectancy
shortchange
due tothe
war-related
injuries
othermay
illnesses,
Additionally
their story
experienceismay
way others
in the or
society
view
no
degree
of reintegration
assistance will
achieve
its aim. often
Experience
has as
shown
that
them,
by blurring
the sharp distinctions
between
combatants,
seen solely
perpetrators, and victims,
andill
exposing
the structural
roots ofconstitute
the conflict.
moreviolent
comprehensive
untreated
wounded,
and terminal
ex-combatants
theAmost
and disunderstanding
ofwithin
the experience
of ex-combatants
may
ease the reintegration
ruptive
elements
any immediate
post-conflict
environment.
Immediateprocess.
health care
DDR programmes
maybeencourage
participation
in transitional
assistance
should therefore
provided ex-combatant
during DDR from
the very earliest
stage. justice
measures
by
offering
information
sessions
on
transitional
justice
during
the
demobilization
Planning for such assistance should include issues of sustainability by ensuring that
process and working
national
actorsassistance,
working on
ex-combatants
are not collaboratively
a distinct targetwith
group
for medical
buttransitional
receive carejustice
along
measures
in
their
outreach
to
ex-combatants.
with members of their communities of return/choice. Support should also be given to the
main caregivers in receptor communities.
demobilization
process
provides
a first opportunity
to brief
on
8.3.7.The
Consider
how DDR may
connect
to and support
legitimate locally
basedex-combatants
justice processes
key
health
issues.
Former
combatants
are
likely
to
suffer
a
range
of
both
shortand
longLocally based justice processes may complement reintegration efforts and national level
term
health justice
problems
that can
both their
own reintegration
prospects
and receptor
transitional
measures
byaffect
providing
a community-level
means
of addressing
issues
communities.
In of
addition
to basic When
medical
screening and
treatment
wounds
and they
disof accountability
ex-combatants.
ex-combatants
participate
infor
these
processes,
eases,
particular
be directed
towards the
needsand
of those
with
disabilities,
demonstrate
theirattention
desire toshould
be a part
of the community
again,
to take
steps
to repair
those
infected
HIV/AIDS,
the chronically
and those
psychosocial
the damage
forwith
which
they are responsible.
This ill,
contributes
to experiencing
building or renewing
trust
trauma
related illnesses.
in the caseinofwhich
information,
andLocally
referral,
the
betweenand
ex-combatants
and theAs
communities
they seekcounseling
to reintegrate.
based
services
may starthave
during
the demobilization
but continue
into and,
in some cases
justice processes
particular
potential for process,
the reintegration
of children
associated
with
armed
forces
and
groups. programme (also see IDDRS 5.70 on Health and DDR).
go
beyond,
the
reintegration
Creating links between reintegration strategies, particularly community reintegration
strategies, for ex-combatants and locally-based justice processes may be one way to bridge
10.7.1.
the gapHIV/AIDS
between the aims of DDR and the aims of transitional justice. UNICEF’s work with
The
conditions
that exist
during
risk of infection
for HIVinand
other
sexulocally
based justice
processes
in conflict
supportincrease
of the reintegration
of children
Sierra
Leone
is
one example.
ally
transmitted infections (STIs), and can have a devastating effect on access to essential
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Before establishing
a link withThe
locally
programmes
mustofensure
information,
care and treatment.
lackbased
of a processes,
safe bloodDDR
supply;
the shortage
clean
that
they arefor
legitimate
thatusers;
they respect
international
human
rights standards,
includequipment
injectingand
drug
an insufficient
supply
of condoms
and health
care;
ing
do not discriminate,
particularly
against women,
and children.
national
andthat
the they
widespread
practice of sexual
and gender-based
violence,
both as aThe
weapon
of
authorities
in
charge
of
DDR
will
include
local
experts
that
may
provide
advice
to
DDR
war and as a means to discipline and control people (especially women and girls within
programmes
about
locallyare
based
Additionally
civilconflict
societycan
organizations
may
armed forces and
groups),
justprocesses.
a few examples
of the ways
heighten risk
of
be
able
to
provide
information
and
contribute
to
strategies
for
connecting
DDR
programmes
HIV infection (see Module 5.60 on HIV/AIDS and DDR for more information).
to locally
based justice
processes.
outreach
to recipient
communities
may include
In addition,
a growing
bodyFinally,
of evidence
shows
that immediate
post-conflict
and
discussions
about
locally
based
justice
processes
and
their
applicability
to
the
situations
of
recovery phases, including the reintegration process, involve heightened risk of HIV transex-combatants.
mission due to the re-opening of borders and other formerly inaccessible areas, increased
mobility, the return of displaced populations, and other factors.
regardless
actual
HIV status,
communities
maytoperceive
ex-com8.3.8.Often,
Consider
how DDRofand
transitional
justicereceptor
measures
may coordinate
support the
reintegration
of women associated
armed
groups and forces
batants
as HIV-positive
and reactwith
with
discrimination
or stigmatization. In many cases,
these
negative
reactions
from communities
are aare
result
of fear
due to misinformation
Women
associated
with armed
groups and forces
potential
participants
in both DDR
about
HIV
and
AIDS.
Discrimination
against
or
stigmatization
of
(potentially)
HIV-inprogrammes and transitional justice measures, and both are faced with the challenge
of
fected
individuals
can be countered
with appropriate
campaigns.
increasing
and supporting
the participation
of women.sensitization
Both DDR and
transitional justice
DDR
cantowards
providea an
opportunity
to plan
andmotivations,
implement roles
essential
HIV/AIDS
initishould
work
better
understanding
of the
and needs
of women
atives,
in close and
coordination
with associated
broader recovery
and humanitarian
assistance
at the
ex-combatants
other women
with armed
forces and groups
by directly
community
level
and
the
National
AIDS
Control
Programme
(see
section
9
of
Module
5.60
engaging women in planning for both programmes and ensuring they are adequately repon
HIV/AIDS
and DDR for more
information
onUNSC
planning
and implementing
HIV/AIDS
resented
in decision-making
bodies,
in line with
Resolution1325
on women,
peace
activities
in the
phases).and
These
services
caninformation
be integrated
and security
(alsoreinsertion
see IDDRSand
5.10reintegration
on Women, Gender,
DDR).
Sharing
on
into
reintegration
packages
through
the development
of joint programming
theirexisting
respective
lessons learned
in terms
of facilitating
the participation
of women mayand
be
strategic
partnerships.
Furthermore,
withvictims
the right
engagement
training,
former coma first step.
The ways in
which women
articulate
theirand
need
for reparations,
for
batants
thebe
potential
to become
agents of
changereintegration
by assisting strategies
in their communities
example,have
might
considered
in developing
specific
for women.
Additionally,
DDR programme
managers
may coordinate with transitional justice measwith
HIV prevention
and awareness
activities.
ures HIV
on community
that
women,
such as strengthening
women’s and
role
initiatives approaches
need to start
ininclude
receiving
communities
before demobilization,
in locally
justice
processes.
should
bebased
linked
wherever
possible with the broader recovery and humanitarian assistance provided at the community level, and to National AIDS Control Programmes.
Activities
suchhow
as peer
education
training
in measures
HIV prevention
and awareness
8.3.9. Consider
DDR and
transitional
justice
may coordinate
to supportcan
thebegin
prior
to demobilization.
reintegration
of children associated with armed groups and forces (CAAGF)

5.60

5.60

5.10

DDR and transitional justice represent two types of initiatives among a range of interventions that are (at least partly) aimed at reintegrating children associated with armed groups
10.7.2.
Persons
withthe
disabilities
and forces.
Given
status of children as a special category of protected persons under
War
leaves
behind
large
numbers
of injured
people,
including
anda stratcominternational law, both DDR
and transitional
justice
actors
should both
work civilians
together on
batants.
Ex-combatants
with disabilities
be treated equally to others injured
egy that considers
these children
primarilyshould
as victims.
or affected
by
conflict.
This
group
should
be
included
in general
proJoint coordination on the reintegration of children is possible
in atreintegration
least three broad
grammes,
excluded
from them,
i.e. measures
many ex-combatants
withon
disabilities
and
areas. First,not
DDR
and transitional
justice
may coordinate
a strategy can
to idenshould
benefit
from
the
same
programmes
and
services
made
available
to
non-disabled
tify and hold accountable those who are recruiting children—in order to make sure that
ex-combatants.
the welfare of children is considered as the highest priority in that process. Second, both
programme
should
ensure thattothe
following guidelines
aremay
taken
kindsDDR
of measures
may managers
work together
on approaches
reintegrating
children who
be
into
accountfor
when
addressing
persons with
disabilities inlaw
reintegration
responsible
violations
of international
humanitarian
or human programmes:
rights law. Given
the focus on CAAGF as victims, such an approach would preferably focus on non-judicial
measures
suchthe
as truth
of truth and reconciliaAddressing
needscommissions
of persons and
withlocally-based
disabilities:processes
Basic guidelines
tion, which may better contribute to the reintegration of children than prosecution. At a
Access
Ex-combatants with disabilities should have access to vocational training centres, educations
minimum, a clear DDR and TJ policy should be developed as to the criminal responsibiland scholarships, and other skills acquisition programmes.
ity of children that takes adequate account of their protection and social reintegration. In
Inclusion
Ex-combatants
with disabilities
be equally
included inagencies
micro and small
the
DRC,and
forequity
example,
the position
shared should
by child
protection
wasbusiness
for CAAFG
development opportunities and other income generating opportunities.
accused of serious crimes to go through the juvenile justice system, applying special pro-
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combatants
may play
direct role
in some
reparations,
by providing
direct
Caregiver support
Thea caregivers
of persons
with disabilities
shouldeither
have access
to both economic
and reparasocial/
tion when they havepsychosocial
individual
responsibility
for
the
violations
that
occurred,
or, when
reintegration support.
appropriate, by contributing to reparations projects that aim to address community needs,
Workplace
Reintegration programmes should offer potential employers assistance in adapting
such
as working on workplaces
a memorial
orthey
rebuilding
school orofhome
that was
adaptation
so that
allow for thea employment
ex-combatants
and destroyed
other persons in
withthe
armed conflict.
disabilities. Often only minor adaptations are required. These adaptations can help ensure
that limited space in special rehabilitation centers can be given to persons too severely
disabled to join mainstream programmes.

8.3.5. Collaborate on strategies to target spoilers

Even after a ceasefire or peace agreement, DDR is frequently challenged by commanders who
Some
with disabilities
will demobilize,
require long-term
medicaltheir
carecombatants
and family
refuse
for aex-combatants
variety of reasons
to disarm and
and impede
support.
While some
receive
some
pension
and medical
assistance (especially
from participating
inwill
DDR.
In some
ofform
theseofcases,
national
DDR commissions
(or other
officials
charged
DDR) and prosecutors
may
collaborate
on prosecutorial
strategies,
if
they were
partwith
of a government
force), most
disabled
ex-combatants
who were
part of
for
example
focused
on
those
most
responsible
for
violations
of
international
human
rights
informal armed groups will not receive long-term assistance.
and humanitarian
law,
that
may infrastructure
help to removehas
these
spoilers
from or
thedestroyed,
situation and
allow
In places where
the
health
been
damaged
attention
for
the
DDR
of
the
combat
unit
or
group.
Such
an
approach
requires
an
accompanying
pubmust be paid to informal care providers — often women and girls — who care for disabled
lic information
strategy that
indicates
a clearmust
and transparent
criminal
policy,the
indicating
combatants.
In addition,
support
structures
be put into place
to lessen
largely
what
kind
of
cases
will
be
prosecuted,
and
avoiding
any
perception
of
political
influence,
unpaid burden of the care that these informal providers carry.
arbitrary
favoritism.
The public
information
efforts
of both the
DDRprosecution,
programmescorruption
must alsoorplan
for participants
with
disabilities
by agreeing
on
DDR
programme
and
the
prosecutions
outreach
units
should
seek
to
reassure
lower
rankand arranging for alternative methods of transport of supplies or kits given to particiing combatants
thatinclude
the focus
of the prosecution
on other
those most
responsible
and
pants.
These may
livelihoods
kits, foodinitiative
supplies,is or
vocational
materials.
that
they
will
be
welcomed
into
the
DDR
programme.
Assistance and special planning for these groups during reintegration should be included
in the assessment and planning phases of DDR.
8.3.6. Encourage ex-combatants to participate in transitional justice measures
Ex-combatants are often simultaneously fighters, witnesses, and victims of an armed con10.7.3.
Reproductive
health
flict. Their
testimonies
may be valuable for a prosecutions initiative or a truth commission.
The
provisiontheir
of reproductive
health may
services,
which
should
startinas
as the
Additionally
story or experience
change
the way
others
thesoon
society
maydemoview
bilization
registration
and distinctions
screening process
identified
specific
needs,asshould
be
them, by blurring
the sharp
betweenhas
combatants,
often
seen solely
perpetracontinued,
as appropriate,
during
shouldAbe
made
to public or
tors, and victims,
and exposing
the reintegration.
structural rootsLinkages
of the conflict.
more
comprehensive
understanding
the experience
of ex-combatants
may Preferential
ease the reintegration
process.
private
nationalofand/or
community
health facilities.
or subsidized
access
programmes
may encourage
ex-combatant
participation
transitional
justice
may DDR
still be
required, particularly
in those
cases where
the lack of in
continued
treatment
measures
by
offering
information
sessions
on
transitional
justice
during
the
demobilization
can in itself create a renewed public threat, such as HIV/AIDS, drug abuse and psychoprocessillness.
and working collaboratively with national actors working on transitional justice
logical
measures in their outreach to ex-combatants.

8.3.7. Consider how DDR may connect to and support legitimate locally based justice processes

11.
Political Reintegration
Locally based justice processes may complement reintegration efforts and national level

Political
reintegration
is the involvement
participation ofmeans
ex-combatants
and people
transitional
justice measures
by providingand
a community-level
of addressing
issues
associated
with armed
forces and groups—and
the communities
to in
which
return—in
of accountability
of ex-combatants.
When ex-combatants
participate
thesethey
processes,
they
post-conflict
andtopolicy-making
processes
at the
national,
regional
and to
commudemonstrate decisiontheir desire
be a part of the
community
again,
and to
take steps
repair
nity
levels. Political
activitiesThis
include
providing
ex-combatants
and other
the damage
for whichreintegration
they are responsible.
contributes
to building
or renewing
trust
war-affected
individuals
with
support, training,
and knowledge
to
between ex-combatants
and
thethe
communities
in whichtechnical
they seekassitance
to reintegrate.
Locally based
vote,
form
political
parties
and
extend
their
civil
and
political
rights
as
part
of
the
overarjustice processes have particular potential for the reintegration of children associated with
ching
transitional processes in their communities and countries.
armeddemocratic
forces and and
groups.
It
is
important
to
differentiate
between
politicalparticularly
reintegration
and the political
nature
Creating links between
reintegration
strategies,
community
reintegration
of
DDR and
peace-building
processes. Almost
without exception,
strategies,
forother
ex-combatants
and locally-based
justice processes
may be oneDDR
wayprocesses
to bridge
are
partbetween
of an overarching
strategy
to of
induce
armedjustice.
actors UNICEF’s
to exchange
violence
the gap
the aims ofpolitical
DDR and
the aims
transitional
work
with
for
dialogue
and compromise
power-sharing
andofelectoral
participation.
locally
based justice
processes in through
support of
the reintegration
children in
Sierra LeoneIn
is
one example.
that
it aims to reestablish the State as the sole authority over the use of violence, DDR is
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Before part
establishing
a link with
locally
based processes,
DDR programmes
must ensure
inherently
of the overall
political
strategy
during peacemaking,
peacekeeping
and
that
they are legitimate
that they
respect international
rights standards,
peace-building.
While and
political
reintegration
is related tohuman
this strategy,
its goals includare far
ing
that
they do
not discriminate,
particularly
against
women, and
Theprocesses
national
more
specific,
focusing
on integrating
programme
participants
into children.
the political
authorities
in
charge
of
DDR
will
include
local
experts
that
may
provide
advice
to DDR
of their communities and countries at both the individual and group level.
programmes
about
locallypolitical
based processes.
Additionally
civil
organizations
may
If properly
executed,
reintegration
will allow
forsociety
the legitimate
grievances
be
able
to
provide
information
and
contribute
to
strategies
for
connecting
DDR
programmes
and concerns of ex-combatants and former armed groups to be voiced in a socially-conto
locally and
based
justice manner
processes.
Finally,
outreach
to recipient
communities may include
structive
peaceful
that
addresses
root causes
of conflict.
discussions about locally based justice processes and their applicability to the situations of
ex-combatants.
11.1. Types of political reintegration
Generally,
political
reintegration
occursjustice
alongmeasures
two broad
trajectories,
at the
8.3.8. Consider
how DDR
and transitional
may
coordinatenamely
to support
the group
level
and the of
individual
level, as follows:
reintegration
women associated
with armed groups and forces


 Group
level: Atwith
the group
political
reintegration
is transformative
in that
it seeks
to
Women
associated
armedlevel,
groups
and forces
are potential
participants
in both
DDR

aid in transforming
a group
or organization
an illegally
armed
into a legitprogrammes
and transitional
justice
measures, from
and both
are faced
withentity
the challenge
of
imate political
party or the
civilian
unit operating
withinBoth
the legal
of thejustice
state.
increasing
and supporting
participation
of women.
DDR parameters
and transitional

should
work towards
better
of political
the motivations,
roles and
needs of women

 Individual
level:aAt
the understanding
individual level,
reintegration
is restorative
in that

ex-combatants
other an
women
associated (and
with other
armedprogramme
forces and participants’)
groups by directly
it involves and
restoring
ex-combatant’s
deciengaging
women
in
planning
for
both
programmes
and
ensuring
they
are
adequately
repsion-making power within a given community in relation to his/her citizen status
resented
in
decision-making
bodies,
in
line
with
UNSC
Resolution1325
on
women,
peace
within that community.
and security (also see IDDRS 5.10 on Women, Gender, and DDR). Sharing information on
their respective
lessons
learned
in terms of facilitating the participation of women may be
11.1.1.
Group level
political
reintegration
a first step. The ways in which women victims articulate their need for reparations, for
Aiding former armed forces and groups and ex-combatants to form political parties and
example, might be considered in developing specific reintegration strategies for women.
peaceful civilian movements is essential to ensuring that grievances and visions for sociAdditionally, DDR programme managers may coordinate with transitional justice measety continue to be expressed in a non-violent manner in the post-conflict period. Group
ures on community approaches that include women, such as strengthening women’s role
level political reintegration is most evidently seen in transformations of armed groups
in locally based justice processes.
into political parties that seek to enter or re-enter the political arena as a way to advance
their claims and perspectives.
8.3.9.While
Consider
how DDR and
transitional justice
measures
may to
coordinate
support
a successful
transformation
from armed
group
politicaltoparty
canthe
yield a
reintegration
of children
with the
armed
groups
and forces (CAAGF)
plethora
of benefits
forassociated
citizens and
overall
democratization
process, new political
DDR and
transitional justice
represent
twothe
types
of initiatives
among
a range ofresources,
intervenparties
in post-conflict
societies
often lack
capacity,
structural
organization,
tions thatknowledge
are (at least and
partly)
aimed at reintegrating
associated
withinarmed
groups
political
legitimacy
necessary to children
successfully
compete
the political
and
forces.
Given
the
status
of
children
as
a
special
category
of
protected
persons
under
arena. Moreover, individual ex-combatants and armed groups often face a number
of
international law,
both DDR
andthey
transitional
should work
together
on aproper
stratuncertainties
concerning
how
will farejustice
in theactors
post-conflict
period.
Without
egy that considers
these
children primarily
victims.
guidance
and careful
monitoring,
emergingas
political
parties can likely face failure or even
Joint
coordination
on
the
reintegration
of
children
is possible in at least three broad
do more harm than good.
areas.
First,
DDR
and
transitional
justice
measures
may
coordinate
onreintegration
a strategy to interidenGiven such complexities, when planning and designing
political
tify and hold
accountable
those
whoconsider
are recruiting
children—in
make sure that
ventions,
DDR
practitioners
must
the following
key order
factorstoinfluencing
the
the
welfare
of
children
is
considered
as
the
highest
priority
in
that
process.
both
viability and outcome of group level political transformations of armed forcesSecond,
and groups:
kinds of measures may work together on approaches to reintegrating children who may be
 Nature of the peace (e.g. negotiated peace agreement, military victory, etc.);
responsible for violations of international humanitarian law or human rights law. Given

 focus
Post-conflict
security
situation;
the
on CAAGF
as victims,
such an approach would preferably focus on non-judicial
measures
such
as
truth
commissions
and locally-based
processes
of truth andcan
reconcilia Motivation(s) of armed group (keeping
in mind that
such motivations
change
tion,over
which
may better contribute to the reintegration of children than prosecution. At a
time);
minimum, a clear DDR and TJ policy should be developed as to the criminal responsibil Degree of popular support and perceived legitimacy;
ity of children that takes adequate account of their protection and social reintegration. In

 DRC,
Degree
political experience
capacity;
the
forofexample,
the positionand
shared
by child protection agencies was for CAAFG
accused
of serious
crimes to go through the juvenile justice system, applying special pro
 Leadership
capacities;
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5.10

6.20
4.30

combatants
may play
a direct role in some reparations, either by providing direct repara
 Organizational
structure;
tion when they have individual responsibility for the violations that occurred, or, when
Resources, funding and technical support;
appropriate, by contributing to reparations projects that aim to address community needs,

 Criminal
prosecutions
and transitional
justice
measures.
such
as working
on a memorial
or rebuilding
a school
or home that was destroyed in the
armed conflict.
Notably, group level political reintegration processes largely depend on both the
country
context and
form of the
peacespoilers
settlement established. In the case of a negotiated
8.3.5. Collaborate
on strategies
to target
peace
agreement,
for
instance,
political
reintegration
typically
involves
the transformaEven after a ceasefire or peace agreement, DDR
is frequently
challenged
by commanders
who
tion
of
armed
groups
(both
political
and
military
wings)
into
political
parties,
usually
in
refuse for a variety of reasons to disarm and demobilize, and impede their combatants
tandem
with
a
mix
of
DDR
processes
linked
to
larger
SSR
efforts.
Political
reintegration
in
from participating in DDR. In some of these cases, national DDR commissions (or other
cases
of military
however,
involve a different
set of considerations
that are
less-deofficials
charged victory,
with DDR)
and prosecutors
may collaborate
on prosecutorial
strategies,
fined
and
require
further
research
and
experiential
understanding
at
this
point
in
time.
for example focused on those most responsible for violations of international human rights
In
cases
where political
reintegration
is part
andthese
parcel
of a CPA,
explicit
programming
in
and
humanitarian
law, that
may help to
remove
spoilers
from
the situation
and allow
DDR
moreofevident.
for theisDDR
the combat unit or group. Such an approach requires an accompanying pub

lic information strategy that indicates a clear and transparent criminal policy, indicating
what kind of cases will be prosecuted, and avoiding any perception of political influence,
11.1.2.
Individual
level political
reintegration
arbitrary
prosecution,
corruption
or favoritism. The public information efforts of both the
Effective
political
reintegration
at the individual
levelshould
involves
citizens
by
DDR programme and the prosecutions
outreach units
seekempowering
to reassure lower
rankproviding
themthat
withthe
the
knowledge
and tools to
voice their
vote
and take part
ing combatants
focus
of the prosecution
initiative
is onopinions,
those most
responsible
and
in
the
government
of their country
without
fear of intimidation, discrimination, retaliathat
they
will be welcomed
into the DDR
programme.
tion or violence. Due to the nature and duration of a conflict, many ex-combatants and
associated
groups,
particularly to
youth,
may have
little or no
past experience
8.3.6. Encourage
ex-combatants
participate
in transitional
justice
measures in taking part
in elections or joining a political party. In some cases, authoritative regimes or widespread
Ex-combatants are often simultaneously fighters, witnesses, and victims of an armed conconflict may have completely prevented the extension of one’s civil and political rights.
flict. Their testimonies may be valuable for a prosecutions initiative or a truth commission.
The right to vote and take part in the political life of one’s country has become a fundaAdditionally their story or experience may change the way others in the society may view
mental
in international
law and democratic
frameworks
as outlined
in as
several
key
them, bytenant
blurring
the sharp distinctions
between combatants,
often
seen solely
perpetrahuman
instruments,
suchthe
asstructural
the International
on Civil
andcomprehensive
Political Rights,
tors, andrights
victims,
and exposing
roots ofCovenant
the conflict.
A more
the
Universal
Declaration
of
Human
Rights,
the
African
Charter
on
Human
and
Peoples’
Rights,
understanding of the experience of ex-combatants may ease the reintegration
process.
the American
Declarationmay
of theencourage
Right and Duties
of Man and
the Asian Human
Rights Charter.
DDR programmes
ex-combatant
participation
in transitional
justice
measures by offering information sessions on transitional justice during the demobilization
process and working collaboratively with national actors working on transitional justice
The right to vote and take part in the conduct of public affairs
measures in their outreach to ex-combatants.
United Nations International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (adopted 16 December 1966):
Article 25

8.3.7. Consider how DDR may connect to and support legitimate locally based justice processes
Every citizen shall have the right and the opportunity, without any of the distinctions mentioned in article 2 and without

Locally
based
justice processes may complement reintegration efforts and national level
unreasonable
restrictions:
transitional
justice
measures
by affairs,
providing
means of addressing issues
1. To take part
in the conduct
of public
directly aorcommunity-level
through freely chosen representatives;
of2.accountability
of
ex-combatants.
When
ex-combatants
participate
these
processes,
To vote and to be elected at genuine periodic elections which shall be by universal andinequal
suffrage
and shallthey
be
demonstrate
their
desire
to
be
a
part
of
the
community
again,
and
to
take
steps
to repair
held by secret ballot, guaranteeing the free expression of the will of the electors;
the
for which
they
areofresponsible.
contributes
3. damage
To have access,
on general
terms
equality, to publicThis
service
in his country.to building or renewing trust
between ex-combatants and the communities in which they seek to reintegrate. Locally based
justice processes have particular potential for the reintegration of children associated with
Engaging
individual
armed
forces and
groups. ex-combatants in the political process has the dual advantage
of pre-empting
them
from becoming
spoilers
to an electoral
process
while aiming
to vest
Creating links between
reintegration
strategies,
particularly
community
reintegration
in
them thefor
desire
and knowledge
to exercise their
civil
rights. may
Building
theway
capacities
of
strategies,
ex-combatants
and locally-based
justice
processes
be one
to bridge
ex-combatants
in the
areas
of civic
participation
and
the gap betweenand
thecommunity
aims of DDRmembers
and the aims
of various
transitional
justice.
UNICEF’s
work with
democratic
governance
is found
be a critical
in enabling
the political
reintegration
locally based
justice processes
in to
support
of the step
reintegration
of children
in Sierra
Leone is
onenational
example.
of
stakeholders.
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establishing
a link with locally based processes, DDR programmes must ensure
11.2.Before
Context
assessments
that
they
are
legitimate
and
thatof,
they
respect of
international
human
rights standards,
includIn order to determine the role
relevance
and obstacles
to initiating
and supporting
ing
that they
do not discriminate,
particularly
against
women,
The national
political
reintegration
activities, DDR
planners
should
ensureand
thatchildren.
the assessment
and
authorities
in
charge
of
DDR
will
include
local
experts
that
may
provide
advice
to
DDR
planning phases of DDR programming include questions and analyses that address the
programmes
about
locally
based processes.
Additionally civil society organizations may
context-specific
aspects
of political
reintegration.
be able
to
provide
information
and
contribute
strategies
for connecting
DDR programmes
In preparing and analyzing assessments,toDDR
planners
and reintegration
practitionto
locally
based
justice
processes.
Finally,
outreach
to
recipient
communities
may
include
ers should pay close attention to the nature of the peace (e.g. negotiated peace agreement,
discussions
about
locally
based
justice
processes
and
their
applicability
to
the
situations
of
military victory, etc.) to determine how it might impact DDR participants’ and beneficiarex-combatants.
ies’ ability to form political parties, extend their civil and political rights and take part in

the overall democratic transition period.
8.3.8.ToConsider
andlevel
transitional
justice measures
may coordinate
to support
the DDR
inform how
bothDDR
group
and individual
level political
reintegration
activities,
reintegration
of women
associated
armed groups
and forces
planners
should
consider
asking with
the following
questions,
as outlined below:
Women associated with armed groups and forces are potential participants in both DDR
programmes
and transitional
justice
measures,
and
both areREINTEGRATION
faced with the challenge of
CONTEXT ASSESSMENTS:
SAMPLE
QUESTIONS
FOR
POLITICAL
increasing and supporting the participation of women. Both DDR and transitional justice
Nature of
the conflict
 Is there
a military victory orofsettled
peace agreement?
should
work
towards abetter
understanding
the motivations,
roles and needs of women
and peace settlement
 Iswomen
there a CPA
in place? with armed forces and groups by directly
ex-combatants and other
associated
engaging women in planning
both
programmes
and ensuring
are adequately rep Is the for
conflict
ongoing
or has resolution/ceasefire
beenthey
achieved?
resented in decision-making bodies, in line with UNSC Resolution1325 on women, peace
 Are there ethnic, religious or other socio-economic divides and grievances that acted
and security (also see IDDRS
5.10for
ontheWomen,
Gender,
andand
DDR).
Sharing
information
as drivers
conflict? Do
these divides
grievances
still exist?
Have any beenon
their respective lessons learned
in terms
of facilitating the participation of women may be
addressed?
If so, how?
a first step. The ways in which women victims articulate their need for reparations, for
Nature and motivations  Are there key members of armed groups (or forces) who might spoil or contribute to
example,
might be considered
in process?
developing specific reintegration strategies for women.
the peace
of armed groups
Additionally, DDR programme managers may coordinate with transitional justice meas What were/are the key motivations and grievances of the armed groups – are they
ures on community approaches
that include women, such as strengthening women’s role
political, ideological and/or organizational (criminal) in nature? Did their motivations
in locally based justice processes.
change at any point during the conflict? If so, why?

5.10

 Are the armed groups highly organized and structured? Disorganized and

8.3.9. Consider how DDR and
transitional justice measures may coordinate to support the
decentralized?
reintegration of children associated
withbecome
armedradicalized?
groups and forces (CAAGF)
 Have identities
DDR and transitional justice
represent
two
of initiatives
among
a range
of interven Are there
references
to atypes
group being
associated with
a terrorist
organization?
tions that are (at least partly) aimed at reintegrating children associated with armed groups
Levels
of uncertainty
 Is there
the perception
there are category
winners or losers
of the conflict?
and
forces.
Given the status
of children
asthat
a special
of protected
persons under
and insecurity


Do
former
armed
individuals
or
groups
fear
that
reintegration
will
leave
them
international
law, both DDR and transitional justice actors should work together
on a stratconcerning access to
vulnerable
to
the
“settling
of
scores”
emanating
from
the
(pre-)
conflict
period?
egy
that
considers
these
children
primarily
as
victims.
the political process
 Are
there
allegations of war
and human
rights violations
members
Joint coordinationon
the
reintegration
ofcrimes
children
is possible
in at against
least three
broad
of the armedjustice
groups?measures
Will amnestiesmay
be offered?
Will vetting
act as
areas. First, DDR and transitional
coordinate
onprocesses
a strategy
toanidenobstacle to political participation?
tify and hold accountable those who are recruiting children—in order to make sure that
top and mid-level
commanders,
is there expectation
promise ofSecond,
entering directly
the welfare of childrenis For
considered
as the
highest priority
in thatorprocess.
both
into elected or appointed political offices?
kinds of measures may work together on approaches to reintegrating children who may be
responsible
for violations
ofany
international
human
law. Given
 Do
members of thehumanitarian
armed groups havelaw
prior or
political
or civilrights
society experience?
Capacity of (ex-)
combatants
the
focus on CAAGF asvictims,
such an approach would preferably focus on non-judicial
 Are there members of armed groups that can be identified as particularly strong and
measures such as truth commissions
and locally-based processes of truth and reconciliarespected leaders?
tion, which may better contribute to the reintegration of children than prosecution. At a
 Is DDR perceived as a precursor to national elections and the democratization
Electoral process
minimum, a clear DDR and TJ policy should be developed as to the criminal responsibilprocess?
ity of children that takes adequate account of their protection and social reintegration. In
 Are there identifiable spoilers to the electoral process and who are they–armed
the DRC, for example,the
position shared by child protection agencies was for CAAFG
groups, groups excluded from the DDR process, and/or government officials?
accused of serious crimes to go through the juvenile justice system, applying special pro-
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6.20
4.30

combatants
may play
a direct role
some reparations,
either by providing direct repara11.3.
Establishing
partnerships
andincoordination
mechanisms
tion
when
they
have
individual
responsibility
for
the
violations
thatauthority
occurred,
when
It is important to recall that DDR programmes are not vested with the
oror,
capacity
appropriate,
by contributing
to reparations
projects Development
that aim to address
community
needs,
to
deliver full-scale
political and
electoral support.
of political
reintegration
such
as
working
on
a
memorial
or
rebuilding
a
school
or
home
that
was
destroyed
inand
the
programme activities should therefore aim to link closely with relevant organizations
armed conflict.
capacities
involved specifically in electoral processes and political party development,
including national stakeholders, UN agencies, international and regional organizations
8.3.5.NGOs.
Collaborate on strategies to target spoilers
and
the UNorsystem,
the Department
Politicalchallenged
Affairs, through
its Electoral
EvenWithin
after a ceasefire
peace agreement,
DDR is of
frequently
by commanders
who
Assistance
(EAD),
thetoUnited
Development
and
refuse for aDivision
variety of
reasons
disarmNations
and demobilize,
and Programme
impede their(UNDP),
combatants
existing
civil affairsinand
PI In
units
of UN
missions,
be looked
for key guidance
on
from participating
DDR.
some
of these
cases,can
national
DDR to
commissions
(or other
implementing
both
individual
and
group political
reintegration
Outside
the UN
officials charged
with
DDR) and
prosecutors
may collaborate
on efforts.
prosecutorial
strategies,
for example
on those
most responsible
fortoviolations
of international
human rights
system,
key focused
multilateral
organizations
working
provide political
party assistance
and
and humanitarian
law,include
that may
help
to remove these
spoilersand
fromCo-operation
the situation in
and
allow
election
observations
the
Organization
for Security
Europe
for the DDR
the combat unit
or group. Such
approach
an accompanying
(OSCE),
the of
Organization
of American
Statesan(OAS)
and requires
the International
Institutepubfor
lic information
indicates(IDEA).
a clear and transparent criminal policy, indicating
Democracy
andstrategy
Electoralthat
Assistance
whatInkind
of
cases
will
be
prosecuted,
and
avoiding
anyinperception
political assistance
influence,
addition, leading international actors
active
providingofrelevant
arbitrary the
prosecution,
or favoritism.
The publicthe
information
efforts of both
the
include:
German corruption
and Swedish
party foundations,
National Democratic
InstiDDR
programme
and
the
prosecutions
outreach
units
should
seek
to
reassure
lower
ranktute (NDI) and the International Republican Institute (IRI) in the United States, Britain’s
ing combatants
that the focus
of the prosecution
is on those
most responsible
and
Westminster
Foundation
for Democracy
(WFD),initiative
the Netherlands
Institute
for Multiparty
that
they
will
be
welcomed
into
the
DDR
programme.
Democracy (NIMD) and Australia’s Centre for Democratic Institutions (CDI). It is important to emphasize that the majority of these party assistance organizations, although
8.3.6. Encourage
ex-combatants
to participate
transitional justice
measures institutes that
mostly
funded by
bilateral aid agencies
and in
governments,
are independent
are
relatively autonomous
as regards how,
with whom
and where
they execute
their conproEx-combatants
are often simultaneously
fighters,
witnesses,
and victims
of an armed
grammes.
applicable
and
appropriate,
DDR managers
should
to partner
with
flict. Their Where
testimonies
may be
valuable
for a prosecutions
initiative
or aim
a truth
commission.
such
organizations
to build
capacity within
the DDR
programme
Additionally
their story
or experience
may change
the way
others inon
thepolitical
society reintegramay view
tion
and exchange
information
best practices.
them,issues
by blurring
the sharp
distinctionsregarding
between combatants,
often seen solely as perpetrainformation
on coordination
and
partnerships
in the
political reintors, For
andmore
victims,
and exposing
the structural
roots
of the conflict.
A area
moreofcomprehensive
understanding
of the experience
of ex-combatants
may ease
the reintegration
process. and
tegration,
see UNDP’s
Elections and
Conflict Prevention:
A Guide
to Analysis, Planning,
DDR programmes
may encourage ex-combatant participation in transitional justice
Programming,
2009.
measures by offering information sessions on transitional justice during the demobilization
process and working collaboratively with national actors working on transitional justice
GUIDANCE: COORDINATION IN POLITICAL REINTEGRATION
measures in their outreach to ex-combatants.
 Closely coordinate with relevant line ministries and principal UN entities involved in early and longer-term support

to the restoration or strengthening of civil rights and governance in post-conflict contexts. This includes the civil

8.3.7.
Consider how DDR may connect to and support legitimate locally based justice processes
affairs and PI units of UN peacekeeping operations, as well as political affairs offices, among others;

Locally based justice processes may complement reintegration efforts and national level
 Ensure coordination and liaison with donors, multilateral organizations, NGOs, and other relevant organizations and
transitional
justice
measures
by providing
a community-level
means of addressing issues
CSOs dedicated
to political
party assistance
and electoral
support;
of accountability of ex-combatants. When ex-combatants participate in these processes, they
 Make use of the assets and capacities inherent in political and peacekeeping missions;
demonstrate their desire to be a part of the community again, and to take steps to repair
 damage
Where appropriate,
involve
specialized
organizations, including
advocacy groups,
such as women’s
organizations,
the
for which
they
are responsible.
This contributes
to building
or renewing
trust
veterans’ associations and organizations for persons with disabilities in the planning and brainstorming processes
between
ex-combatants
and
the
communities
in
which
they
seek
to
reintegrate.
Locally
based
for political reintegration. Programme managers should be sure to remain aware of the fact that while there are
justice
processes
particular
potential
the inreintegration
children
associated
with
instances
in whichhave
veterans’
associations
have beenfor
involved
illegal activities oroforganized
violence,
there is also
armed
forces and
groups.
the possibility
that these
groups can serve as critical parts of civil society, articulating and advancing the political
ideas
of ex-combatants.
Informedreintegration
judgments about strategies,
and support toparticularly
veterans’ associations
will therefore
need to be
Creating
links between
community
reintegration
made
on
a
case-by-case
basis.
strategies, for ex-combatants and locally-based justice processes may be one way to bridge
the gap between the aims of DDR and the aims of transitional justice. UNICEF’s work with
locally based justice processes in support of the reintegration of children in Sierra Leone is
one example.
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establishing
a link with
locally based processes, DDR programmes must ensure
11.4.Before
Entry points
for political
reintegration
that
they
are
legitimate
and
that
they
respect development
international in
human
rights
includOffering information services and capacity
the area
of standards,
civic and political
ing
that they do
not discriminate,
against
women, for
andthe
children.
Thereintegranational
participation
is central
to creatingparticularly
an enabling
environment
political
authorities
in
charge
of
DDR
will
include
local
experts
that
may
provide
advice
to DDR
tion of all stakeholders in a DDR process. This may include community sensitization
programmes
about locally
based
processes.
Additionally
society institutions
organizations
campaigns, education
on the
nature
and functioning
of civil
democratic
(atmay
the
be
able
to
provide
information
and
contribute
to
strategies
for
connecting
DDR
programmes
national, regional and/or local levels), leadership training, and initiatives to foster womto
locally
based justice processes. Finally, outreach to recipient communities may include
en’s
participation.
discussions
about
locally based
justice
processes
andhuman
their applicability
to the situations
of
Focusing
on particular
subject
areas,
such as
rights (especially
those rights
ex-combatants.
reflected in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights) and in the development of political parties in the methods and processes of democracy, constituency
8.3.8. Consider
how DDRorganizing
and transitional
measures
coordinate
to support
relations,
community
and justice
participation
inmay
dialogue
processes
thatthe
involve
reintegration
of women
with armed is
groups
and forces
other
stakeholders
andassociated
political opponents,
recommended.

Specific
entry points
to build
capacity
enhance
participation
in political
processes
Women
associated
with armed
groups
andand
forces
are potential
participants
in both
DDR
include,
but are
not
limited to,justice
the following:
programmes
and
transitional
measures, and both are faced with the challenge of
increasing and supporting the participation of women. Both DDR and transitional justice
should work towards a better understanding of the motivations, roles and needs of women
11.4.1. Public information and sensitization campaigns on civil and political rights
ex-combatants and other women associated with armed forces and groups by directly
Communities of return should receive sensitization related to political reintegration
engaging women in planning for both programmes and ensuring they are adequately repand the accompanying peace process.
resented in decision-making bodies, in line with UNSC Resolution1325 on women, peace
and security (also see IDDRS 5.10 on Women, Gender, and DDR). Sharing information on
their respective
learned in terms of facilitating the participation of women may be
11.4.2.
Access tolessons
social benefits
a first step. The
ways in which
women
victims
articulate
their
need for
reparations,
Reintegration
practitioners
should
support
access
to social
benefits
through
access for
to
example,
might
be
considered
in
developing
specific
reintegration
strategies
for
identity cards, social security documents, and voter and property registration. women.
Additionally, DDR programme managers may coordinate with transitional justice measures on community approaches that include women, such as strengthening women’s role
11.4.3.
Civic
and justice
voter education
in locally
based
processes.
In order to build capacity and enhance participation in the democratic process, DDR
programmes
support
civic and justice
voter education.
Thiscoordinate
may include
providing
8.3.9. Considershould
how DDR
and transitional
measures may
to support
the education
or referrals
to education
opportunities
on the and
nature
and(CAAGF)
functioning of democratic
reintegration
of children
associated
with armed groups
forces
institutions at the national, regional and/or local levels. Civic education on the country’s
DDR and transitional justice represent two types of initiatives among a range of intervencomprehensive peace agreement (where applicable) or peace process should be considtions that are (at least partly) aimed at reintegrating children associated with armed groups
ered. At the local level, approaches to human rights education that draw from “street law”
and forces. Given the status of children as a special category of protected persons under
may be particularly effective, such as the practical application of citizens’ rights, such as
international law, both DDR and transitional justice actors should work together on a stratfreedom of expression, the right to dissent, and the right to vote in secrecy in electoral
egy that considers these children primarily as victims.
processes
that are free of
or intimidation,
may be
particularly
Joint coordination
oncoercion
the reintegration
of children
is possible
in ateffective.
least three broad
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areas. First, DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate on a strategy to identify andLeadership
hold accountable
11.4.4.
training those who are recruiting children—in order to make sure that
the
welfare
of
children
is considered
as the highest
priority
in that
process. Second,
both
Senior DDR managers can
serve in an advisory
capacity
to senior
government
and military
kinds of measures
work together
onreintegration.
approaches toThrough
reintegrating
children who
may be
officials
on issues may
concerning
political
implementing
leadership
responsible
for
violations
of
international
humanitarian
law
or
human
rights
law.
Given
training, DDR programmes will aim to facilitate and increase the legitimacy and support
the focusby
onnewly-established
CAAGF as victims,political
such anleaders.
approach
would
preferably
focus
on non-judicial
received
DDR
managers
should
consider
undergomeasures
such
as
truth
commissions
and
locally-based
processes
of
truth
and reconciliaing targeted training in leadership and political negotiation that is IDDRS compliant.
tion, which may better contribute to the reintegration of children than prosecution. At a
minimum, a clear DDR and TJ policy should be developed as to the criminal responsibil11.4.5.
Lobbyingthat
for takes
mid-level
commanders
ity of children
adequate
account of their protection and social reintegration. In
Research
comparative
peace processes
suggests
that the political
andCAAFG
associthe DRC, into
for example,
the position
shared by
child protection
agenciesroles
was for
accused
of seriousfutures
crimesof
to mid-level
go through
the juvenile are
justice
system,
applying special
proated
livelihoods
commanders
critical
in post-conflict
contexts.
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6.20
4.30

combatants
may play
a direct role
in some
either by providing
direct reparaGiven
mid-level
commanders’
ranks
andreparations,
level of responsibility
and authority
while
tion when
they
have
responsibility
the violations
that occurred,
or, when
with
armed
forces
orindividual
groups, they
often seek for
commensurate
positions
in post-conflict
appropriate,
by seek
contributing
to reparations
that aim to address
community
settings.
Many
an explicitly
political projects
role in post-conflict
governance.
Whereneeds,
DDR
such
as
working
on
a
memorial
or
rebuilding
a
school
or
home
that
was
destroyed
in
the
programmes have determined that commander incentive programmes will be required,
conflict.
aarmed
resource
mobilization strategy should be planned and implemented in addition to a
dedicated vetting process.
8.3.5. Collaborate on strategies to target spoilers
Even after a ceasefire or peace agreement, DDR is frequently challenged by commanders who
11.4.6. Women’s participation
refuse for a variety of reasons to disarm and demobilize, and impede their combatants
The
commitment
to restoring
protection
ofDDR
vulnerable
groups (or
andother
genfromUN’s
participating
in DDR.
In somesecurity,
of thesethe
cases,
national
commissions
der
equality
has been
in United Nations
Security Council
resolutionsstrategies,
1325 and
officials
charged
with formalized
DDR) and prosecutors
may collaborate
on prosecutorial
1820,
and more
recently
re-affirmed
by resolutions
1888 and of
1889.
for example
focused
on those
most responsible
for violations
international human rights
DDR
processes
form
an
invaluable
window
of
opportunity
to enhance
women’s
and humanitarian law, that may help to remove these spoilers from
the situation
and incluallow
sion
in DDR
decision-making
processes.
Civil affairs
and human
rights sections,
for the
of the combatand
unitpolitical
or group.
Such an approach
requires
an accompanying
pubin
addition
to
civil
society
organizations
and
NGOs
specialized
in
gender
and
women’s
lic information strategy that indicates a clear and transparent criminal policy, indicating
rights
can support
reintegration
efforts
to include
trainings of
onpolitical
gender and
womwhat kind
of cases political
will be prosecuted,
and
avoiding
any perception
influence,
en’s
inclusion
in
civil
and
political
affairs.
Women’s
participation
and
representation
in
arbitrary prosecution, corruption or favoritism. The public information efforts of both the
public
institutionsand
ranging
from public outreach
administration
to justice
security lower
sectorsrankwill
DDR programme
the prosecutions
units should
seekand
to reassure
not
only
enhance
gender
equality,
but
may
prove
critical
in
addressing
the
vulnerabilities
ing combatants that the focus of the prosecution initiative is on those most responsible and
that
women
and
into
forced recruitment or association with armed
that initially
they willled
be many
welcomed
into
thegirls
DDR
programme.
forces or groups.

8.3.6. Encourage ex-combatants to participate in transitional justice measures
Ex-combatants
are often
simultaneously
fighters, REINTEGRATION
witnesses, and victims of an armed conGUIDANCE: WOMEN’S
INVOLVEMENT
IN POLITICAL
flict. Their testimonies may be valuable for a prosecutions initiative or a truth commission.
 Pay particular attention to female ex-combatants and Women Associated with Armed Forces and Groups
Additionally
their story or experience may change the way others in the society may view
(WAAFG) as women and girls often face pre-conflict discrimination with regard to their exercise of civil and
them,political
by blurring
the sharp
between
often
seenengaging
solely inaspublic
perpetrarights, combined
with adistinctions
socio-cultural context
that iscombatants,
often not conducive
to their
life
tors, and
anddecision
victims,
and exposing
roots
the forces
conflict.
A more
comprehensive
making—even
less so, the
after structural
being associated
withof
armed
or armed
rebel groups;
understanding
of the
experience
ex-combatants
may
the rights
reintegration
 Involve Civil Society
Organizations
and of
NGOs
specialized in gender
andease
women’s
as part of theprocess.
negotiation
DDR
programmes
encourage
participation
exercises
throughout DDRmay
processes
(i.e. rangingex-combatant
from CPA to defining
eligibility criteriainfortransitional
ex-combatants).justice
Femaleby
combatants
WAAFGs are tosessions
be part of on
CPAtransitional
before and afterjustice
verification;
measures
offeringand
information
during the demobilization
process
andallworking
collaboratively
with national
actors
on transitional
 Perceive
categories of
gendered persons (women,
men, girls and
boys)working
not as survivors
or victims, but asjustice
agents in
for their
change,outreach
and/or agents
renewed conflict;
measures
to for
ex-combatants.
 Include an ‘intersectionality’ approach in assessments for political reintegration to pre-empt women on women

and draw
Hidden
Womentoissues;
8.3.7.stigmatization
Consider how
DDRoutmay
connect
and support legitimate locally based justice processes
 Be aware
of the
fact that
political processes
and inclusivity arereintegration
intersecting in nature
– government,
civilian level
Locally
based
justice
processes
may complement
efforts
and national
society,
military,
national
defense
–
and
identifying
gendered
strengths
and
assets
secure
peace
dividends;
transitional justice measures by providing a community-level means of addressing issues
 Ensure to apply aofpolitical
lens to monitoring
and evaluation
for genderparticipate
as it is intersecting
activity
and process.they
ofaccountability
ex-combatants.
When
ex-combatants
in these
processes,
demonstrate their desire to be a part of the community again, and to take steps to repair
the damage for which they are responsible. This contributes to building or renewing trust
11.4.9.
participation
betweenYouth
ex-combatants
and the communities in which they seek to reintegrate. Locally based
The
special
needs
of
youth
should
be addressed
during political
reintegration
not with
only
justice processes have particular
potential
for the reintegration
of children
associated
because
this group
may become a security threat, but also because they can act as a major
armed forces
and groups.
forceCreating
for positive
change
in reintegration
contemporary
politics. Youth
are often
more open
to voting
links between
strategies,
particularly
community
reintegration
for
new parties,
less loyal to and
established
traditions
and
more idealistic
in their
goals
for
strategies,
for ex-combatants
locally-based
justice
processes
may be one
way to
bridge
their
societies.
the gap
between the aims of DDR and the aims of transitional justice. UNICEF’s work with
locally based justice processes in support of the reintegration of children in Sierra Leone is
one example.
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establishing
a link with locally
based processes,
DDR
programmes
must ensure
12. Before
Linking
reintegration
to wider
recovery
and
development
that they are legitimate and that they respect international human rights standards, includMany DDR programmes have failed in the past due to their narrow focus and short-term
ing that they do not discriminate, particularly against women, and children. The national
approach. To achieve sustainability and meet its goals to improve security, DDR must
authorities in charge of DDR will include local experts that may provide advice to DDR
pave the way for post-conflict recovery and development to take root. Reintegration proprogrammes about locally based processes. Additionally civil society organizations may
grammes shall therefore be conceptualized, planned, designed and implemented as part
be able to provide information and contribute to strategies for connecting DDR programmes
of, or at least in very close cooperation with, wider recovery strategies. Linkages shall
to locally based justice processes. Finally, outreach to recipient communities may include
include, but not be limited to the areas of post-conflict rehabilitation, resettlement of disdiscussions about locally based justice processes and their applicability to the situations of
placed populations, reconciliation efforts, human rights promotion, transitional justice,
ex-combatants.
improved governance and security sector reform. To achieve coherence, when designing reintegration programmes, UN practitioners should coordinate, and where possible,
8.3.8. Consider
how DDR and
transitional
justice measures
may coordinate to support the
jointly
plan programmes
with
actors working
in these areas.
reintegration
of women
associated with
armed groups
forceswork in parallel to integrate
In the case
of reintegration,
a number
of UN and
agencies
Women war-affected
associated with
armed
groups and
forces are potential
participants
in both
DDR
various
peoples
including
ex-combatants,
returnees
and IDPs, into
the same
programmes
justice
measures,such
and both
are faced
theofchallenge
of
labour
marketand
andtransitional
communities.
Information,
as number
andwith
profile
beneficiarincreasing
and
supporting
the
participation
of
women.
Both
DDR
and
transitional
justice
ies, therefore needs to be shared among UN agencies engaged in reintegration assistance.
should
work
a better
understanding
the motivations,
roles
and needsphase
of women
It
should
be towards
the guiding
principle
from theofearliest
pre-mission
assessment
and
ex-combatants
and
other
women
associated
with
armed
forces
and
groups
by
continue throughout all stages of strategy development, programme planning anddirectly
impleengaging women
for both
programmes and
ensuring
theyagencies
are adequately
repmentation.
The useinofplanning
Memoranda
of Understanding
(MoU)
between
intervening
resented
in
decision-making
bodies,
in
line
with
UNSC
Resolution1325
on
women,
peace
in the same sector or on the same issue has proven an efficient mechanism for coordination.
and security (also see IDDRS 5.10 on Women, Gender, and DDR). Sharing information on
programme
need
ensure close
coordination:of women may be
theirDDR
respective
lessonsmanagers
learned inwill
terms
of to
facilitating
the participation
a first
Thewhere
ways coordination
in which women
victims
articulate
their need
for reparations,
for

In step.
the field,
among
UN entities,
national
counterparts,
receiving
example,
might
be
considered
in
developing
specific
reintegration
strategies
for
women.
communities, NGOs, donors, governmental aid organizations, and other implementAdditionally,
DDR
programme
managers
may
coordinate
transitional
justice measing partners
should
be established
at the
earliest
stageswith
of mission
planning;
ures on community approaches that include women, such as strengthening women’s role
 At Headquarters, through integrated mission planning structures and processes (also
in locally based justice processes.
see IDDRS 3.10 on Integrated DDR Planning: Processes and Structures) to ensure
that coordinated, coherent and consistent direction and support is provided to field
8.3.9. Consider how DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate to support the
operators;
reintegration of children associated with armed groups and forces (CAAGF)

 Between
the field and
Headquarters,
to ensure
that
lessons among
learneda and
develDDR
and transitional
justice
represent two
types of
initiatives
rangepolicy
of intervenare built
intoatfield-level
programming,
particularly
the start
of
tionsopment
that areon
(at DDR
least partly)
aimed
reintegrating
children associated
with at
armed
groups
missions
and
DDR
processes,
as
well
as
to
ensure
the
participation
of
key
stakeholdand forces. Given the status of children as a special category of protected persons under
ers at thelaw,
international
international
both DDRlevel.
and transitional justice actors should work together on a strat-
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egy that considers these children primarily as victims.
Programme
managers
should
also focusofonchildren
building
local,
and broad
interJoint
coordination
on the
reintegration
is strong
possible
in atnational
least three
national
partnerships
from
the
start.
Partnerships
are
essential,
both
in
direct,
short-term
areas. First, DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate on a strategy to idenprogramme
andwho
in forming
links to
longer-termorder
recovery,
peace-buildtify
and holdimplementation
accountable those
are recruiting
children—in
to make
sure that
ing,welfare
governance
and development
programmes.
the
of children
is considered
as the highest priority in that process. Second, both
managers
should
ensure
that relevant
and children
development
framekindsDDR
of measures
may
workalso
together
on approaches
torecovery
reintegrating
who may
be
works are identified
and of
guide
their programmes,
with
attention
national
responsible
for violations
international
humanitarian
lawspecific
or human
rights to
law.
Given
recovery
plans
and poverty
reduction
strategy papers
(PRSPs), the
UNonDevelopment
the
focus on
CAAGF
as victims,
such an approach
would preferably
focus
non-judicial
Assistancesuch
Framework
andand
the locally-based
UN Policy forprocesses
Post-Conflict
Employment
Creameasures
as truth (UNDAF),
commissions
of truth
and reconciliation,
Income
Generation
and
Reintegration.
This
is
vital
to
ensure
that
DDR
programming
tion, which may better contribute to the reintegration of children than prosecution. At a
is linked toapeace-building,
transition,
recovery
and reconstruction
strategiesresponsibiland that it
minimum,
clear DDR and TJ
policy should
be developed
as to the criminal
willoffacilitate
of the
various
and
other international
agencies. While
ity
childrenthe
thatinvolvement
takes adequate
account
ofUN
their
protection
and social reintegration.
In
all efforts
should
be made
to coordinate
closely
with
other actors
implementing
related
the
DRC, for
example,
the position
shared
by child
protection
agencies
was for CAAFG
accused
of serious
to go through
the should
juvenilealso
justice
system,
applying
proprogrammes,
DDRcrimes
programme
managers
clearly
identify
thosespecial
objectives
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4.30

combatants
may play aprogramme
direct role in
some
either
providing
direct
reparathat
the reintegration
can
dealreparations,
with directly,
andby
those
in which
it can
only
tion when they have individual responsibility for the violations that occurred, or, when
contribute.
appropriate, by contributing to reparations projects that aim to address community needs,
such
as workingduring
on a memorial
or rebuilding
a school or home
that was destroyed in the
Coordination
the planning
and implementation
stages
armed conflict.
If national and sectoral frameworks and policies are at the planning stage, DDR managers should ensure that DDR
programmes:

8.3.5. Collaborate on strategies to target spoilers
 Network with coordinating and participating agencies.

Even after a ceasefire or peace agreement, DDR is frequently challenged by commanders who
 Participate and provide inputs in wider recovery planning meetings and assessment missions.
refuse for a variety of reasons to disarm and demobilize, and impede their combatants
 Ensure
reintegration in
of ex-combatants
and associated
is adequately
key national and (or
sectoral
from
participating
DDR. In some
of thesegroups
cases,
nationalreflected
DDR incommissions
other
frameworks and policy documents.
officials charged with DDR) and prosecutors may collaborate on prosecutorial strategies,
If national
and sectoral
frameworks
andmost
policies
are at the implementation
stage,of
DDR
managers should
ensure that
for
example
focused
on those
responsible
for violations
international
human
rights
DDR programmes:
and humanitarian law, that may help to remove these spoilers from the situation and allow
 the
Continue
participate
in widerunit
recovery
coordination
meetings
to identify requires
areas for collaboration
and partnership,
for
DDRtoof
the combat
or group.
Such
an approach
an accompanying
pubincluding
through
strong
local,
national
and
international
partnerships.
lic information strategy that indicates a clear and transparent criminal policy, indicating
 Place
reintegration
and plans of action
relevantany
national
and sectoralof
frameworks
policies.
what
kind
of casesprogrammes
will be prosecuted,
andwithin
avoiding
perception
politicaland
influence,
arbitrary
corruption
or favoritism.
The
public
information
of both the
 Use theprosecution,
opportunities offered
by reintegration
programmes to
provide
concrete
contributions efforts
toward the
of national
andprosecutions
sectoral frameworks
and policies.
DDRimplementation
programme
and the
outreach
units should seek to reassure lower ranking combatants that the focus of the prosecution initiative is on those most responsible and
that they will be welcomed into the DDR programme.
Experience has shown that coordination is difficult to achieve, and that post-conflict
governments often do not possess the organizational capacity to coordinate all of the pro8.3.6. Encourage ex-combatants to participate in transitional justice measures
gram partners. This must be effectively communicated to donors so that they do not have
Ex-combatants
are often on
simultaneously
fighters,
witnesses, and victims of an armed conunrealistic
expectations
the ground for
DDR programmes.
flict. Their testimonies may be valuable for a prosecutions initiative or a truth commission.
Additionally their story or experience may change the way others in the society may view
them, by blurring the sharp distinctions between combatants, often seen solely as perpetrators, and victims, and exposing the structural roots of the conflict. A more comprehensive
understanding of the experience of ex-combatants may ease the reintegration process.
DDR programmes may encourage ex-combatant participation in transitional justice
measures by offering information sessions on transitional justice during the demobilization
process and working collaboratively with national actors working on transitional justice
measures in their outreach to ex-combatants.

8.3.7. Consider how DDR may connect to and support legitimate locally based justice processes
Locally based justice processes may complement reintegration efforts and national level
transitional justice measures by providing a community-level means of addressing issues
of accountability of ex-combatants. When ex-combatants participate in these processes, they
demonstrate their desire to be a part of the community again, and to take steps to repair
the damage for which they are responsible. This contributes to building or renewing trust
between ex-combatants and the communities in which they seek to reintegrate. Locally based
justice processes have particular potential for the reintegration of children associated with
armed forces and groups.
Creating links between reintegration strategies, particularly community reintegration
strategies, for ex-combatants and locally-based justice processes may be one way to bridge
the gap between the aims of DDR and the aims of transitional justice. UNICEF’s work with
locally based justice processes in support of the reintegration of children in Sierra Leone is
one example.
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BeforeA:
establishing
link with
locally based processes, DDR programmes must ensure
Annex
Terms aand
definitions
that they are legitimate and that they respect international human rights standards, including that they do not discriminate, particularly against women, and children. The national
Apprenticeship: Refers to any system by which an employer undertakes by contract to
authorities in charge of DDR will include local experts that may provide advice to DDR
employ a young person and to train him or have him trained systematically for a trade for
programmes about locally based processes. Additionally civil society organizations may
a period of which the duration has been fixed in advance and in the course of which the
be able to provide information and contribute to strategies for connecting DDR programmes
apprentice is bound to work in the employer’s service. (ILO Apprenticeship Recommendation
to locally based justice processes. Finally, outreach to recipient communities may include
no. 60, 1939).
discussions about locally based justice processes and their applicability to the situations of
ex-combatants.
Business development services: Services that improve the performance of the enterprise,
its access to markets, and its ability to compete. The definition of “business development
services”
includes
wide
array
of business
services,
both
strategic
andtooperational.
8.3.8. Consider
how aDDR
and
transitional
justice
measures
may
coordinate
support the Business
development
services
are designed
togroups
serve and
individual
reintegration
of women
associated
with armed
forces businesses, as opposed to
larger
business
community.
(Business
Development
Services
for Small
Enterprises:
Guiding
Women associated with armed groups and forces are potential
participants
in both
DDR
Principles
for
Donor
Intervention,
2001).
programmes and transitional justice measures, and both are faced with the challenge of
increasing and supporting the participation of women. Both DDR and transitional justice
Cooperatives: Autonomous association of persons united voluntarily to meet common
should work towards a better understanding of the motivations, roles and needs of women
economic, social and cultural needs and aspirations through a jointly owned and demex-combatants and other women associated with armed forces and groups by directly
ocratically controlled enterprise. A cooperative is essentially a vehicle for self-help and
engaging women in planning for both programmes and ensuring they are adequately repmutual aid. Many cooperatives throughout the world have a commitment to a distinctive
resented in decision-making bodies, in line with UNSC Resolution1325 on women, peace
statement of identity formulated by the International Cooperative Alliance (ICA). (Internaand security (also see IDDRS 5.10 on Women, Gender, and DDR). Sharing information on
tional Labour Conference, Recommendation 193, Recommendation Concerning the Promotion
their respective lessons learned in terms of facilitating the participation of women may be
of Cooperatives,Section 1 Paragraph 2, 2002).
a first step. The ways in which women victims articulate their need for reparations, for
example,
might
be considered
in developing
reintegration
Decent
work:
Involves
opportunities
for work specific
that is productive
andstrategies
delivers afor
fairwomen.
income
Additionally,
DDR in
programme
managers
may protection
coordinate for
with
transitional
justice
measprovide
s security
the workplace
and social
workers
and their
families;
ures
on
community
approaches
that
include
women,
such
as
strengthening
women’s
role
offers better prospects for personal development and encourages social integration; gives
in locally
justice
processes.
people
thebased
freedom
to express
their concerns, to organize and to participate in decisions
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that affect their lives; and guarantees equal opportunities and equal treatment for all.
8.3.9. Consider
how
DDR and
transitional
justice
measures
may coordinate
supportfor
theMain(United
Nations
System
Chief
Executives
Board
for Coordination
(CEB)toToolkit
reintegrationEmployment
of children associated
with
armed
groups and forces (CAAGF)
streaming
and Decent
Work,
2007).

DDR and transitional justice represent two types of initiatives among a range of intervenEmployment: The employed comprise all persons about a specified age who during the
tions that are (at least partly) aimed at reintegrating children associated with armed groups
reference period were either (i) at work or (ii) with a job or enterprise but not at work
and forces. Given the status of children as a special category of protected persons under
(i.e.) persons temporarily absent from work). Persons at work are defined as persons who
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be able to provide information and contribute to strategies for connecting DDR programmes
Interim stabilization measures: Stabilization measures that may be used to keep former
to locally based justice processes. Finally, outreach to recipient communities may include
combatants’ cohesiveness intact within a military or civilian structure for a time-bound
discussions about locally based justice processes and their applicability to the situations of
period of time, creating space and buying time for a political dialogue and the formation
ex-combatants.
of an environment conducive to social and economic reintegration. Such measures range
from military integration to the formation of transitional security forces, to the establish8.3.8. Consider how DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate to support the
ment of civilian service corps, among other such arrangements ‘holding patterns’.
reintegration of women associated with armed groups and forces
Women associated with armed groups and forces are potential participants in both DDR
programmes and transitional justice measures, and both are faced with the challenge of
increasing and supporting the participation of women. Both DDR and transitional justice
should work towards a better understanding of the motivations, roles and needs of women
ex-combatants and other women associated with armed forces and groups by directly
engaging women in planning for both programmes and ensuring they are adequately represented in decision-making bodies, in line with UNSC Resolution1325 on women, peace
and security (also see IDDRS 5.10 on Women, Gender, and DDR). Sharing information on
their respective lessons learned in terms of facilitating the participation of women may be
a first step. The ways in which women victims articulate their need for reparations, for
example, might be considered in developing specific reintegration strategies for women.
Additionally, DDR programme managers may coordinate with transitional justice measures on community approaches that include women, such as strengthening women’s role
in locally based justice processes.

5.10

8.3.9. Consider how DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate to support the
reintegration of children associated with armed groups and forces (CAAGF)
DDR and transitional justice represent two types of initiatives among a range of interventions that are (at least partly) aimed at reintegrating children associated with armed groups
and forces. Given the status of children as a special category of protected persons under
international law, both DDR and transitional justice actors should work together on a strategy that considers these children primarily as victims.
Joint coordination on the reintegration of children is possible in at least three broad
areas. First, DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate on a strategy to identify and hold accountable those who are recruiting children—in order to make sure that
the welfare of children is considered as the highest priority in that process. Second, both
kinds of measures may work together on approaches to reintegrating children who may be
responsible for violations of international humanitarian law or human rights law. Given
the focus on CAAGF as victims, such an approach would preferably focus on non-judicial
measures such as truth commissions and locally-based processes of truth and reconciliation, which may better contribute to the reintegration of children than prosecution. At a
minimum, a clear DDR and TJ policy should be developed as to the criminal responsibility of children that takes adequate account of their protection and social reintegration. In
the DRC, for example, the position shared by child protection agencies was for CAAFG
accused of serious crimes to go through the juvenile justice system, applying special pro-
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8.3.6. Encourage ex-combatants to participate in transitional justice measures
Ex-combatants are often simultaneously fighters, witnesses, and victims of an armed conflict. Their testimonies may be valuable for a prosecutions initiative or a truth commission.
Additionally their story or experience may change the way others in the society may view
them, by blurring the sharp distinctions between combatants, often seen solely as perpetrators, and victims, and exposing the structural roots of the conflict. A more comprehensive
understanding of the experience of ex-combatants may ease the reintegration process.
DDR programmes may encourage ex-combatant participation in transitional justice
measures by offering information sessions on transitional justice during the demobilization
process and working collaboratively with national actors working on transitional justice
measures in their outreach to ex-combatants.

8.3.7. Consider how DDR may connect to and support legitimate locally based justice processes
Locally based justice processes may complement reintegration efforts and national level
transitional justice measures by providing a community-level means of addressing issues
of accountability of ex-combatants. When ex-combatants participate in these processes, they
demonstrate their desire to be a part of the community again, and to take steps to repair
the damage for which they are responsible. This contributes to building or renewing trust
between ex-combatants and the communities in which they seek to reintegrate. Locally based
justice processes have particular potential for the reintegration of children associated with
armed forces and groups.
Creating links between reintegration strategies, particularly community reintegration
strategies, for ex-combatants and locally-based justice processes may be one way to bridge
the gap between the aims of DDR and the aims of transitional justice. UNICEF’s work with
locally based justice processes in support of the reintegration of children in Sierra Leone is
one example.
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8.3.8. Consider how DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate to support the
reintegration of women associated with armed groups and forces
Women associated with armed groups and forces are potential participants in both DDR
programmes and transitional justice measures, and both are faced with the challenge of
increasing and supporting the participation of women. Both DDR and transitional justice
should work towards a better understanding of the motivations, roles and needs of women
ex-combatants and other women associated with armed forces and groups by directly
engaging women in planning for both programmes and ensuring they are adequately represented in decision-making bodies, in line with UNSC Resolution1325 on women, peace
and security (also see IDDRS 5.10 on Women, Gender, and DDR). Sharing information on
their respective lessons learned in terms of facilitating the participation of women may be
a first step. The ways in which women victims articulate their need for reparations, for
example, might be considered in developing specific reintegration strategies for women.
Additionally, DDR programme managers may coordinate with transitional justice measures on community approaches that include women, such as strengthening women’s role
in locally based justice processes.

5.10

8.3.9. Consider how DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate to support the
reintegration of children associated with armed groups and forces (CAAGF)
DDR and transitional justice represent two types of initiatives among a range of interventions that are (at least partly) aimed at reintegrating children associated with armed groups
and forces. Given the status of children as a special category of protected persons under
international law, both DDR and transitional justice actors should work together on a strategy that considers these children primarily as victims.
Joint coordination on the reintegration of children is possible in at least three broad
areas. First, DDR and transitional justice measures may coordinate on a strategy to identify and hold accountable those who are recruiting children—in order to make sure that
the welfare of children is considered as the highest priority in that process. Second, both
kinds of measures may work together on approaches to reintegrating children who may be
responsible for violations of international humanitarian law or human rights law. Given
the focus on CAAGF as victims, such an approach would preferably focus on non-judicial
measures such as truth commissions and locally-based processes of truth and reconciliation, which may better contribute to the reintegration of children than prosecution. At a
minimum, a clear DDR and TJ policy should be developed as to the criminal responsibility of children that takes adequate account of their protection and social reintegration. In
the DRC, for example, the position shared by child protection agencies was for CAAFG
accused of serious crimes to go through the juvenile justice system, applying special pro-
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combatants may play a direct role in some reparations, either by providing direct reparation when they have individual responsibility for the violations that occurred, or, when
appropriate, by contributing to reparations projects that aim to address community needs,
such as working on a memorial or rebuilding a school or home that was destroyed in the
armed conflict.

8.3.5. Collaborate on strategies to target spoilers
Even after a ceasefire or peace agreement, DDR is frequently challenged by commanders who
refuse for a variety of reasons to disarm and demobilize, and impede their combatants
from participating in DDR. In some of these cases, national DDR commissions (or other
officials charged with DDR) and prosecutors may collaborate on prosecutorial strategies,
for example focused on those most responsible for violations of international human rights
and humanitarian law, that may help to remove these spoilers from the situation and allow
for the DDR of the combat unit or group. Such an approach requires an accompanying public information strategy that indicates a clear and transparent criminal policy, indicating
what kind of cases will be prosecuted, and avoiding any perception of political influence,
arbitrary prosecution, corruption or favoritism. The public information efforts of both the
DDR programme and the prosecutions outreach units should seek to reassure lower ranking combatants that the focus of the prosecution initiative is on those most responsible and
that they will be welcomed into the DDR programme.

8.3.6. Encourage ex-combatants to participate in transitional justice measures
Ex-combatants are often simultaneously fighters, witnesses, and victims of an armed conflict. Their testimonies may be valuable for a prosecutions initiative or a truth commission.
Additionally their story or experience may change the way others in the society may view
them, by blurring the sharp distinctions between combatants, often seen solely as perpetrators, and victims, and exposing the structural roots of the conflict. A more comprehensive
understanding of the experience of ex-combatants may ease the reintegration process.
DDR programmes may encourage ex-combatant participation in transitional justice
measures by offering information sessions on transitional justice during the demobilization
process and working collaboratively with national actors working on transitional justice
measures in their outreach to ex-combatants.

8.3.7. Consider how DDR may connect to and support legitimate locally based justice processes
Locally based justice processes may complement reintegration efforts and national level
transitional justice measures by providing a community-level means of addressing issues
of accountability of ex-combatants. When ex-combatants participate in these processes, they
demonstrate their desire to be a part of the community again, and to take steps to repair
the damage for which they are responsible. This contributes to building or renewing trust
between ex-combatants and the communities in which they seek to reintegrate. Locally based
justice processes have particular potential for the reintegration of children associated with
armed forces and groups.
Creating links between reintegration strategies, particularly community reintegration
strategies, for ex-combatants and locally-based justice processes may be one way to bridge
the gap between the aims of DDR and the aims of transitional justice. UNICEF’s work with
locally based justice processes in support of the reintegration of children in Sierra Leone is
one example.
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